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Summary
This thesis is about Eritrean refugees in Sicily and their ambitions, circumstances and
coping strategies to deal with the fact of being “stuck in Italy” against their will. During
this research I worked very closely with my cousin who was part of the research group
and my key-informant. All respondents are subject to a law called the Dublin
Regulation, which determines which EU-country is responsible for an asylum request.
This is generally based on where an asylum seeker has first entered the EU or where an
asylum request was first registered. Because all respondents got caught when they
entered Italian territory by boat, they were forced to ask asylum in Italy although none
of them intended for Italy to be their destination. Their fingerprints were taken and
stored, which meant that if they would ever try to ask asylum in another EU-country, as
some did, immigration services of the respective country would most likely find a
fingerprint match in Eurodac and deport the asylum seeker back to Italy.
From the narratives collected in this research I found that the problem of Eritrean
refugees in Italy was one of integration, not of illegality since all respondents received a
form of refugee status. Constraints they faced were related to discrimination, a lack of
government assistance and problems of the informal and illegal labour market in Italy.
Furthermore, most refugees received humanitarian refugee status instead of being
recognized as a political refugee. The major problem with this was the set of conditions
humanitarian refugees needed to meet before being allowed to start a family
reunification procedure. These conditions were related to work and housing and were
considered nearly impossible to meet due to their weak economic position in Italian
society. For political refugees the procedure was unconditional.
Ambitions of respondents were mainly related to leaving Italy, reuniting with family and
finding permanent work as to create financial stability to be able to support their
families in Eritrea. Few wanted to continue their education on a higher level. All realized
the importance of learning the Italian language, which was also part of their ambition.
In the analysis I have outlined the coping strategies I found among my respondents and
categorized them in action-based and cognitive coping strategies. Some examples of
action-based strategies are:
- the instrumental use of different networks and adapting their identity to relate to
and benefit from those networks, and
- not calling the family in Eritrea when respondents were unemployed or out of
money in order not to worry or disappoint their families and not to be confronted
with the feeling of failure
Some examples of cognitive coping strategies are:
- negative framing of Italy and the Italians (the host community)
- framing the present as temporary
- social bonding in interaction with other Eritrean refugees in Italy for example
joking and holding on to socio-cultural values (for emotional purposes)
In the conclusion I explain how most coping strategies especially make sense in
interaction with fellow Eritrean refugees in Italy who face similar circumstances, in
other words, through social bonding. Also I point out how some of these coping
strategies seem to hinder interaction with the family at home in Eritrea and the host
community in Italy. The latter led me to the conclusion that the coping strategies of
Eritrean refugees to deal with their circumstances constrain the integration in Italy.
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Stuck in Italy: stories of Eritrean refugees with ambitions

Introduction
Two years ago I got involved when my cousin fled from Eritrea, the country where my
father is from. Together with other family members living in the Diaspora I paid for him
to be smuggled to Europe crossing Sahara and Mediterranean Sea. Because the Italian
authorities rescued him from the sea, he was forced to leave his fingerprints there and
forced to ask asylum in Italy although it was never his intended destination. The Dublin
Regulation determines which country is responsible for an asylum request. The main
indicators for this determination are:
‐ The country in the EU where the asylum seeker first set foot on land (or
territorial waters for that matter), and
‐ The country where the asylum seeker first applied for asylum
The law sets out to limit asylum applicants in their choice of the final country of asylum.
The Dublin Regulation, formerly Dublin Convention, has been criticized for putting
enormous pressure on the border countries like Greece and Italy, which are the
countries where most irregular migrants enter the EU. Furthermore it has been claimed
that the Dublin Convention was based on false assumptions about the decision making
of asylum seekers concerning their choice for a certain destination country to ask
asylum in. The law implies that this choice is mainly based on economic interest
although many social scientists concluded that presence of family, knowledge of the
language and the role of smugglers played a much bigger role in the decision‐making
process. Most of the criticism that the Regulation received from human rights
organizations is about problems before and during the asylum procedure. In this
research I sought out refugees from an Eritrean community in Sicily that had already
received some form of refugee status that permitted them to stay in Italy. All of them
were thus legal and documented but still they felt hindered in pursuing their ambitions
since they were “stuck in Italy”. The main research question central to this thesis was:
How do Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy against their will, cope
with perceived circumstances in order to pursue their ambitions and what is the
role of interaction?
During my two visits to Sicily, one for orientation purposes and another one for actual
data collection, I tried to get an understanding of how these refugees perceived their
circumstances and how they coped in order to still realize their ambitions. Since this
research has taken place in the chair group of Communication Science the focus was on
whatever happened in interaction. By taking the stories and conversations of the
refugees as a starting point I wanted to give them a voice in explaining their current
situation and views on the future to inform all the readers who are developing opinions
and policies concerning refugee issues within the borders of Europe.
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How to read this thesis
This thesis is roughly built up from four parts:
Part 1 starts off with a chapter with some general background information on Eritrea
and Italy and the journey to get from the first to the latter. The goal is for the reader to
understand how refugees perceived their conditions. The countries are therefore
pictured from their point of view which is quite a negative picture. Others might
perceive this differently and they might argue that there are many positive
developments, too, in several aspects of these countries. For this research it was
especially relevant to outline the perception of the respondents on their country of
origin and current stay. The second chapter of Part 1 is about the legal context of the
Dublin Regulation and its position in this thesis. The third chapter explains my own
background and that of my cousin Seleba, my key‐informant, as far as relevant to
understand the context in which the knowledge of this research was produced.
Part 2 explains the research plan starting with the formulation of the research questions
and objectives that were central to this thesis. After that I will elaborate on the
conceptual framework and theory that I applied. Finally, I will describe the research
methodology including methods of data collection and analysis.
Part 3 consists of a collection of stories that were the result from my observations and
interviews. It starts with the general story of the people, places and institutions I got to
know during my stay with the Eritreans in Sicily. The goal of this first story is to get a
picture of the physical research context. After that, eleven stories will follow of
respondents I had structured interviews with, ending with my own cousin’s story.
Readers that are interested to know how expectations were not met by the experiences
of respondents and especially how they coped with this discrepancy, can just pick one
or a few stories to get a picture of what Eritrean refugees face in Italy.
In part 4 we come to the end of this report with an analysis and the conclusion that
could be drawn from the results. My intention is to give meaning to the stories and
observations by interpreting them with help of the conceptual framework explained in
part 1. Finally, the conclusion is followed by the discussion which consists of four parts:
observations concerning the research process (e.g. trust and scepticism by the research
group), ideas for further research, an update on how my respondents have been doing
since I saw them and a personal note on societal implications and recommendations
following this research.
Prepare to be moved by the stories of the ambitious Eritreans in Italy!
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Part 1
Context
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1 Regional background
In this chapter I will explain something about the regional context in which this
research takes place. I will start with a short history and description of the political
situation in Eritrea, the country where the research group is from. Problems which
formed the main reasons for people to flee will be highlighted. I will continue to say
something about the journey and the route most Eritreans take to Europe. Finally I will
give an impression of Italy and the situation of migrants in the country.

1.1 Eritrea
In a time that Eritrea was hit by a long drought, some countrymen turned themselves to
God. They prayed for water and rain. God heard them their prayers and looked down on
the country of Eritrea. He was surprised. From heaven Eritrea looked very green. He asked
them: “How could you possibly ask for more rain when your country looks so green?” The
people answered: “God, those are just our military uniforms.”
(Seleba, 2010)
Eritrea is a relatively small country in the horn of Africa which gained independence
from Ethiopia in 1993. Another war was fought over a border dispute between 1998
and 2000. Ever since independence Eritrea has applied a self‐reliance approach to its
development process. They did not want to become dependent of aid like many other
African countries. Over time the country has become more and more militarized. I found
that the following problem description by Human Rights Watch summarizes the reasons
for fleeing of Eritrean refugees I have spoken to in recent years:
“Eritrea is one of the world’s youngest countries and has rapidly become one of the
most repressive. There is no freedom of speech, no freedom of movement, no freedom
of worship, and much of the adult male and female population is conscripted into
indefinite national service where they receive a token wage. Dissent is not tolerated.
Any criticism or questioning of government policy is ruthlessly punished. Detention,
torture, and forced labor await anyone who disagrees with the government, anyone
who attempts to avoid military service or flee the country without permission, and
anyone found practicing or suspected of practicing faiths the government does not
sanction [for example the Pentecostal Christian Church]. (…) The law states that all
Eritrean citizens, men and women between the ages of 18 and 50, have the obligation to
perform national service. In normal circumstances, national service is supposed to last
18 months. However, (…) after completing the compulsory 18 months, national service
can be extended until 50 years of age “under mobilization or emergency situation
directives given by the government.” [The government justifies this policy by stating
that Eritrea has remained in a ‘no war‐no peace situation’ ever since the border war.]
(…) National service conscripts serve in the army, work on national development
projects, or are loaned to private firms controlled by army officers and government
allies for their gain. Compensation is minimal and non‐compliance is not an option. (…)
As a result of the multi‐faceted repression, Eritreans are increasingly fleeing their
country. It should be pointed out that most Eritreans leave with regret the very country
that they fought for so long to liberate.” (HRW, 2009)
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Students spend their last year of high school in Sawa military training camp. Depending
on their grades they either go into the military service or continue their education at so‐
called technical colleges. University education is no longer available in the country.
After graduation nobody is allowed to choose which sector or which city to work in, to
change position, to work a part‐time job on the side or even to freely move around in
the country. Permits of movement are normally given out for travelling between the
work or study location and the hometown only.
If democracy and a free press are the measurements for the strength of a state it could
be said that Eritrea is in bad shape. Every year since 2007 the organization “Reporters
Without Borders” (RSF, 2010) has ranked Eritrea last on the Worldwide Press Freedom
Index list. The “Committee to Protect Journalists” claimed that Eritrean prisons were
holding the most journalists in Africa for almost ten years now (CPJ, 2010). Eritrea has
been accused of severe human rights violations by organizations like for example
Human Rights Watch (2009). Besides the ‘indefinite conscription’ certain religions like
the Pentecostal church and Jehova witnesses are not allowed.
Slowly two generations of Eritrean refugees in the Diaspora are starting to evolve: those
who fled during the independence war and those who fled after the border war. You
will find most support for the Eritrean government among the first generation. Many of
them took on an Eritrean identity card, sometimes besides their new nationality. To
hold this id‐card they are obliged to pay 2% of their yearly salary to the Eritrean
government and this is a major source of income for Eritrea’s economy. The majority of
the second generation of refugees are deserters from the army and/or Pentecostal
Christians or Jehova witnesses. The relatives of deserters can be detained by the police,
made to pay large fines and may even be forced into the army in their place, if the
person does not return. For years now Eritrean nationals have been in the top 10
biggest refugee populations in the world. Most of them are registered to reside in Sudan
(UNHCR, 2010) but those numbers include people who fled the violence of the
independence struggle and the border war, which are different reasons for fleeing than
the Eritreans in this thesis had. On average Italy and the UK have been receiving most of
the Eritrean asylum seekers in Europe over the last 10 year (after the border war)
although recently numbers of Eritreans asking asylum in Switzerland and the
Scandinavian countries have been strongly rising. The same counts for numbers of
Eritreans asking asylum in Israel and Yemen (UNHCR, 2010). See Appendix 9 for details.

The journey
From Eritrea, the beaten track to Italy is through Sudan and Libya, crossing the Sahara
and Mediterranean Sea en route. A relatively small group crosses the border from
Eritrea to Ethiopia before continuing their way to Europe. They put their lives in the
hands of smugglers or “connection men” that most consider complete brutes that do not
care about their survival as long as they are paid. Most refugees worked in Sudan to
save money for the journey. Some got financial help from family in the Diaspora or well‐
off family at home in Eritrea. Most spent at least some time in prison in Sudan when
they just cross the border. Some suffered for months or even years in the infamous jails
of Libya. Many knew stories about people who went mad or who did not survive the
journey. All of the respondents got caught either on the sea or on land by the Italian
authorities. Barely any of them thought of Italy as their destination country.
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1.2 Italy
Italy saw an increase in new asylum applicants in 2008, many of them arriving by sea. In
2008, Italy was the fifth largest recipient of asylum‐seekers among a selected group of
44 industrialized countries. With the number of people requesting international
protection during 2009 almost halving, Italy dropped to seventh place (see table 1,
UNHCR 2010).
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
United States
2
1
1
1
1
France
1
2
3
3
2
Canada
6
5
4
2
3
United Kingdom 3
3
5
4
4
Germany
4
6
7
7
5
Sweden
7
4
2
6
6
Italy
11
12
8
5
7
Norway
15
13
17
10
8
Belgium
8
10
10
14
9
Greece
12
9
6
8
10
Table 1 Changes in the ranking of the top‐10 receiving countries (UNHCR, 2010)
In 2009 Italy was accused of taking boat migrants, rescued on the sea, straight back to
Libya without investigating whether they had a right to protection. Italy started
cooperating with Frontex, the EU‐border control agency, and made deals with Libya to
patrol in Libyan waters to intercept boat migrants (Human Rights Watch 2009).
Over the last years Italy has been taking in most of the Eritrean refugees arriving in
Europe (UNHCR, 2010; see Appendix 9 for exact numbers and statistics). Immigration
has become a hot topic in Italian politics with a negative focus on the boatloads of
African migrants and the links between foreigners and criminality (The Telegraph,
2008). On the other side Italy heavily depends on these migrants in certain segments of
the regular labour market and in their large informal or ‘shadow’ economy (IMF, 2002).
Puggioni claims that refugees from different nationalities perceive Italy as a country of
transit and not one of destination (2005). Because of the Dublin Regulation, which will
be explained in detail in the next chapter, Italy is held responsible for all asylum seekers
entering the EU on their territory. They lack well‐developed government integration
programs for refugees and seasonal workers. Some relate this to the absence of a decent
welfare system in Italy (Puggioni 2005). Many migrants depend on humanitarian and
Catholic organizations like Caritas, but even here self‐help strategies are the norm.
When formal organizations like governments and their policies do not meet people’s
needs, people will self‐organize in order to meet those needs one way or the other
(Aarts 2007). The absence of government assistance in integration does not mean that
there are no social mechanisms for integration but ironically, it does mean that the
Italian government uses the presence of self‐organizing processes as a justification for
its lack of assistance. In other words, because refugees and migrant workers have
shown they do self‐organize to meet their needs, Italian authorities use this as a reason
for not needing to intervene.
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Status and rights of Eritreans in Italy
Most Eritreans in this research received a humanitarian refugee status for three years
as opposed to political status for 5 years. Political status is only given to those who
according to Italy meet the definition of a refugee1 in the 1951 Geneva Convention:
"A person who owing to a wellfounded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to
avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or,
owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.." (UNHCR, 2001)
Humanitarian refugees supposedly do not meet this definition but for humanitarian
reasons they cannot be returned to the country of origin either. These humanitarian
reasons are often related to Article 3 of the European Convention of Human Rights,
which prohibits “torture, and inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment”. There
are no exceptions or limitations on this right and the European Court of Human Rights
has prohibited the extradition of a person to a foreign state if they are likely to be
subjected there to torture (UNHCR, 2001). This is also set out in the principle of non‐
refoulement in the 1951 Geneva Convention:
"No contracting state shall expel or return ('refouler') a refugee in any manner
whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on
account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social or political
opinion" (UNHCR, 2001)
Since in Eritrea all returned asylum seekers are arrested and jailed for the fact of having
asked asylum in another country, this should mean that all Eritreans who ask asylum in
Europe have a very good chance of receiving status because the mere fact that they
asked asylum, created a risk of mistreatment in their country of origin.
Finally, many Eritreans would have preferred a political status for five years because
this includes the right to unconditional family reunification. For humanitarian refugees
the following conditions have to be met first:
‐ Residence card for which you need to be registered on a certain address
‐ Job contract for a minimum of a year
‐ Minimum salary of 8000 Euro/year (if two family members, e.g. wife and child,
were to come to Italy the minimum is set on 10.000 Euro/year. For every
following family member the minimum gets higher)
Most considered these conditions nearly impossible to meet due to their weak economic
position in Italian society and just to compare, in Holland there are differences between
refugee statuses, too, but all have equal rights concerning family reunification.

1

To be clear, an asylum seeker differs from a refugee in that he or she has applied for asylum or refugee
status, but has not yet received a final decision on their application (UNHCR, 2007)
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2 Legal context: the Dublin Regulation
In this chapter I will give an explanation of the political and legal context in which this
research takes place. I will start with a short history of how the Dublin Regulation came
to be. After this I will describe the position of the Dublin Regulation in this thesis.
Finally, I will give a problem description of the Dublin Regulation based on contested
assumptions and conclusions concerning the decision making process of asylum
seekers. In Appendix 2 an extra chapter is added on the Dublin procedure for asylum
seekers in the Netherlands based on my experiences at VluchtelingenWerk (VVN), a
Dutch refugee organization. This chapter gives an idea of the circumstances refugees
face when they try to be accepted by another EU member state, in this case Holland.

2.1 A short history
In 1997 all members of the European Union ratified the Dublin Convention. Its goal was
to determine which country should be responsible for examining an asylum claim. The
major indicators for this determination were the place where the asylum seekers first
set foot on EU‐territory and the country where the first asylum request was submitted.
In 2000 the European Council approved a database called Eurodac. It was meant to
compile biometric data, mainly fingerprints, and information, like irregular border
crossings and asylum requests. The goal was to track migrants and to facilitate a smooth
operation of the Dublin Convention. In the consultation process for the evaluation of the
Convention a lot of criticism was expressed from UNHCR, Amnesty International and
ECRE (European Council on Refugees and Exiles). They claimed for example that the
Dublin system increases pressure on the external border regions of the EU. This would
carry the risk that these countries would be tempted to adopt very restrictive policies
that could force asylum seekers into illegality and/or to avoid the formal asylum
process all together.
Exceptions concerning Dublin claims are supposed to be made in case of
unaccompanied minors and first degree family reunification. NGO and certain Member
States have lobbied for a broader definition of family but this has not been
implemented. The inputs from NGO’s did not have any significant impact and only
minor changes were made to the revised Dublin Regulation, published in 2003 (Collyer
2004).
Finally, what possibly makes things even more frustrating is that the Dublin Regulation
does respect the sovereignty of countries by letting all European member states free to
voluntarily accept asylum seekers with a Dublin claim. This could be for any
humanitarian reasons perceived by the respective country but very few countries ever
make use of this right. From my experiences at VluchtelingenWerk (VVN), the Dutch
refugee organization, I could tell that Holland for example has been quite consistent in
deciding on the deportation of Dublin claimants unless the European Court put a stop to
it.
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2.2 Problematizing the Dublin Regulation
Contested assumptions
The Dublin Regulation is a measure that limits asylum seekers in their choice of a
country to ask asylum. This is based on the assumption that asylum seekers choose
their country of asylum based on favourable policy measures of the respective
government. The movement of asylum seekers from one EU Member State to another
was referred to as ‘secondary movement’ in the Vienna Action Plan (1998). Since all the
countries in the EU were considered safe, ‘secondary movement’ was viewed negatively
because to the Member States it indicated a choice based on motives other than
protection. During the implementation and evaluation phase of the Dublin system it was
recognized by the Commission that the only real alternative was that of the ‘applicant’s
choice’ (European Commission 2000). Although the advantages of this type of system
were acknowledged, it was linked directly to the harmonization process of the asylum
policies across the EU Member States. The EU has been striving to create one asylum
system for the whole of Europe. Although minimum standards are set, a lot of
differences in assistance and acceptance rates can still be found between the Member
States. The ‘applicant’s choice’ system was perceived as problematic until
harmonization measures in areas such as asylum procedures, reception conditions and
the interpretation of the refugee definition had been undertaken. This was needed to
reduce any ‘perceived incentives’ for asylum seekers to choose between Member States
when lodging their application (European Commission 2000). The ‘perceived
incentives’ referred to the assumption that favourable policy measures were important
incentives for asylum seekers to choose a certain destination country. This assumption
was contested in multiple studies. In an independent study commissioned by the UK
Home Office, Robinson and Segrott’s concluded that:
“There was very little evidence that the sample respondents had a detailed knowledge of:
UK immigration or asylum procedures; entitlements to benefits in the UK; or the
availability of work in the UK. There was even less evidence that the respondents had a
comparative knowledge of how these phenomena varied between different European
countries. Most of the respondents wished to work and support themselves during the
determination of their asylum claim rather than be dependent on the state.” (2002)
Obviously these conclusions contradicted the assumptions that asylum seekers’
decisions were based on favourable policy conditions as perceived by the European
Commission. In the same report an extensive review of studies on decision making was
included (Robinson and Segrott 2002). Concluded in most of these studies was the
significance of the following factors in determining the final country of asylum:
‐ the role of present family relationships
‐ cultural links like speaking English or French
‐ the role of smugglers who did not leave refugees with much of a choice and
‐ the political environment for example the perception of its democracy
(Morrison 1998; Böcker and Havinga 1999; Doornheim and Dijkhoff 1995; Bijleveld
and Taselaar 2000). On top of that, Barsky (2000) argued that as an asylum seeker
transits through other countries on his way to the destination initially selected plans
can change radically. So the changing circumstances and the extra acquired information
could be added to the list above of factors influencing the decision‐making process.
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Contested conclusions
In a study on Algerians in the UK the three main factors explaining ‘secondary’
movement, mentioned above, were contested in their turn (Collyer 2004).
‐ Few of the Algerian respondents had family in the UK when they went there
‐ Few spoke English since Algeria had been a French colony and
‐ Few made use of smugglers who could have led them to the UK
Their reasons were related to particularities of the Franco‐Algerian colonial and post‐
colonial relationship and agreements between the two states which made it easier to
deport Algerian asylum seekers from France than for example from Britain. It is
possible that the decision making process of Algerians migrating to the UK was not an
exception at all. The majority of other studies cited before did not distinguish between
nationalities, although particular national groups may have had different reasons to
choose a particular destination country. These groups could have formed exceptions to
the aggregated data (Collyer 2004). For me this was an important reason to focus on
Eritrean refugees only and see what factors determine their favourite destination,
besides the obvious reasons relating to my Eritrean background.

2.3 The position of the Dublin Regulation in this thesis
In this thesis the Dublin Regulation must be seen in the historical context of a unifying
Europe including the harmonization of the asylum system. The problem of the
imbalanced pressure on the border countries like Greece and Italy should be seen in
relation to recent refugee flows and the routes they take to Europe: the majority of
refugees from war and oppression in the Horn of Africa take boats from Libya to first
arrive in Italy; most of the refugees from the Middle East take boats from Turkey to one
of the hundreds of Greek Islands as pictured on the map (figure 1).
It is because of the Dublin Regulation that the Eritrean refugees in this research feel
hindered in pursuit of their ambitions. Being bound to Italy against their will is one
major implication of the Dublin Regulation for them. If this law had not been here, they
would have chosen to ask asylum in another country for whatever reasons they had.
The European Commission acknowledged that a system of ‘applicant’s choice’ would
have been the only feasible alternative to the Dublin Convention. Unfortunately, based
on certain assumptions and perceived incentives of asylum seekers the system of free
choice was dismissed and the Dublin Regulation was implemented. These assumptions
and perceptions were contested in multiple studies about the decision making of
asylum seekers so it could be said that the dismissal of the applicant’s choice system
and the implementation of the Dublin Regulation was based on false assumptions.
Puggioni posed a question concerning freedom of movement and choice in the context
of refugees transiting to Northern European countries: “The question, as (…)
demonstrated is not simply whether the first country is safe, but indeed, whether
refugees want to remain in that country, and whether they should be permitted to select
freely where to establish their future home. Hence, the question is not simply whether
reception policies aim to institutionally include refugees, but also whether refugees
themselves want to be included in the first safe country.”
11
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Figure 1 Most important migration routes to Europe (Frontex, www.allincluded.nl)
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3 Personal background
To fully understand my motivation for and position in this research a short history is
needed. Since my cousin Seleba was my key‐informant I also believe it to be important
to understand our relation. In Appendix 1 a detailed family history is included which
explains our lives as far as relevant to understand the context in which the knowledge
of this research was produced.
In summary, I was born in Holland from a Dutch mother and an Eritrean father. It was
on my second visit to Eritrea when I met my cousin Seleba properly. I never learned to
speak Tigrinya but fortunately Seleba was a teacher in English which made it easier to
talk to him and get to know him. As a consequence I immediately remembered him
when I heard “a cousin called Seleba” had fled the country, though I had met over 40
cousins in Eritrea of whom I did not remember all the names. Together with my father
and several cousins who all lived in Western countries I paid for him to be smuggled to
Europe. A number of visits followed as shown in the table below, and furthermore
extensively described in Appendix 1.
When
Where
What
Jun ‘06
Eritrea
Seleba and me first get to know each other
Dec ‘08
Agrigento/Italy
Me visiting Seleba while in the asylum procedure
Aug ‘09
Switzerland
Me visiting Seleba while in the Dublin procedure
Jan‐Feb ‘10 Holland
Seleba visiting me as a ‘tourist’
Apr ‘10
“White house”/Italy Me visiting Seleba for thesis orientation
May ‘10
Holland
Writing research proposal
Jun ‘10
Agrigento/Italy
Participatory observations, interview Seleba
Jul ‘10
“White house”/Italy Participatory observations, interviews 10 respondents
Table 2 Summary of relevant visits and activities of Seleba and me
From September ‘09 till November ‘10 I was working as an intern and volunteer for a
major Dutch refugee organization called VluchtelingenWerk (VVN). The knowledge I
gained here about legal procedures and the living conditions of asylum seekers must
have also played a role during the production of knowledge in this research.

3.1 Introduction with the research context
My first visit to Sicily for orientation purposes of this thesis was in April 2010. My
boyfriend who also knew my cousin well by now came along with me and Seleba waited
for us at the bus station. When I first arrived in Sicily, Seleba welcomed us to “his”
country. I caught myself having trouble with accepting that Italy was now in fact his
country but realized that acceptance was probably the best way to go for Seleba. In the
bus on the way to his place, Seleba was preparing us for where he was living and where
we would be staying. When we got off he pointed at a house up a hill by a beach saying
that this was his house. I laughed (“Yeah right!”). Two minutes later to my surprise, we
walked up the drive way of the house he had pointed at. It led through a rough garden
to a beautiful old two‐story summerhouse with a balcony with views over the bay (see
the picture on the title page). I was completely amazed. Behind it was another building
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with only one floor, quite long and divided in separate rooms. This building was
squatted already a year ago and only recently Seleba and his friend Adna had squatted
the nice two‐story house. As a joke he introduced the house as “White house” so I called
it White house ever since. Seleba started excusing himself again saying there was no
water and electricity and how bad it was he could not offer his guests these basic
facilities. He compared it to the conditions in which we had received him in Holland but
immediately I told him to shut it. White house became my base during both my field
visits.
After I returned to Holland from my first visit I wrote and presented my research
proposal based on my observations and the literature. While I was back home major
changes were taking place in Sicily and Seleba moved out from White house and
decided to see his chances in another city called Agrigento. He had gotten to know this
place quite well during his asylum procedure. For my second visit I preferred to go back
to White house to continue the story of people I had gotten to know earlier. However, I
was also very interested to see my cousin in action making all kinds of changes in his
life. I ended up dividing my time between White house and Seleba’s new place as shown
in Table 2.

3.2 Interaction with the research group
I was introduced to everyone firstly as Seleba’s cousin (or sister actually). My coming
was mainly seen as a family visit and everybody was surprised about my interest in
them. They compared me with their own family members that were living elsewhere in
Europe and expressed their disappointment in them. Some had heard from Seleba that I
was going to write my final thesis about their lives. I told people gradually about my
plans during the first two weeks. It was very good to have my boyfriend around, not just
for the obvious reason of not having to miss him. Spending three weeks among a
majority of male Eritrean singles Neils was the physical proof that I was ‘taken’. Neils
knew Seleba very well by now and being quite traditional about the roles of men and
women Seleba was also glad he had come along with me. We made jokes about
“passport love” and they asked me to look for a woman for them in Holland. Fortunately
my relation to the guys soon became one of brothers and their sister. Some even told
me: “Sara, don’t bring us wives from Holland! Just bring us more sisters like you!” Others
said I reminded them of their mother or sister. They said specifically “not their wife or
girlfriend” because fights could still occur with them but never with your mother or
sisters.
During my first visit Seleba and Adna were working on a potato farm six days a week
but because of the general lack of jobs there were always other people around the house
who I could hang out with. I especially had good contact with the people who spoke
good English. I could explain to them in more detail about my research and what the
reasons for my coming were besides a family visit. With others that barely or did not
speak English at all, I just tried to spend time hanging out. They taught me some
Tigrinya words and I used to cook or eat together with them. Others were always
helpful to translate when needed.
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Whenever I left the house with my cousin’s housemates they always claimed that
everybody was staring at us. According to most of them, the Italians were always
wondering: “What is this girl doing with these ‘blacks’?” Often Italians indeed asked
them who I was. Normally they answered “ma sorella”, meaning “my sister” in Italian. I
spoke enough Italian to understand the question that always followed: “How on earth
can she be your sister when you are black and she is white?” Some explained to them
that my mother was from Holland, others lifted their shoulders and enjoyed the puzzled
faces of the Italians.
Many Eritreans were bombarding Seleba with questions about me. They had
discussions amongst each other about me and how I should be. Some examples:
‐
‐
‐

“She shouldn’t be biased towards her mother’s side. We like her more if she speaks
good about her father and if she loves him more.”
“What if she could speak Tigrinya….?”
“It would be so nice.”

3.3 Reflections on my position in this research
I would summarize my position in the group as being an insider as well as an outsider
for different reasons. I was an insider because I am Eritrean and blood related to my
cousin with whom the research group was familiar. I was an outsider because I was a
woman, a Western European, and I barely spoke Tigrinya.
Ghorashi wrote about her position in her study of Iranian women refugees since she
had gone through similar experiences as her research subjects. I see myself in her
explanation: “The boundary between commitment and distance was constantly shifting. I
was so deeply involved with the subject of my research that I continually had to keep
shifting the boundary between being an insider and an outsider. In order to be able to
explain, it seemed best not to hide my position as both researcher and activist, but instead
to outline this position as visibly as possible.” (2008)
Jacobsen and Landau (2003) raise concerns about the issue of researchers intervening
in the lives of research participants and I’m aware of the risks that Mackenzie,
McDowell et al. express about producing biased or unbalanced data and thus reaching
unreliable conclusions. However, from a social constructivist’s point of view, I believe
there is no such thing as unbiased data in sociological research. Therefore, producing
biased data is a risk for me as it is for any other sociologist doing research. Mackenzie,
McDowell et al. also admit that intervention or declarations of sympathy not necessarily
comprise ethical or research standards and that it sometimes might be even necessary
in order to build trust (2007). I have intervened and will continue intervening in my
cousin’s life by supporting him in any way that I can. I believe that exactly through this
support I have earned his trust and the trust of his contacts which motivated them to
provide me with the data that was needed to write this thesis. Through my cousin I had
unique access to a network which otherwise might have not been easy to enter.
Looking back on the research process I was the outsider, Seleba the insider, I was the
researcher, Seleba the key‐informant but above all we were two cousins trying to help
each other out.
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Part 2
Research plan
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1 Research objectives and research questions
Whenever migrants, asylum seekers and refugees are mentioned in the media it is often
in terms of numbers and statistics on costs and crime. I intend to show another side by
telling a story of ambitious Eritrean refugees in Europe. I have seen problems
concerning the Dublin Regulation been addressed, analyzed and conceptualized in
literature and critical reports by human rights organizations. But mostly they were
about the differences of asylum procedures, acceptance rates and reception standards
between EU Member States. Only some articles addressed problems after the asylum
procedure. All the Eritrean refugees in this research have received a status in Italy but
still have difficulties in pursuing their ambitions. The main objective of this research is
therefore to address circumstances caused by one major implication of the Dublin
Regulation after the asylum procedure: being “stuck in Italy”. I would like to contribute
to a better understanding of the situation of Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to
Italy against their will. In general this research is a plea to make migration management
a more humane process and to take social and psychological insights into account in the
policymaking process instead of basing it on unfounded assumptions. At this moment I
feel that the policy is based on bureaucratic logics ascribed to people who do not
necessarily think bureaucratically. The topic would need further research to the exact
policy mismatch between the Dublin Regulation and its subjects. My hope is that one
day the choice of the asylum seeker will be respected in every party’s best interest. The
main research question in this thesis is:
How do Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy against their will, cope
with perceived circumstances in order to pursue their ambitions and what is the
role of interaction?
Sub research questions:
1. What are the ambitions of Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy
against their will and how are these shaped in interaction?
2. How do they perceive their circumstances in terms of possibilities and
constraints and how are these perceptions shaped in interaction?
3. How is interaction being used to cope with perceived circumstances in
pursuit of ambitions?

Hypothesis:
Many Eritreans comforted me when I worried about Seleba’s future: “Don’t worry, Sara.”
This life [in Italy] is not forever. It’s only temporary.”
I wondered if they would ever be able to accept being bound to Italy and if so, when?
Based on this I formulated the hypothesis that the Dublin Regulation creates a grey area
between migration and post‐migration.
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2 Conceptual framework and theory
I will start this chapter by explaining the three key concepts ambitions, circumstances
and interaction (see figure 2) that will be central to this thesis. This will be followed by
the hierarchy of human needs of Maslow, which forms an important theory for the
interpretation and the operationalization of the concepts of ambitions and
circumstances. To explain important facets of the research problem I will use the
concepts of (in‐) visibility and labelling of refugees. In the context of the implications of
the Dublin Regulation I will discuss institutional agency and refugees’ agency as a two‐
way process.

Ambitions

Shape

Circumstances

Cope
Shape

Shape

Interaction
Figure 2 Key concepts (based on Aarts 2009)

2.1 Ambitions
In this conceptual framework ambitions are defined in terms of Maslow’s hierarchy of
human needs (see figure 3). Needs can be formulated in terms of goals, dreams and
future plans that Eritrean refugees have when they come to Europe. To have ambitions
and to be able to realize them is a human need in itself. Being able to realize does not
mean necessarily to achieve but it refers to being able to exercise agency towards a
certain goal and to self‐determine direction in life. Ambitions can be changed under
certain circumstances for example to make them more realistic to achieve or to prevent
failure. Coincidence can also play a role here when people make use of unexpected
opportunities. Ambitions can be about housing, a professional career, about starting a
family or fulfilling a certain role within a family. Ambitions can be materialistic in
nature or linked to one’s identity. The term ambition is operationalized by looking at
what kind of need as defined by Maslow would be fulfilled by realizing the ambition.
Then, if one is asked why he has this ambition or how he came up with it or who his role
model is/was, we move on to the process of how ambitions are being shaped in
interaction.
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2.2 Circumstances
Circumstances can either empower or hinder the subject in realizing ambitions and
fulfilling certain needs. Vice versa, circumstances are influenced by changing ambitions.
For example, when ambitions are lowered or made less specific, possibilities open up
and one’s horizon broadens. When they are raised, the road to realizing ambitions
becomes longer and more constraints have to be faced . Circumstances could also be
defined in terms of place. For example in this case study, Italy is perceived by the
research group as a place where constraints outweigh the possibilities. When people
move or migrate for work, ambitions influence circumstances in terms of place. In this
thesis the concept of ‘circumstances’ is operationalized by asking participants which
possibilities and constraints they come across and how they help or hinder them.

2.3 Interaction
Communication is always used in relationships to adapt to a certain environment and to
organize oneself so it could be said that communication is organization (Pepper 1995).
To analyze this process though, thinking in terms of individual senders and receivers
will not be enough. Instead I will look at the interaction itself as a unit of analysis. It is in
conversations that people continually construct stories about the world they live in
(Aarts 2009). The stories are not just a reflection of reality but it is also through stories
that reality is created in the first place (Ford 1999). The stories that displaced people as
a collectivity tell themselves and others about themselves are often reflecting the
community’s understanding of itself. ‘Life as told’ may reveal not only what people think
they are but what they should have been or may yet be (Meyerhoff 1986: 262). To put
this in terms of the key concepts in this thesis: the ambition to fulfil a certain societal
role might be shaped in interaction.
To understand the stories people tell, we must relate them to the social and political
contexts that have shaped and continue shaping the circumstances of their lives
(Eastmond 2007). Part of this research will be studying the role of interaction in coping
strategies. The obvious use of interaction as a coping strategy is networking for
information, financial and emotional support. Interaction could also be used to socially
construct realities that help to better deal with life. Mediatory myths are an example of
this: “Regardless of origin, a delusion is a form of structured selfdeception that is
instrumental in reducing psychological distress. When many individuals within a common
social context experience similar forms of psychological distress and cope with them in
similar ways, a dynamic of ‘collective selfdeception' emerges. Over time, this dynamic is
reinforced and often becomes institutionalized into many forms. Myths are one of these
forms. Communities, cultures, and organizations have many types of myths with multiple
functions that serve to explain the unknown, coalesce identity, and give meaning to events
and actions. Myths of origin and descent, myths of heroes or personalities, myths of
outsiders, and myths of caution and comfort all shape how individuals think about
themselves, their social organization, and their place in it.” (Walkup 1997)
Mediatory myths can thus enable people to get on with life despite of all the
contradictions between expectations and reality (Abravanel 1983; Scheid‐Cook 1988).
Another concept that deals with these contradictions is the ‘self‐fulfilling prophecy’
(Merton, 1948). In a self‐fulfilling prophecy a person frames a problem in such a way
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that it confirms the assumptions he already had so he can act upon them. On the other
hand information that contradicts these assumptions can be denied or ignored.
To summarize, ambitions and the perception on circumstances are constantly under
construction in interaction. Furthermore interaction itself can be seen as a mean to cope
with circumstances in pursuit of ambitions.

2.4 Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs
As explained earlier, Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs plays an important role in the
operationalization of the concept ‘ambitions’ and indirectly, the concept of
‘circumstances’. Maslow distinguishes the following human needs in order of
importance:
1. Physiological: hunger, thirst, bodily comforts, etc.;
2. Security: of employment and resources, to be out of danger, including your
family and loved ones
3. Belongingness and love: affiliate with others, be accepted; and
4. Esteem: to achieve, be competent, gain approval and recognition, to be respected
and to have self‐respect
5. Self‐actualization: to find self‐fulfilment and realize one's maximum potential;
(Maslow 1954) and
6. Self‐transcendence: to connect to something beyond the ego or to help others in
finding self‐fulfilment and realizing their potential (Maslow 1971)

Self‐transcendence (1971)
Self‐actualization (1954)
Esteem needs (1954)
Belongingness and love needs (1954)
Security needs (1954)
Physiological needs (1954)
Figure 3 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1954; 1971)
Realizing ambitions fulfils certain human needs so when we analyse the ambitions of
respondents we will see which needs (amongst others) are important to the research
group. To fulfil these needs or to deal with unfulfilled needs people develop practical
and cognitive coping skills.
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2.5 Coping
Different distinctions are made by different researchers to define coping. Tallman et al.
(1993) distinguishes between ‘coping’ (action to change a distressing mental state) and
'problem solving' (action to change or eliminate the source of a problematic state of
affairs). Others have considered both these actions a form of ‘coping’. They have
referred to the first one as ‘action‐based or problem focused coping’ and to the latter as
‘emotion based/focused coping’ (Folkman and Lazarus, 1980; Folkman, 1984). When
the problematic source cannot be changed or eliminated because of its permanence and
scope, it is possible that people will be more engaged in what Tallman would call,
simply 'coping'. They will try to develop strategies to regulate psychological distress
(Walkup 1997). A coping skill can thus be considered a tool which may be used by
individuals to offset or overcome adversity, disadvantage, or disability without
correcting or eliminating the underlying condition (Folkman 1984).
Problem‐focused coping tends to predominate when people feel that something
constructive can be done, whereas emotion‐focused coping tends to predominate when
people feel that the stressor is something that must be endured (Folkman & Lazarus
1980 in Carver et al. 1989). Emotion‐based coping can make an individual feel better
about a problem, but ultimately will not solve it. However, emotion‐based coping can be
useful to reduce stress to a manageable level, which could then enable action‐based
coping (Folkman 1984). Obviously, the range of successful coping skills varies widely
with people and the problems to be overcome and some coping methods may actually
worsen one's condition. Alcohol and drugs are an obvious example of this. While they
may provide a temporary escape from one's problems, with excess use, the ultimate
result could be even greater problems. Coping mechanisms can consist of consciously
used skills and unconscious defence mechanisms such as denial and projection.
However, the latter again holds the risk of exacerbating one's problem rather than
solving it (Folkman 1984).

2.6 Agency and (in‐) visibility
In this research I start from the assumption that refugees, instead of being passive and
opportunistic, are actively doing all kinds of things, interacting with each other and
organizing themselves (Aarts and During 2006). In other words, they exercise their
agency to improve their lives and actively respond to change. An important aspect of
agency in the context of the Dublin Regulation and this research is the power of (in‐)
visibility:
“Keeping something or someone invisible involves power: the power to decide who receives
resources, who has the legitimacy to make their voices heard, or who can be harmed or
ignored without consequences. (…)Invisibility is a relationship between those who have the
power to see or to choose not to see, and, on the other hand, those who lack the power to
demand to be seen or to protect themselves from the negative effects of imposed visibility.”
(Polzer and Hammond 2008)
On the other hand, invisibility is also a survival resource for many displaced, including,
for example, many urban refugees in Africa or ‘failed asylum seekers’ in Europe (Polzer
and Hammond 2008). Scott (1985 ) described this as the ‘weapons of the weak’,
meaning the ways in which the vulnerable work to stay invisible to the ‘powers that be’
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by hiding and obscuring identities and activities that the state or other powerful
institutions prohibit (Kibreab 1999).
The following example illustrates the role of (in‐) visibility for the research group and it
shows how agency should be seen as a two‐way‐process. European institutions exercise
their agency by imposing visibility. This means that when the Italian authorities rescue
boat migrants, the latter are forced to leave their fingerprints, which will be stored in
Eurodac for the operation of the Dublin system. Many refugees who do not want to stay
in the first country where they entered the EU, therefore attempt to manipulate their
fingerprints. They for example mutilate their fingertips by burning or scratching them
or they take in certain chemicals, which makes them sweat extensively, which makes it
very difficult to leave a neat fingerprint. Refugees thus use their agency to try to remain
invisible. In response, the institutions adjust their policy. In my experience working at
the major Dutch refugee agency I saw that refugees who had tried to manipulate the
system were now often kept in detention till they could be taken again. Apparently the
fingertips should heal within a month. If time after time no fingerprints could be taken
the Dutch immigration services (IND) in some cases used this fact against asylum claims
and accused the people of fraud. If the fingerprints are matched in Eurodac in the end,
the asylum seeker gets the label Dublin claimant.

2.7 Fractioning of refugee labels
‘Illegal asylum seekers’, ‘bogus asylum seekers’, ‘economic refugee/asylum seeker’,
‘illegal migrant’, ‘overstayers’, ‘failed asylum seeker’, ‘undocumented asylum
seeker/migrant’ are all examples of labels that convey an image of marginality,
dishonesty, a threat, unwelcomed, the ‘wasted lives’ of Bauman’s vividly titled book
(2004)(Zetter 2007). The term ‘Dublin claimant’ in the context of undesired ‘secondary
movement’ is in my view one of the most recent labels that fits this list.
With a focus on institutional agency, the concept of labelling elaborates on the interplay
between, on the one hand, the social world and lived reality of refugees and, on the
other hand, the public policy practices of NGOs, governments and intergovernmental
agencies acting under the banner of humanitarianism. It offers a way of understanding
the frequent mismatch between “policy agendas (. . .) and the way in which people
conceived as subjects of policy is defined in convenient images” (Wood 1985: 1 in
Zetter). In terms of the Dublin Regulation and Eurodac this means that people who are
subject to the Regulation are defined as migrants that are ‘asylum shopping’ around
Europe. This reduces the complexity of refugees’ motivations, which to some extent is
characteristic of bureaucracy but it is certainly not necessarily an ‘innocent’ process.
Zetter considers that under conditions of globalization, causes and patterns of forced
migration have become more complex than in the past. A response to this complexity is
a process of bureaucratic ‘fractioning’ to manage the ‘new’ migration; producing
negative impacts on those who are labelled. As a result the refugee label has become
politicized for example by legitimizing a wider political discourse of resistance to
refugees and migrants as merely an apolitical set of bureaucratic categories. (Zetter
2007) The transformation from a story into a bureaucratic label by institutional
agencies ascribes an identity of the ‘other’, in this case Dublin claimant, not even asylum
seeker. It seems an essential bureaucratic practice to manage the influx of refugees, but
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in fact it produces highly discriminatory labels designed to support state interests to
control in‐migration. Refugees are not always dependent victims of larger institutional
powers outside their control. Those claiming refugee status are likely to be forced to
manipulate their story and transform labels imposed on them because of the
constraints and burdens they cause for them (Zetter 2007). Again agency is not a one
way process. But actually of course, it is not the claimants who are transforming the
labels, but precisely state policies and practices, which effectively criminalize refugees
for seeking asylum (Zetter 2007). So, instead of continuously producing new rules and
pointing fingers, more reasonable problem analysis is needed (Aarts 2007).
Finally, the argument Zetter makes is not about the rights of nation states to manage
migration, but about how instruments and processes to manage migration impact on
migrants themselves and especially on the protection and rights of refugees (2007).
Thus, if the Dublin Regulation is a measure to manage migration and Eurodac is the
instrument, then this thesis is about how refugees cope with the impact that these
measures and instruments have on their struggle to pursue their ambitions. So it is not
just about what the rules do with the people but equally about what the people do with
the rules.
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3 Research methodology
3.1 Set‐up
This qualitative research involves a case study of Eritrean refugees that by law are
bound to Italy against their will. It is explorative in nature combining description and
understanding. Through my cousin I had unique access to a network that not many
would have had the same access to. In part 1 I described my personal background and
commitment to the research topic. This included a reflection on my position as a
researcher, being both an insider and an outsider to the research group. A case study
was the logical choice for me to do this research because it allowed the narratives of the
respondents to speak for themselves. Since my research goal was to contribute to the
understanding of the situation of Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy
against their will. This research should be seen as a learning process. Flyvberg stated
that “if one assumes, thus, assumes that research, like other learning processes, can be
described by the phenomenology for human learning, it then becomes clear that the
most advanced form of understanding is achieved when researchers place themselves
within the context being studied. Only in this way can researchers understand the
viewpoints and the behaviour, which characterizes social actors.” (2006) He also points
out the importance of the proximity to the subject’s reality and recalls Beveridge’s
conclusion (1951) “that there are more discoveries stemming from the type of intense
observation made possible by the case study than from statistics applied to large
groups.”
All the Eritrean refugees who are included in this research entered Europe by boat
crossing the Mediterranean Sea. Their initial plans were to go to another EU Member
State but because they were rescued or intercepted by the Italian authorities they were
forced to have their fingerprints taken. These were stored in Eurodac, the European
database for biometric data of migrants that have crossed an EU border illegally and/or
filed an asylum request. This meant that in case they would ask for asylum in another
Member State they would be subject to the Dublin Regulation and Italy would be held
responsible for them. During my orientation trip in Sicily I got the idea that the term
Dublin Regulation was not commonly known. More often people spoke of “the
fingerprints” and told me about their experiences in other European countries where
some had tried to be accepted as an asylum seeker but from where they were deported
back to Italy. Instead of focusing on the Dublin Regulation as a law I decided to focus on
one of its major implications for Eritrean refugees: “Being stuck in Italy”, put in their
own words. I reformulated this as “being bound to Italy by law against their will”.
The units of observation were individuals in Sicily that I had gotten to know through
my cousin directly or indirectly. For the structured interviews I applied a snowball
sampling strategy starting from him. I made contact with about 25 Eritrean refugees
living in Sicily. Considering the time span and the scope of this research I selected ten
respondents to interview based on their willingness, availability and language. Also I
tried I considered the variety between them as a selection criteria. For example there
was one respondent who was a Muslim (Mohammed), one that had received political
status (Gebre) and one that was able to meet the conditions for family reunification for
humanitarian refugees like himself (Hagos). Finally, the networks among respondents
played their part as well. I considered I was interested to know more about the role of
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the friendships (Kiflom and Woldeab; Seleba and Adna), and family relations (Tesfai and
Adna). All names of the respondents have been changed for privacy reasons, except for
my cousin’s, who gave his permission to use his.
The unit of analysis as discussed in the theoretical framework was the interaction
itself. This meant the stories of and the conversations between the Eritrean refugees
were to be analysed by comparing them, looking for patterns and relating them to the
theory. Some stories were told in informal conversations, others in the structural
interviews. I planned to do this according to Schein’s iterative clinical interviews
(1992) as explained below but in practice the process was not that structured.
Triangulation of data was possible by using a combination of a literature study,
structured interviews, participatory observation, and many informal talks with Eritrean
refugees With whom I did not necessarily have structured interviews.

3.2 Data collection
Iterative clinical interviews
One of the methods for data collection I applied was that of the iterative clinical
interview (Schein 1992). This method is a step by step process involving close
encounters between an outsider (the researcher) and an insider (in this case my cousin)
who jointly explore the culture of the research group. Other insiders or informants are
also needed to check the concluded shared assumptions (Schein 1992). Starting point of
the method is the assumption that all we know is just the surface of the actual
circumstances. Any interpretations that were made are likely to be incorrect to a certain
extent. The goal is to get to the underlying assumptions which form the basis of
interaction. I happened to be in the ideal position to use clinical interviews mainly
because the trust relationships between my cousin and me and my cousin and the
research participants were already built. In practice, the process was not very
structured though. Before I started my structured interviews Seleba and me had gone
over the questions extensively. We had endless conversations to the point my cousin
started wondering: “Who’s Masters is it? Mine or yours?”
His stories functioned as my reference in all conversation and interviews I had with
other research participants. Furthermore, my observations of my cousin, in my work at
VluchtelingenWerk (VVN; Dutch refugee organization)) and during my first trip to
White house had given me a slight idea of what was going on. This helped me to direct
conversations and to focus my questions. After the structured interviews I did not
discuss the stories of other participants in depth with my cousin for reasons of privacy. I
did discuss general patterns that were slowly starting to show and he continued giving
me his input and updates on how the participants were doing.
In Appendix 3 I included my interview plan which systematically presents the exact
information needs based on the research questions (based on Emans 2002).

Participatory observation in the research setting
‘Hanging out’ is what Rodgers (2004) calls a participatory approach to data collection
characterized by intensive, informal and interpersonal interactions between the
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researcher and forced migrants. Part 3 of this research starts with my impression of all
the places where respondents used to hang out during the time I spent with them. In all
settings people were eager to discuss their circumstances with me even if they barely
spoke English. “Sara, Italy no good!” or “Which one you like: Holland or Italy?” was all
they needed to express themselves in the hope of my confirmation. Rodgers believes
that ‘hanging out’ enables a ‘humanism’ in research that can inform ethical, reflective
and accountable policy‐making. This perfectly fitted my plea for a more humane system
of migration management.

3.3 Data analysis
Narrative analysis
As mentioned before the interaction will be the unit of analysis. To analyse this
interaction I have chosen for a narrative analysis, which basically means the analysis of
stories in everyday life. In everyday conversation we recount experiences or tell stories
to inform, instruct, entertain, impress, or empower, among other things. Narrative
analysis permits a holistic approach that preserves context and particularity (Riessman
1993). Language is a medium through which meaning and socially constructed reality
can be studied. Narrative language provides access to subjective experience, providing
insights into conceptions of self and identity and opening up new ways of studying
memory, language and thought, and socialization and culture. I use Smith’s definition of
narrative for the purpose of this thesis. He refers to it as accounts of personal
experiences, or the experiences of others, or to fictional accounts, such as stories, myths,
folktales, and fairy tales (2000). For listeners, narratives can "raise consciousness,"
create a shared history, a shared group identity, and preserve and transmit culture. For
storytellers some functions of narratives are:
‐ To give meaning to, and perspective on experience and one's social traditions
‐ To construct knowledge, including a person's sense of self or identity
‐ To bring about emotional adjustment and healing (Smith 2000)
Narratives do not mirror but rather refract the past. Imagination and strategic interests
influence how storytellers choose to connect events and make them meaningful for
others. Narratives are useful in research precisely because storytellers interpret the
past rather than reproduce it as it was. The “truths” of narrative accounts are not in
their faithful representations of a past world, but in the shifting connections they forge
among past, present, and future. Finally it can even forge connections between personal
biography and social structure – the personal and the political (Riessman 1993).
Narratives are characterized by their perspective and context. Perspective refers to the
fact that a narrative contains a point of view toward what happened; telling us what is
significant for the listener to know (Gee 1991). Contexts, and the related term frame,
are used variously to refer to ways in which the narrator constructs the narrative.
External influences include the historical period, physical surroundings, and culture
(Gee 1991), as well as the immediate social setting, that is, to whom the person is
speaking and for what purpose (Tannen 1993).
Finally, narrative approaches are not appropriate for studies of large numbers of
nameless and faceless subjects. Some modes of analysis are slow and painstaking,
requiring nuances of speech, relations between researcher and subject, social and
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historical contexts, in other words, cultural narratives that make ‘personal’ stories
possible. Researchers, writing so‐called auto ethnographies, produce personal
narratives relating their own biographies to their research materials (Riessman, 2002).
Since personally I cannot deny to have been highly involved with the subjects of this
research I chose to visualize my own biography in their stories whenever relevant
because I believed it to be important for the reader to know the background
conversations which no doubt influenced the production of knowledge. Ford explains a
background conversation as “an implicit unspoken backdrop within which explicit
conversations occur and on which they rely for grounding and understanding.
Background conversations are manifest in our everyday dealings as a taken for granted
familiarity or obviousness that pervades our situation and is presupposed in our every
conversation.” (1999) The interaction with my respondents occurred obviously against
a background of the researcher‐subject relation but also against the backdrop of
nationality, gender and in case of my cousin, family relations. For privacy reasons, all
the names of the respondents have been changed except for my cousin’s, who gave his
permission.

Discovering frames
One definition of frame is "an expectation about the world, based on prior experience,
against which new experiences are measured and interpreted" (Tannen 1993, p. 17).
People actively, though not always consciously, construct specific frames in interaction,
which fit their interests, convictions, and backgrounds to reach specific goals (Van
Woerkum and Aarts 2008). Framing essentially involves selection and salience. As
Entman (1993) put it, “to frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and
make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a
particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment
recommendation for the item described” (p. 52). Frames highlight some bits of
information about an item that is the subject of a communication, thereby elevating
them in salience. The word salience means making a piece of information more
noticeable, meaningful, or memorable to audiences. An increase in salience enhances
the probability that receivers will perceive the information, discern meaning and thus
process it, and store it in memory (Fiske & Taylor 1991). Highlighting one piece of
information means that another piece of information is put in the background. Edelman
discusses the way frames exert their power through the selective description and
omission of the features of a situation: “The character causes, and consequences of any
phenomenon become radically different as changes are made in what is prominently
displayed, what is repressed and especially in how observations are classified… The social
world is . . . a kaleidoscope of potential realities, any of which can be readily evoked by
altering the ways in which observations are framed and categorized.” (1993, p. 232)
I will mainly pay attention to:
‐ identity frames for example in terms of place, their societal roles, and specific
interests
‐ frames of social control for example fatalism
‐ negative framing of the Italian host community and respondents (Environmental
Framing Consortium, 2002) and
‐ frames of the past, present and future which create justification for and
continuity in their shattered life courses (Knudsen, 1990).
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Part 3
Stories
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1 The general story
In this chapter I will try give a general impression of the lives of the Eritreans I met in
Sicily. It involves not only the ten people I structurally interviewed but also the many
more Eritreans I met during my stay including the places they lived, the places where
they hung out and their daily activities. In other words it is about all the people, places
and institutions I faced during my fieldwork.

1.1 White house
White house was my base during my fieldwork. It was the squatted house where my
cousin lived. My cousin introduced it as White house joking that he was the president so
I called it White house ever since. It existed out of two buildings which clearly had not
been maintained for ages. Neither of the buildings had electricity nor running water but
fortunately, the guard at the nearest beach club was Eritrean. He allowed them to fill up
their jerry cans and leave their phones for charging. To do laundry they used the
irrigation taps in the fields nearby. Different people, all Eritreans, moved in and out ever
since White house was squatted. During my stay approximately eight to ten people lived
there.

Figure 4
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Around White house
As shown on the map in figure 4, White house was set just up a cliff near a bay that in
summer got very busy with tourists. The nearest city was half an hour by bus which was
for free. From the bus stop you passed a huge hotel and beach club, a parking lot, the
beach, an outdoor concert arena, a road that led up the cliff, cactuses to the left, lemon
trees to the right and then the driveway that led to the house.
All of the people living in White house were struggling to get jobs. Most jobs available in
the area were seasonal like in agriculture or tourism. Sometimes jobs could be found in
construction as well. A small town was situated about half an hour walk from White
house. A large migrant community was present there, mainly from North African origin.
Early in the morning at 5am migrants collected in the town in the hope to be picked up
for a job. Most of the people in White house had given up coming here since experience
showed that the chance to actually get one was very little.
Habteab
Habteab was the guard at the nearest beach club. He allowed the guys of White house
to leave their phones for charging and fill up their jerry cans with water. He was one
of the older Eritreans living in the area and he saw them as his sons. His English was
very poor but that did not keep him from telling me stories in his “Eritrenglish” or
Italian. He was always joking around and introducing me to his colleagues and
neighbours as his sister.
Habteab had a clear opinion about how I should be. He was always telling me that I
should stop this education because it was good for nothing. It was time to make some
babies. He wanted me to be more Eritrean and follow my father’s side more. He
always asked me about my father and his village. He even started calling me “Gual
Bere y’onna”, which means daughter of Bere y’onna, the birth place of my father and
claimed there was a chance he knew my father from long ago.
I understood he had been a trader between Eritrea and Sudan owning two trucks.
Also he had been a fighter during the independence struggle and possibly the border
war. He had left a wife and four children in Addis four years ago in search of a better
life in Europe. Although he had found a seemingly steady job in Italy as a guard, the
payment was poor and he found himself struggling just like everybody else. He had
travelled around a bit in Europe but had no interest in asking asylum in another
European country.
He asked me about Holland and which country was better: “Holland or Italy?” I
remember answering “Holland, but only if you have status. Without documents, life
in Holland can be very hard.” Apparently, I confirmed what he was already thinking:
“Ah, Italy better! No document, no problem! Many people work! No document!”
referring to the many West‐Africans that were managing to live life in Italy illegally.
He told me he had once visited Switzerland. He got himself fined in a bus or train for
not having a valid ticket. “Why? I’m from outside, I don’t know tickets.” In Italy they
would have just send him out and he would have had a chance to try again on the
next train. Italy was not so bad, seemed to be his conclusion.
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Life before White House
A few guys living at White house used to live “in the bush” near a farm in the area where
they had temporary jobs. One day the police came and burnt all their clothes which they
left hanging in the trees. A couple of people arrived in White house straight from camp.
The camp (or asylum seeker centre as we would call it in Holland) was accommodation
provided by the Italian authorities during the asylum procedure. The day they received
their document they were asked to leave. They had friends or relatives living in White
house whom they could stay with. A few others came to White house after they got
deported from the different European countries where they had tried to seek asylum.

Changes in and around White house
When everybody was still living in only one of the buildings on the property of White
house everybody chipped in five Euro per week to buy groceries. They cooked for each
other and ate together. When my cousin and his friend Adna moved into the second
building, two separate households slowly evolved. Me and my boyfriend stayed with my
cousin during our stay and Adna had his uncle Tesfai and his friend Gebre moving in
with him. Each “building” now did their own shopping and cooking and collected water
for their own use. Seleba and Adna started to collect new kitchen tools, since they did
not want to bother the others borrowing their stuff all the time. Each ‘household’
invested in a gas burner although they used to cook on wood. They received extra
mattresses, sheets and blankets from the Red Cross that had just set up a tent camp for
seasonal migrant workers in the area (see following page).
Between my first and second stay I observed some changes. Some people found jobs.
Others lost theirs. Different people moved into and out of White house. The beaches and
busses got crowded and there was a lot more noise at night from people and the music
played at beach clubs. Before the tourist season started Eritreans played beach volley or
took a swim in the sea occasionally. When the beaches became full of Italians and
German tourists they preferred to walk a bit further along the cliff to a tiny enclosed
rock bay where people would not stare at them.

Jonathan
Jonathan came across as a traditional village man. He had spent a very long time in
the military. He had a sister who lived in Holland whom he wanted me to give some
of his pictures to. The photos were taken in Switzerland and he was wearing a suit.
After his deportation from Switzerland, Jonathan came straight to White house.
Michael had invited him.
Not speaking a word of English, Jonathan used sign language to make clear he did not
like the crowded beaches. With his index fingers he drew little triangles around his
breasts and another one around his crouch. Then he looked down and put his hand
before his eyes, saying: “Italy no good.” Jonathan felt ashamed when seeing all those
white ladies in bikini’s and preferred not to look at them. Not easy, considering that
he was working at the beach club. One day when it was very hot we all went to our
‘private’ little rock bay for a swim. I decided to wear my most covering underwear.
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Over time many people had made their objections clear to the Eritreans living in White
house. Neighbours, representatives of the owners and police men all wanted them out
of the place. Their reply was simple: “Where should we go then? We don’t have any other
place to go! Tell us where to go and we will go!” Some left a warning, others wrote down
their names. The people living in White house tried to stay out of everybody’s way. They
took precautions by avoiding the road up the cliff that was supposedly private and
agreed to cross through the fields to get to the bus stop or to bring water.

1.2 The Red Cross
During my first trip the Red Cross had just set up a tent camp for migrants and refugees
right next to the small town, which was about a 30 minute walk from White house. I
went there with a couple of people who wanted to register themselves. Some had
already been registered and just went there to get their beds appointed. There was a
long queue that had not gotten any shorter although it was already the third night in a
row that they were open for registration. The rumour was that to register one person
took more than an hour. When we arrived they had not started yet although over
twenty persons were waiting already. They were complaining that the staff was
ineffective and lazy.
On the one hand I was a bit surprised by the lack of information myself. I thought the
least they could have done to calm the crowd down was to give an explanation or an
apology for the delay. On the other hand nobody took the effort to ask the staff either so
I decided to ask them myself with my cousin’s permission. They said there was a
problem with the computer and they were waiting for something that had to do with
the head office. “There is nothing we can do. Do you really think I like this?” the man
said while pointing at the annoyed crowd. I told my cousin but he was not convinced.
After the two Eritreans got appointed their beds we all left. The others did not want to
wait to register themselves. In the end the two only rarely slept in their beds at the Red
Cross because it was too cold in the tents at night. Sometimes they lend them out to
other Eritreans who needed a place to stay.
When I came back to White house for my second visit the Red Cross camp was being
dismantled. I was surprised and wondered what the use had been of offering shelter for
only three months in a time that was not even the coldest part of the year and without
offering an alternative afterwards. Then people explained to me that the camp was
almost empty anyway. The camp had just been set up for the seasonal agricultural work
in the area. Most of the migrants had already moved on to other parts of Southern Italy
where different agricultural work was now available. Some said the initiative of putting
up camps for seasonal migrants was a response to the riots in Rosarno, Southern Italy in
January 2010. A couple of migrant workers had been shot down by the local mafia.
Fellow migrants demonstrated against their lack of rights and protection. The Red Cross
camp that was just meeting the very basic of needs was just there “to shut them up”.
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World Cup
Right next to the Red Cross tent camp a Sudanese migrant had started a very smart
business. He invested in a generator, a TV, a digital receiver, a gas burner and a
fridge, knotted some blankets together and tied them to the bush creating a kind of
tent, collected a bunch of old chairs and killed a goat every weekend.
While residents of the Red Cross camp were sitting and watching the World Cup
matches on his TV, they were eating his meat and drinking his cold beers and cokes
or a hot cup of sweet tea. Sometimes, when it was very busy, he asked to pay one or
two Euro entrance. One day Adna invited me to go there. Brazil was playing, the most
popular team among the Africans I had met. When we came in people immediately
offered both of us chairs and a coke and all night long there were hardly any eyes on
me since everybody was just enjoying the game. Sitting in the back it was an
incredible picture to watch. Brazil won.

1.3 Semhar’s house
A free bus ride of 30 minutes takes you from White house to the nearest city. There,
only a two minute walk from the bus station, a bit hidden between other houses, was
Semhar’s informal illegal living room‐restaurant which I used to call Semhar’s house.
Semhar’s house was actually not really from Semhar but she rented the room from
another Eritrean who only kept a small room to himself. In the relatively large living
room she made a business cooking Eritrean food and serving beers and soda’s while her
clients watched Eri‐TV via the satellite dish, listened to Eritrean music or smoked
sheesha, a habit most Eritreans had learned to like in Sudan. She also had clients from
other countries like Sudan and Somalia. I hung out at Semhar’s place very often and met
many interesting people there. Unfortunately, Semhar herself did not speak a word of
English. She withdrew herself in the kitchen often and I did not feel comfortable enough
to interview her.
Ateweberhan
Ateweberhan was one of those people I got to know over lunch and a beer at
Semhar’s house. With a big smile he told me his story. He was in Holland working
illegally in the restaurant of his relative. He decided to ask asylum but got detained
for three months during his procedure. His lawyer appealed against his detention
claiming that it had been unlawful. He won and received compensation. It was so
much, that he could have never made the same amount while working. With ‘his
pockets filled’ he was brought back to Italy and luckily soon found work in a fast
food restaurant.
I will never forget watching the football game Holland – Brazil at Semhar’s house. The
place got very busy with Eritreans and Sudanese. I knew Brazil was very popular among
the Africans I had met so I put on my orange t‐shirt which I had brought from Holland
and in no time converted the room into a bunch of Holland fans. In the following
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matches, even after I left town, many people called me every time Holland scored a goal:
“Sara! Auguri, auguri!” they yelled, meaning “Congratulations!” in Italian.

1.4 Other places to hang out
Besides Semhar’s house there were several cafes, internetcafe’s and international
calling centres where Eritreans and other migrants met. Among Eritreans one was
known as the ‘Habesha’ internetcafé2. It was run by an Eritrean who had already lived
in Sicily for four years. He had worked as a translator and for the local government but
since his last job ended he was now temporarily managing the internet cafe for a friend
who was out of the country. He was the first person I had ever met that was active for
the Eritrean opposition. He explained a lot about Eritrean politics to me. The opposition
parties of Eritrea all operate outside of Eritrea due to the one‐party system.
Unfortunately they are divided among themselves and I understood their biggest task
was to create more unity so something could be done actively when the situation in
Eritrea would change. For this reason he travelled a lot around Europe for meetings.
and always offered me to stay in his house or “at least take a shower”. He knew under
which circumstances I was staying in White house but I preferred to stay with my
cousin and thanked him for the offer.
Eritreans and other African migrants clearly had a preference for certain café’s in the
city. People explained to me that in some places the staff was more friendly and not
racist. They called the nice café’s “Senora café” named after the Italian ladies that were
served them and made them feel welcome. They joked with her, taught her some
Tigrinya words and told her she reminded them of their mother.

1.5 Caritas
Caritas is a Catholic humanitarian organization that seemed very active in helping
migrants and other poor people with their basic needs like food and sometimes shelter.
My experience with Caritas was mainly in Agrigento, the city where Seleba moved to
after he left White house. Before Seleba got his own house he always stayed with Caritas
when he was in Agrigento. When I came over to help him with his house search he
asked the sisters whether I could also stay with them for a while. They said I could stay
with the nuns in the congregation. When I showed up at the gate with my boyfriend
they refused: “No men allowed.” I should have known better. Luckily one of Seleba’s
new friends offered us to stay in his house. When Neils left, I did move in with the nuns.
There were three other ladies from Africa and Eastern Europe staying there, some with
their children. The nuns were quite strict and I do not think they believed that Seleba
and I were cousins. Two mornings in a row they locked me in. Seleba and a friend were
waiting for me outside to spend the day searching for houses again but I had to call
them from the balcony of my room to call the sisters to let me out. They were probably
just trying to be protective but Seleba and his friend were harder on them. They said all
nuns were vicious because they had never experienced the love of a man or their own
child. I had to admit I was a bit fed up with them as well so I was happy when we made
some progress with the house search. That day we moved into Seleba’s new place.

2

Habesha is the name of the people from Ethiopia and Eritrea.
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Jared
Jared was one of the new friends Seleba had made since he moved to Agrigento. I
stayed in his house until my boyfriend left and I could stay with the sisters of Caritas.
The boy was quite young and handsome and he reminded everybody of Michael
Jackson in his better days. Seleba said that one of the sisters had “adopted” him.
Jared’s father had fled from Eritrea long before him. He managed to be accepted in
Sweden. Through family procedures Jared’s younger brothers and sisters were all
reunited with their father. Jared was not allowed to join them because he had past
the age of 18 years.
So Jared fled to Europe himself together with his girlfriend. They were forced to
leave their fingerprints in Italy but nevertheless continued their way to Switzerland.
There his girlfriend got pregnant but complications occurred and she tragically
passed away. Jared returned to Italy heart broken. The sisters supported him
through his grief. He developed a special bond with one of them. She became like a
mother to him and she supported him emotionally as well as financially. She paid for
everything so he never had to work or pay for rent. She even sent him on vacation to
Milan with a friend. Most of his friends were Italian and he always spoke Italian (or
Sicilian for that matter), even to us. Jared did not mind being stuck in Italy.
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2 Michael’s story
During my first trip I hung out with Michael a lot. He did not have a job at the time so
often I could find him around White house. His English was very good and we even
discussed the possibility of him being my translator when I would come back for the
interviews, though he was hesitant to accept money from me. At that time I had not
finished my research proposal yet. The goal of my first visit was thesis orientation.
Michael was willing to share his life history with me. Since until then I had only heard
the full story of my cousin, collecting his life history seemed a very wholesome and
useful approach. So far I had heard that Michael had been in detention in Holland. Also
he sometimes implied something bad had happened to him in Rome. When I started
firing my questions at him he used to say: “Just wait, Sara, I will tell you everything.” And
so he did.
When I arrived in White house more than a month later for the interviews, Michael was
pretty much packed to leave for Rome. I was a bit disappointed. By that time Seleba had
also already left to Agrigento, so I was depending on other English speakers like Michael
to translate my interviews. I convinced him to stay for one more day to hang out.
Although I had now finished my research proposal, I had not yet finalized all my
interview questions. I improvised questions for him based on the key concepts of my
research proposal. I developed the structured interview, which I had with other
respondents, somewhat later and it turned out not to be very different from Michaels
interview besides the order of the questions asked. The following story is thus based on
informal talks, his life history and an improvised interview. More details about the
interview process with Michael can be found in Appendix 5. Early parts of his life
history about how he grew up and why he fled to Europe are also included there.

2.1 The journey
Michael did not need much preparation to flee Eritrea because he grew up in Sudan and
he was fluent in Arabic. He walked across the border like most others did, stayed for
some days with his mother and sisters who lived just across the border and took public
transport to Khartoum. He knew his way around because he had spent two years of his
high school there.

Preparations from Sudan
A friend helped him to get a house. His new neighbour found him a job. In his spare time
he followed a course in computer sciences for about half a year. It was relatively cheap,
did not clash with his working hours and he thought it might help him in Europe in
order not to be send to high school again. Finding work in Sudan with his computer
sciences diploma seemed impossible. Being a second‐class citizen and the fact that he
would have to compete with people who did have Bachelors and Masters degrees
discouraged him.
His mother and sisters moved in with him after about four months. He could not afford
to pay rent for both his family’s house near the border and his own house in Khartoum.
He informed his work that he would leave to Europe soon. He told them honestly that
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the salary was not high enough to change his mind. Though life in Sudan was
manageable, the family pressure was huge and he felt responsible for them:
“My family did not ask me for anything directly but being the oldest you feel the
responsibility. They knew that I would leave to Europe because there was no other way.
Anyway, it’s different in Europe than in Africa. Here families are more dispersed. (…)
Imagine now, my family calls me and I am here… [Instead] I should have called them,
right? Of course, because I am the one who is in Europe. “Why are you not calling?” they
ask me. I give them one or two reasons why I did not call. But actually you just don’t want
to hear them explaining the situation. 1+1=2. I know the situation already. I cannot help
them. They cannot work. You know they don’t like the girls to work there. Maybe you have
seen it in Eritrea? They like the girls to be around the house.”
Some friends who had gone to Europe before him warned him when he contacted them
online. From Rome, one told him that, no matter what, he should try to by‐pass Italy and
another friend from Malta advised him not to come to Europe at all because it was bad.
“But I did not want to hear this (smiling). I told him I would wait for some good news then.
I had an image of Europe (serious). It was not like this (Sicily) (…) Sometimes I regret…”

Crossing the sea
“Our boat was very small and there were 29 people on it. The journey took two days. A
boat passed. It was from Malta. The people on the boat told us they could not help us. They
would only give us food and water. We told them that we needed to be rescued. They sailed
on. Then a big cargo ship came. It was from Italy. They also refused to help us but there
was something hanging out of this ship, a tube or something. Some of us tried to grab it
but, because our boat was so small and the people on one side stood up, the whole boat
capsized. We had lifejackets on but they don’t prevent the water from getting into your
mouth. (…) The moment you fall into the water a lot of things go through your mind
because you think you are going to die. There was a voice saying: “You are going to die and
you even paid money for it.” (smiling) The voices sounded almost like songs. Then there
were a lot of memories and images. I saw my whole family suffering behind me because I
would not be able to help them.”

2.2 First impressions of Sicily
“Then the rescue came. Everybody survived. A crowd of journalists and police was waiting
for us when we reached land. I wanted to escape so badly but I was so weak I thought I
was going to fall down with every step I took. Some people had to be carried onto the land
even. They took us directly to the detention centre. There we stayed for a total of four
months. More than a month we were not allowed to get out. After that only during the day.
(…) I had 1100 USD in my pocket when I reached Italy. You spend it slowly. Mostly food is
provided. After four months we got our document. The day you get the document you must
leave the camp. They pay one train ticket for you to Rome, so you decide to take that
because if you go later you would have to pay for it yourself. I took a train together with
some others but we scattered once we were in Rome. Some moved on to Milano, one had a
relative in Rome.”
I asked him why he could not stay with the relative of his friend as well.
“Of course not, he was a parasite himself.”
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2.3 To Rome by coincidence
“You get food from Caritas. Sometimes you stand in line for more than an hour. There are
two meals a day. You go to all the agencies to leave your phone number for work. They ask
you: “Do you have a drivers license? Do you know this job, do you know that job?” You lie
and say yes to everything. They never call you. They say: “We will call you.” If you pass by
with them again, they just ask without looking in the computer: “Did you leave your phone
number with us? Yes? We will call you.” (…) The nights you spend them in the streets or in
the station. If you go in the evenings to the station in Rome you will see people trying to
find a place to sleep. There are also guards who send you away. Every guard is responsible
for a place. They send you out of the place which they are responsible for and they don’t
care where you will go as long as you leave their place. It is very dangerous to sleep in the
streets. Things happen to you.”
During one of our ‘sessions’ Michael wanted me to read some letters he received by
email from his Dutch lawyer. He said he knew the content already, it was just for my
information. When Michael was in Holland the IND (Dutch immigration services)
decided that he should go back to Italy. Michael’s lawyer made an appeal against this
negative decision. The letter he showed me was the decision from the Court which was
also negative. I understood Michael had declared that he had been molested on the
streets of Rome. The Court stated that in that case he should have asked protection from
the local police and that there was no reason to believe that the Italian authorities were
not able and/or willing to offer this protection. With all due respect I could not help
wondering if this story had truly happened to Michael or whether he had created the
story to increase his chances to be accepted. I waited for a suitable moment to bring it
up. One day we were jokingly talking about the criminal traits of Eritreans. Michael
claimed Eritreans never stole so I should not worry about leaving my things in White
house. According to Michael, all Eritreans could be accused of was not paying for public
transport and occasionally of lying. I decided to ask him:
‐ “So you know, Michael, I have heard this story before, about these bad things
happening in the big cities of Italy. Does it really happen so often?”
‐ “It does really happen but I cannot say that it happened to everybody who tells this
story to the immigration service.”
‐ “Did it really happen to you?”
‐ “Yes”
‐ “So why didn’t you file a report at the police station?”
‐ “What is the use of telling the police my whole story if they are not going to take me
home with them? I would be sleeping in the same street the following night, isn’t it?
What is the use then? They cannot find the people who did it anyway, can they? So
there is nothing, no protection, no nothing. What is the use of telling them then?”
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2.4 To Holland by choice
After four months in Rome he decided to go to Holland.
“There are moments you get so desperate. People commit suicide, you know? I was just
looking for a chance. In Italy they don’t know anything. I had heard good things about
Holland. They are democratic, they respect all the freedoms and they are more free in
everything. The UK was also an option, but I had the impression that they were overloaded
with immigrants. I thought my chances would be better in Holland but it turned out to be
the opposite. It was the exact opposite of my expectations. (…) I was in detention for more
than half a year in the time that I was in Holland (which was about a year).”3
His story continued:
“First I got a lawyer in Ter Apel. I think the IND chose it for me because he seemed to be on
their side. He told me there was nothing he could do for me and that they would send me
back to Italy for sure. I asked him: “Whose lawyer are you, mine or from IND? I asked
another lawyer and I found one with help of my roommate. My second lawyer told me
after I told him my story: “So if this is your problem, Holland should accept you.” The
difference was that the first one did not even listen to my story. I did not like that. How
could he have helped me if he did not even contact me or believe in my case? IND gave me
a negative decision. They detained me when I told them I would not cooperate with them
to send me out. My lawyer made an appeal every month against my detention but every
time it was “ongegrond”. That word I know now: “ongegrond, ongegrond, ongegrond...” In
the end they deported me back to Rome. I came here by myself. I knew about this house.”
Being a committed Christian, Michael did not like the fact that homosexual people were
allowed to marry in Holland. Also he had gotten quite a bad impression of our standards
of family bonding during his time in Holland: “What I don’t like about Holland is the
family bond that is not good. One lady in prison, a guard, told me that her parents had told
her either to pay or to move out of the house when she was only 18 years old.”
Still he was convinced that one day he would return to Holland. He felt he belonged
there: “All immigrants in Holland don’t work and just take money from the state without
working because they don’t want to work. I deserve to be in Holland because I am a hard
worker.” When Michael was a young boy he wanted to be a pharmacist. Now the road
seemed longer than ever. He did not mind ending up in the lower sections of the labour
market because according to him every job deserved respect. Michael asked me to help
him find a full‐time job in Holland so he could live there on a work permit. Obviously
this was a nearly impossible task since he was not going to be there to introduce
himself.

When we were talking about his detention in Holland, Michael suddenly expressed serious worries
about his privacy and I had to reassure him not to mention any names, dates and places. More details on
his worries and my attempts to reassure him are to be found in Appendix 5.
3
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2.5 Giving Rome another chance
“The lack of rights [in Italy makes my life difficult]. (…) Look at the house problems we
have now. After you left the first time I had one week of work. After that, nothing. I decided
to leave it and prepare for Rome.”
Concerning the house problems he was referring to the police that had come to White
house to take their names and warn them that they should leave. It had contributed to
his decision to go to Rome. Also he had not been very successful in finding work in the
White house area. I asked him whether being fluent in Arabic had ever helped him to get
work through the Sudanese or North African community. Michael was not the only one
I had met that grew up in Sudan and could speak Arabic fluently. There was Kiflom and
Ahmed as well. Ahmed was relatively close to the Sudanese community in the area. He
used to live with them in another squatted house on the other side of town. Now they
came over to White house sometimes and thanks to them, he found a job. When I asked
Michael why Ahmed and not him, the answer was simple: because Ahmed was a Muslim.
Speaking Arabic did not help so much if you were not a Muslim.
He was determined to apply for a residence card in Rome since he had heard that they
assigned post addresses to newcomers like him who did not have an address yet. For
schooling and legal job contracts it was necessary to have such an address because
without it you could not be registered anywhere. Furthermore he wanted to sign up for
free Italian language classes. The respective office was only open a few times a year so
he had to make it to this round. He postponed his departure just for one day. I
improvised an interview and we had a goodbye‐dinner at Semhar’s house.
When I saw him off to the train station I was happy to see that he bought a train ticket. It
would have been a really tiresome journey if he had not because he would have been
sent out of the train every time he got caught. If he was not ‘lucky’ enough to be sent out
of the train, the conductor could have fined him. He explained that in that case he would
have asked the church or Caritas to help him. The nuns, or “sora” as he called them in
Italian, could ask the police to forgive him or they could pay a symbolic amount of
money to the police officer instead of the high price of the fine. According to Michael,
Caritas was only helpful for these kinds of things or whenever you felt like eating free
pasta.
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3 Adna’s story
Adna was the one who welcomed my cousin Seleba in White House when he got back
from Holland. He was one of his best friends and the two had a great sense of humour.
Every day I heard him whistling Eritrean melodies. He came across very disciplined in
his daily activities and he was always determined to find work. His sense of
responsibility for his family in Eritrea and the lack of a permanent job bore him a lot of
worries. He was a great help in collecting my data but he also turned out to be the
biggest sceptic of my research. More details on his scepticism towards the research are
described in the Discussion in Part 4.

3.1 Personal history
Adna was the second oldest of ten children in his family. His only older brother was
married and had left the parental house. Adna had a Bachelor’s degree in mathematics
and he was teaching in Sawa military camp. His first choice was actually to study
electrical engineering but his grades were not high enough to join one of the few
available positions in that faculty. When he was a young child he wanted to be civil
engineer because this was his father’s wish. Adna explained that in Eritrea nobody
really chose a department based on his interest. For example the departments civil
engineering, pharmacy and electrical engineering were some of the few fields of work in
which you could actually earn a normal salary. Almost every other university student
was redirected to become a teacher in Sawa. Although the salaries were very low he
managed to save some of it to take home with him. During the summer break he did
some illegal trading business to create some extra income for his family but this was
everything but easy in a controlled society like Eritrea. Seeing his father struggling to
take care of the family, one day Adna decided to leave Eritrea in search of a better life.
The fact that in Sudan he could stay with his uncle Tesfai who was already living there
gave him the extra courage to go.

3.2 Adna and Seleba
Adna was one of my cousin’s best friends. They had met each other in Sudan. Seleba
helped Adna to get a job at the bread factory where he was already working. They
travelled together through the Sahara but in Libya they were split up when Adna was
beaten off the truck that was going to take them to the boats. It was too full and some
had to stay behind. Adna made the crossing to Italy later. By that time Seleba was
already in Switzerland to see his chances there but occasionally they were in touch.
Adna stayed in Sicily and Southern Italy, wherever seasonal work was available.
Together with Mohammed and Ahmed he squatted White house. His first job was in
construction for one week. He was so happy when he received his first salary that he
sent half of it straight to his parents and his uncle Tesfai who was in Libya at that time.
When Seleba came back from Switzerland they met again on the other side of the island
where they both found work picking olives. It was the first time they met since they had
been split up in Libya. In the winter that followed Seleba left again, this time to Holland.
Adna stayed behind and did not work for the whole time that Seleba was gone. Adna
expected Seleba to stay in Holland and live happily ever after so he was very surprised
to see him back in Sicily ‘empty handed’. Still he believed that Seleba had “gained”
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compared to himself since at least Seleba had visited his family and gotten to know yet
another European country. In the meantime Adna was stuck in almost the same place
Seleba had left him. When Seleba moved in with Adna in White house changes were
about. The two cleaned out the second building to receive their guests. Adna was
expecting his uncle Tesfai and his friend Gebre to come straight from camp. Seleba was
expecting me and my boyfriend Neils. Before their guests arrived they each bought a
bike and cycled around the area to ask for jobs. Against all expectations of their fellow
Eritreans at White house they found work at a potato farm. Together they bought a
scooter to be able to keep their jobs when the work moved to fields far away from
White house. Every day after work they were so tired from bending their back eight
hours in a row but they seemed happier than ever. Unfortunately the job finished earlier
than expected. Though there was hope to find work now the tourist season was starting
Seleba did not want to wait for that. He left to see his chances in Agrigento. Adna
continued his struggle for work just like before.

3.3 Growing frustrations, changing ambitions
“I’m in Italy for one year. There’s no hope, no future, no job, no contract, because they
don’t do that for us, and even when you have your wife here, it’s not easy to pass life. So I
want to go to America. America is like paradiso. (laughs) You know in Ethiopia they say
America is like heaven on earth.”
Actually Adna did not care whether he was working legally or illegally without a
contract: “… as long as it is regular money because my only plan is to collect money and
leave this bastard country. I hate it, really, I hate it, Sara, because no future.”
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

“What makes your life most difficult at this time?”
“Not having a permanent job, so I can rent a house and start my life, the basic
things you know. If I would have permanent work, I could rent a house, learn
Italian, buy a newspaper, improve my Italian even more. If you are fluent in the
language you can get a job. You can persuade them. (…) Since we stay here, no TV,
no nothing, but chat Tigrinya only. White house is outside the world really. (…) The
problem is that without a permanent job you cannot do anything and it is really
difficult to get here in Italy. With a permanent job, even if the money is little, at
least you can plan. But [instead] you work one day, you sleep three months, you
fetch water all day every day, you cook, and also you must be social with five or six
persons in one house. (…) For example if one person comes to live in our house, I
have to get him a job. He will be dependent on you. [But] still, by myself, I’m like this
(makes himself small). Still I don’t stand good. Again, if you do a parasite with me,
it’s the worst. So, to be social is not good. It should be only for a short time.”
“So, you want to be independent and you want others to be independent from
you.”
“No, I mean there should be two or maximum three persons in one house. Then to
help one person it’s ok, it’s normal.”
“I see. Also the more people stay in White house the more they have to compete
for jobs although actually you are like family so you don’t really want to fight
your brother for a job.”
“Yes, let me give you an example: let’s say in the place I work they ask me: “Bring
one person [to work].” So I bring one. But the others say: “Why don’t you call for
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‐
‐

me?!” So there is shame. I mean, if I could get…. Really, I don’t want to see anybody
sitting there [in white house] but here the Italians ask you to bring only one person
so the 5 others, they fight with you. Even if they don’t speak [it out loud] they keep
it here (pointing at head) [They remember:] “He didn’t call for me”.”
“Did you ever have that feeling?”
“It happens, but it’s not something you express. It’s small disappointment.”

When Adna left Eritrea he was aiming to go to the UK because knowing the language he
thought life would be easier plus he knew the British government would provide him
with the basic things. Unfortunately he got stuck in Italy so when I asked him about his
future plans he answered that he now planned to go back to Africa and do business in
for example Uganda or any other Anglophone African country. He had enough of
education and he had set his mind on the money. I asked him what attracted him exactly
in becoming a business man. “They are always busy. They are happy, contacting people,
do this, go there. They are happy because they are busy all the days. Then again, they
collect a lot of money. You can do whatever you want.”
Later I heard he changed his mind to the USA for reasons of jobs, money and financial
security in general. If he would fail to reach America he could always fall back on his
uncle Tesfai who would be left in Europe hopefully building up some kind of life albeit
slowly. Maybe he could still do business in Africa after settling in the States. Then, in
case business would fail, at least he could fall back on America’s labour market which
was better than having to rely on the Italian labour market.
Adna and Seleba joked about how Eritreans were known to roam around Europe and
migrate on and on compared to for example the Sudanese. They had a reputation of
migrating within Italy’s borders along with the agricultural seasons and work. I asked
Adna, when he told me about all his migration plans, when he thought he would finally
stop and settle. With a smile on his face he answered while pointing at the sky: “The
moon.”

3.4 What helps
“Now, let’s try to talk about some of the positive things in life? What or who has helped
you so far?” Adna shows his fist. “This one!” he answered laughing.
I asked him to tell me in general, about things that could make an Eritreans life in Sicily
easier:
‐ Gender: “For women it is easier to find jobs and even a husband because the ladies
here are so ugly they would never marry in Eritrea but here, everybody is running
for them. Really, in Eritrea we have many beautiful girls. Nobody would look at
them if they were in Eritrea.”
‐ Religion: “Italians don’t care about religion. They are European. They only care
about how you do the job. If the boss is Moroccan it does help to be a Muslim
because they choose their brothers first, then Sudanese, then us [the majority being
Christians].”
‐ Language: For Adna knowing English grammar made learning Italian a bit
easier. He also added: “Arabic is international, like English, so it helps you
wherever you go.”
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‐

Refugee status: “We prefer 5 year [political] status because you can bring your
wife.” I asked him what he thought was the difference between the stories of
people who receive humanitarian status and people who receive political status.
“I don’t know. It depends on the interpreter maybe. I think my interpreter was not
good. Sometimes I could tell him a lot and he would only say one sentence.”
Age: In Lampedusa Adna lied about his age. He thought it would benefit him to
be younger. He was not sure how exactly but he was thinking maybe no
fingerprints would be taken or maybe there would be more opportunities for
work or education. The Italian authorities did not believe him. They forced him
to cooperate with a bone scan, which proved that he was older.

3.5 Networks: possibilities and constraints
I also asked Adna whether his friends or more generally, the presence of Eritreans in
Italy, had benefitted him:
‐ “Really, if there were no Eritreans here, it would be better for me. I would improve
in the language but [instead] all we talk here is Tigrinya. Of course I need one or
two around to chat in the weekends, to visit them, but all the day to talk about
whatever passes in life, I don’t like it!”
‐ How do you get your information?
‐ You know, Sara, you have seen in White house that we chat a lot, sometimes from 6
till 12 at night. We exchange: “This person in Milano is doing so and so… In Rome…
Other countries bla bla…”
‐ “But can you be sure that this information is reliable?”
‐ “Some people exaggerate. Then again, if you are really interested to know, you can
ask many more about it.”
Because his uncle Tesfai had been very clear to me on not wanting to be friends with
Muslims I asked Adna how he felt about that:
“Yes you know, Sara, it’s because we saw very bad things on the way here. Those who are
Muslim in Eritrea are very good. Actually, in my memory Muslims in Eritrea were the most
kind people you could meet who do good things only. But then we came to Sudan and it
was different. Then Libya… Well…. big sticks… (smiles) They call you “Messiye, messiye”
(phonetic) “Christian, Christian” and they hit you! We hated them, they raped girls, they
did bad things. Sara, how can you expect us to like them?”
We also talked about family relations. I had already noticed he felt very responsible for
them. I asked him whether he considered them to be supportive or a burden.
‐ “My aunty in Switzerland paid for the boat and my aunty in Asmara (who is a
business woman) paid for my trip through the Sahara, 1000 Dollar. It’s a lot of
money in Eritrea.”
‐ “What about now and since you are here?”
‐ “I cannot say they are a burden. I only send 100 Euro a month 4or sometimes after
two months. Every day they pray for me. I’m really happy when I send that money

A hundred Euro might seem like a lot but the people in White house could live of about 25 Euro a month.
The least they earned for a day of work was about 25 Euro. In order to send this money he only needed to
find work for five days in a whole months.
4
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‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

to them. I don’t want to spend money in bars. I could spend the money for only one
pair of trousers here but there, they can do a looooot of things with it. It’s only
three days’ work for me. Really, it’s not a burden for me. It’s normal.”
“How often do you call them?”
“Once a month and my sister sometimes on internet.”
“Did the contact change since you left Eritrea or since you are in Europe?”
“No, although in Sudan I didn’t call. I didn’t want to think about them. But of course
I was staying with [my uncle] Tesfai there so sometimes he called with them. He
told them about me and they asked him: “Why doesn’t Adna call us himself?” He
said that I was busy with work. I decided not to call them until I reached my point.
They worry and I didn’t want that.”
“Did your relation with Tesfai change over time? I mean, In Sudan you were
depending on him and now it seems that he is depending on you, right?”
“No difference, really, because I respect Tesfai like my elder brother. I do what he
tells me. If he would slap me I wouldn’t fight with him. I would just take my slap
and go. It was me who forced him to stay with me. He wanted to go to the North
but I said: “No, come here first. Now is the time of work here, so first collect some
money, then do whatever you want.” I was responsible because if he would go to the
North straight from camp he would suffer there, so it’s my responsibility as his
brother to take care of him first.”

Tesfai and Adna would like to visit their sister and aunty in Switzerland who helped
them a great deal by paying for parts of their journey and by taking care of the family in
Eritrea. Adna also had about five uncles of his father living in the USA but he said they
were old, they did not understand their situation and so he never asked them for help.

3.6 Future family life
Adna would not want to raise his children in Europe because according to him the
culture here is too free. He would like to discipline his children, which would include a
slap every now and then and he thought this was not accepted in Europe. As a wife he
preferred a traditional Eritrean girl who would be conservative and nothing like the
European women or even the city girls in Asmara. A major problem in getting a wife
was money. Adna heard stories of women running from their husbands once they
arrived in Europe since according to him, they just followed the money. This meant that
any man that was richer could be a threat to a marriage. In order to get a wife from
Eritrea or Sudan you needed money and you needed to be sure to have money in the
future otherwise she could leave you.
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4 Tesfai’s story
Tesfai arrived in White house a few days after me. He was the uncle of Adna, my
cousin´s friend. Being in his end‐thirties, he was a bit older than most other Eritreans I
had met. His nephew Adna welcomed him to live with him. He brought a friend with
him, Gebre, and together they had come straight from camp.

4.1 Personal history
Tesfai used to be a soldier in Eritrea. During the war he was fighting at the front. Other
days he was helping to construct water holes for government farms. When he was at
home he helped his parents on the farm. One of his sisters fled to Europe several years
before him. She arrived in Malta but migrated to Switzerland where luckily she was
accepted as an asylum seeker and received refugee status5. She had helped him and his
nephew Adna to pay for the crossing to Europe and she always told Tesfai not to worry
about their parents at home because she was taking care of them. I asked him whether
he considered his family at home to be supportive or a burden:
“They cannot help me really. They say: “Don’t worry,” but of course they expect something.
Anyway I know how they are, they don’t need to explain.”
His journey to Europe took a long four years. He worked in Sudan for quite some time.
His nephew Adna moved in with him when he had also fled from Eritrea. Tesfai made
the crossing through the Sahara soon after Adna but unfortunately, he got caught in
Libya after a friend of his was caught and interrogated by the authorities. He had told
the police the location of the hiding place of the other refugees including Tesfai. They
arrested him and he was jailed for over a year. His friend was set free in exchange for
the information and fled to Israel. From Sudan and Libya Tesfai barely contacted his
family in Eritrea: “When I was in Sudan and Libya I only called once a year, because I
hated my life. Really Sara, I hated it, I could not call them. When I came to Europe, once a
month. At least Europe was better than Libya. In Libya there was no peace. In Italy there is
peace but there is no job.”

4.2 Getting to know Tesfai
Our first conversation was when we were walking to the Red Cross tent camp. Tesfai
and Gebre managed to register the day before and it was a matter being appointed a
bed. Tesfai explained to me repeatedly that “Italy no good, because there is no job.” He
did not regret fleeing from Eritrea but the fingerprints made him “very sad”. When I told
him I was worried about Seleba’s future he comforted me:
“Don’t worry, Sara. Italy is just like Africa but this life is not forever. It is only temporary.”
When we arrived at the tent camp I was not allowed on the property to see his tent
because women were not allowed. To Tesfai it only confirmed how stupid the Italians
were: “See how stupid they are?! They don’t even believe you are my guest, that you are
my sister. They think you want to stay or something. They are just stupid.”

5

Switzerland was not yet part of Schengen.
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One day I found out Tesfai had left suddenly to the other side of the island for a job.
Adna was called for a job by a former employer there but because he already had a job
at a potato farm he sent his uncle instead. I understood he was supposed to trim olive
trees, which was quite a specialized job. Unfortunately, he lacked the experience and he
was fired after three days. Over time I noticed Tesfai becoming more and more bitter
about life in Italy. Both him and his nephew Adna declared to “really hate Italians really”.
Tesfai made cynical jokes sometimes, for example, he could dare me to throw our
banana peels on the street “because the country is already dirty anyway” and “maybe one
Sicilian will fall over it. (laughing)”

4.3 Changing ambitions
When Tesfai was young he wanted to become a teacher but he said that actually it was
not a good job. I decided to challenge him. “Why? Teachers are important! Without
teachers, no doctors, right? What would your father say if you told him you would like
to be a teacher one day?” He confirmed that his father would say it was a good job, but
claimed that his father did not understand the current situation for teachers. In his
father’s days teachers were still making enough money.
I asked him whether he had a role model in life and explained it could be anyone who he
admired or who he wanted to be like, for example his father:
“How could my father be my example if he is a farmer. I don’t want to be a farmer. You
know Nelson Mandela, the president of South Africa? He is an example for the whole of
Africa. He sacrificed to fight for equality of black and white people! But I could never… he
is so educated, he reached the highest. As for character: I like my mother because she is so
strong. I mean, she is REALLY strong! You get me, Sara? And she speaks true. She is honest
always.”
Like others, Tesfai was continuously in search of his future pathway because his
expectations of Europe were quite the opposite of what he found in Italy:
“To be honest I expected that people would be very rich, educated, humanitarian. I
expected to receive everything: money, education, a TV and internet in my house at least
until I would finish school and then I would get a job. I thought there would be politeness
in people.”
His plans changed almost weekly. Tesfai repeatedly told me that the only thing he
wanted was a job: “any job that anybody was willing to teach him”. Without a job you
could not do anything. He would like to return to Eritrea if the situation would improve
there and if he would have some money but first he needed to improve his life standard.
When he left Eritrea, Tesfai was aiming to go to England, mainly because of the
language. Then he heard England had some economic problems and that there were less
and less job opportunities. He changed his mind to Norway because jobs would still be
available there. America had also been a dream of his but he never considered it a
realistic option because it was expensive and difficult to be smuggled there since it was
so far away. Then I heard him speaking of going to Israel one day. Apparently he had
heard that his friend who betrayed him in Libya was doing well there and he considered
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to go there as well. Adna and Seleba did not like this idea at all and convinced him not
to. They judged the guy firmly for leaking information to the Libyan authorities,
claiming that they would never crack under any circumstances because it was a horrible
thing to do to your fellow Eritreans. They did not want Tesfai to follow the footsteps of
this bad guy.
Like several other Eritreans I had met, Tesfai asked me several times to find him a wife
in Holland although I knew he was married and he had a child. Later I found out that he
had a traditional wedding and had not known his bride beforehand. They had only
spent their honeymoon together. His wife got pregnant but he saw his son, who was
now five years old, only on pictures. Although I found it hard to understand why he
married so shortly before leaving the country I could understand why his bond with his
wife and kid was not so strong. Nevertheless, the last time I spoke to Tesfai he had just
sent some money to his wife and son for the first time. He said he wanted to bring his
wife and son to Europe. He was hoping that she would be accepted in another European
country so he could follow through a family reunification procedure.

4.4 Humanitarian vs. Political status
Tesfai told the Italian authorities his true story and he received a humanitarian status
for three years. He would have preferred to receive political status for five years like his
friend Gebre but it was only a matter of chance according to him:
“Each camp has its own administration so the status you receive, depends on which camp
you stay. I think there was one camp in Bari for example where most of the Eritrean people
who stayed there received five year status. One of the differences is that if the situation in
Eritrea improves and you have humanitarian status, they can send you back. With political
status they can not. Also you can travel to other countries with a five year permit. We all
come from Eritrea, we have the same problem, but stupid Italy gives half of the group five
years and the other half three years.”

4.5 Networks
According to Tesfai , the only thing in life that had helped him so far was his own
resistant personality. He explained:
“I don’t like to worry. When you worry too much you become confused. In Milano there are
many confused people on the streets. Caritas helps, but it is not enough. I did not come
here for Caritas. The family is expecting a lot. The lack of jobs makes people go crazy.”
I decided to ask him more specifically who had helped him in getting jobs: “Myself!
Mostly I go ask around for jobs. Adna and Habteab also help me to get jobs sometimes.
When Adna has a job and his boss likes him and needs more workers, he can ask Adna to
find more people that are like him and who are his friends to also work for him.”
Although before he said to really hate Italians Tesfai thought he was able to be friends
with them if their behaviour was good and if they would “agree” with him. He chose his
friends based on their character and nationality should not be an issue. Religion was
though. Tesfai was a Christian himself and his bad experiences with Libyan smugglers
and prison conditions shaped his perception of Muslims forever it seemed. He explicitly
said he could never be friends with Muslims because he did not like them, period. Tesfai
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explained how he thought being a Muslim could help in getting a job in Italy, though it
had everything to do with the colour of your skin:
“For Muslims it is easier to find jobs, because many of them are white for example the
Tunisians and the Moroccans. The only thing that helps you in Italy is to be white. Italians
are Christian but they prefer to give jobs to Muslims when they are white. Moroccans are
also leading some of the farms and they would prefer to give jobs to Moroccans, second to
the Tunisians and third to other Muslims like Sudanese. So there is a difference in black
and white Muslims. Italians are so uneducated. I’m from Africa and I am better than them.
They only care about colour. Christian, Muslim they don’t care. White Arabs are good with
the Italians. If a person is black, they don’t believe them.”
For women life was a bit easier because they knew how to take care of babies and the
elderly and there were more jobs available in this field. He would have thought that for
younger people it would have been easier to find jobs. Therefore he changed his date of
birth during the interview to look younger. It did not help. “Getting a job is chance only.”
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5 Gebre’s story
Gebre came to White house as Tesfai’s friend. They had stayed in camp together but
they also vaguely knew each other back in Eritrea. Gebre’s advantage compared to most
other Eritreans was that he received political status for five years. This meant the Italian
government would thus help him to bring over his wife and children from Eritrea. But
first, Gebre was trying to build up a life in Sicily to able to receive his family in a decent
manner. Of course Tesfai and him faced the same difficulties in finding jobs as
everybody else and possibly even worse, being newcomers in the area. In the meantime
they were trying to keep themselves busy. Gebre baked Eritrean bread every day often
including for Adna and Seleba’s lunchbox to take to work. I saw him cleaning the kitchen
and the floors almost every morning and together with Tesfai he collected water,
lemons and oranges from the fields. Every night Gebre prayed out loud before going to
bed. Gebres English was quite poor. I interviewed him and Mohammed together in
White house so Mohammed could translate.

5.1 Personal history
Gebre was in his mid‐thirties now like Hagos and Tesfai. He had been in the army pretty
much all his life. He was a secretary and sometimes a driver for goods and soldiers. His
parents had a farm and used to help them before joining the military. After that he could
not take care of himself let alone his parents. Luckily he had two older brothers of
whom one was in the USA and both could help him out when necessary. After the
border war he married and by now he had three children. His reasons for fleeing were
related to the military administration. He found it unfair that he was kept in service for
so long without a sign of release and on top of that it had kept him very poor. The
journey to Europe took him a relatively short five months since his brother in the USA
helped him to pay for the trip. His brother had always been “like a root of a plant” to the
family and a very honest person who Gebre considered his role model.

5.2 Networks: possibilities and constraints
Gebre and Tesfai were newcomers in Italy compared to most others I had met. They had
only spent some months in camp before coming to White house. Italy was not Gebre’s
destination and he considered it even worse than Africa “with all its snakes and
scorpions”. However he also claimed that “[leaving] fingerprints would be nothing if there
was a job. But the lack of jobs makes [leaving] fingerprints difficult.”
About White house he said: “House rent might be for free but us, we are not free at all.”
Gebre thought life for Eritrean women in Italy was easier than for men. Not just because
they had more job opportunities but also because there was equality between men and
women in Italy while in Eritrea, men would dominate the household. Getting a job in
Italy depended on chance only according to Gebre. The language you spoke did not
really matter and neither did your religion. He did guess that North African employers
would rather give a job to a Christian that spoke Arabic than to a Muslim that did not.
Gebre reduced his phone calls to his family from once a week to once a month because
for now he could not send them any money yet and there was not much else to discuss
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then. I had heard this more often that people did not like to call their family if they could
not promise them to send some money soon.

5.3 Chances for the future
Gebre thought the difference between the refugee statuses was in the life story of the
Eritrean refugee: it should be truthful and different than the average story. His story
was that he was in the military from the very first batch. Since Gebre had received
political status he was planning to bring his wife and children to Italy. Hopefully his wife
would find a chance to ask asylum in Sweden or Norway. His perception was that they
managed refugees well and there was no racism there. For information about family
reunification procedures he inquired with some contacts he had in the Scandinavian
countries, which succeeded before him. One of them was working in Norway as a
translator. He was hoping to one day join his friends and family there.
My greatest ambition is now to bring my wife and children. I have one very clever son,
always he ranks first in class. I must bring my son because he wants to be a pilot. So my
ambition is for him to realize his ambition. (…) For me to work two days a week, no
problem as long as my family is here and my son’s ambition can be realized. (…) I don’t
need anything. I must give the chance to my child. His need is my need.”
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6 Hagos’ story
I first met Hagos the day before Easter. We went to his house to be introduced by my
cousin’s friend Adna. Hagos was one of the older Eritreans I got to know during my
visits being in his late thirties and furthermore, one of the more successful people, too.
He had a fulltime job contract and was renting a house with two other Eritreans (one
relative and one other village mate). They lived in the small town about half an hour
walk from White house. Hagos was in Sicily for about seven years now. He enjoyed great
respect from other Eritreans. He became an advisor to some of the younger Eritreans in
the area. He did his best to get them jobs, helped them out when they were low in cash
and gave them hope. He told them: “The food that God saved for you may start to smell
but nobody will eat it.”
In Appendix 6 more details are to be found about the process and context of the
interview with Hagos. He was my first respondent, after my cousin, and things did not
go very smooth yet.

6.1 Celebrating Easter
That night they were very busy shopping and preparing food for next day’s party but
actually it seemed like the party had already started. They invited a lot of people, shared
food, beer and wine and enjoyed Eritrean music. We went back to White house for some
sleep and came back the next afternoon. They had prepared injera with ‘doulet’, an
Eritrean dish traditionally prepared for special occasions made from intestines and
stomach lining, not my favourite. That day we all danced to Eritrean music and I could
see that Hagos was a very skilled dancer. Sentiment was in the air, especially when they
played songs from Abraham Afeworki, a singer who died in a tragic accident but of
whom some say he could have been the next president. Some told me the last time they
danced like this was six years ago.

6.2 A short history
Hagos grew up being the middle one. He watched his older brothers leave to join the
fight against the Dergue during the independence struggle. This made him the oldest
son in his parental home which came with a huge sense of responsibility. He
remembered the time from the independence victory until the border war as the
happiest time of his life. Everything seemed possible. People saw a bright future ahead
of them. Back then Hagos wished to become a musician or an actor but when the border
war started he was forced to join the military like everybody else. Two years after the
border war had ended he was still not released from his duty. He got married but only
six months later he fled the country. He made it sound like his reasons for coming to
Europe were purely economic but Seleba explained that he might had been scared to
talk bad about the Eritrean government. He never saw his son who was born just after
his departure.
Before he came to Italy he knew about life here from EriTV and from people who had
fled before him. He arrived in Sicily and stayed in a camp to wait for his document. He
received humanitarian status like most of the Eritreans did and left to the North hoping
to find work there. Unfortunately, he did not succeed and he returned to Sicily for
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agricultural work that he knew was available in the potato season. He stayed with
Caritas. In his free time he volunteered at Caritas and he became friendly with the
workers. They asked him what he did back in Eritrea. He told them he had experience in
construction work and bluffed about his skills and experience. The people at Caritas
linked him to an Italian guy who gave him a job in construction for a couple of days.
After the job was done the boss linked him to another Italian. For this man he worked
for four whole years but he never got a contract. When this job also came to an end
again he was linked to another construction company. His new boss tested him for
about three months and then offered him a contract earning a good 1200 Euro per
month. Finally he could start thinking about reunifying with his family since he could
finally meet the minimum salary norm.

6.3 Hopes and expectations
During my second visit, Hagos told me his wife and son had just fled to Sudan. Hopefully
in a couple of months they would arrive in Italy. Hagos planned to give his wife some
time to get a taste of life in Sicily. Since he had quite a good job there was a chance she
would like it. If not she would try to ask asylum in another European country and Hagos
would hopefully follow through a family reunification procedure. Hagos did not have a
specific preference for a certain country as long as there were jobs available. Especially
for economic reasons, he did not necessarily want more children. One son was enough.
If the political situation would change in Eritrea, he would like to return to his country.
He still had a house in his hometown but he was willing to move wherever he would
find a job. If he would get the chance he would still like to follow his dream of becoming
a singer or an actor but, as he put it, before realizing dreams comes survival. For the
short term he simply wished to continue his job and he was hoping to buy a car within a
year.
Hagos expected that people in Europe would be more educated and that they would
respect human beings more. He hated the fact that people were always asking him
questions when they had seen him with me. Italians were always surprised to see a
white woman besides a black man, so he said and so did other Eritreans confirm.

6.4 Friends and family
Though he had some Italian friends, in his experience more than 50 % of the Italians
was racist. His Italian friends came to his house sometimes. They taught him about life
in Italy and they exchanged ideas and stories. According to Hagos, a person’s behaviour
was the only thing that mattered in choosing friends. When I asked him for his role
model he said any hard working person could be his example. To have the same
religion, nationality or to be from the same ethnic group did not matter to him.
Although Hagos left his country seven years ago his relation with his family did not
change. They never asked him for money. Their message was always: “Don’t worry
about us. First think about yourself, then see if you can help us.” Contact between him
and his family increased over recent years. He called his family on a regular basis so that
they do not have to worry. Ever since he committed himself to a certain numbers of calls
per month, they were always waiting for his calls and they were worried whenever his
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call came late. Even though his family always told him they were ok, he could not help
the fact that they formed a burden to him. He worried about them always.

6.5 Possibilities and constraints
The biggest problem in Italy according to Hagos is that there are no further provisions
whatsoever after you receive the document. Being a woman would have made life a bit
easier because women had more job opportunities. Mothers with children received help
from Caritas and were even given shared housing with all basic needs provided. Though
Hagos was lucky to have found a job through the people at Caritas, all these years that
he worked illegally he got paid less than his Italian colleagues. Two years ago he finally
got his contract and he had been paid equally ever since. I asked him if in his years of
illegal work and unequal payment he ever protested to his boss and why he did not go
to court. He answered he could have never gone to court because he would certainly
lose his job. The system was not like that. Adna explained:
“When you go around asking people for jobs and you find someone willing to give you a
one, you cannot go to the court and complain, can you? For sure you would lose it again.

The importance of language
What did help in living life in Italy was to speak different languages because, as Hagos
put it, to speak another language meant to be another person. Seleba was surprised and
impressed to hear Hagos speaking to his neighbours in the Sicilian dialect. All Italians in
the area liked him and they always asked him to do jobs for them. Hagos thought he
thanked his success to his resistant personality, his diplomatic approach with the
Italians and his hard working personality. He said he always tried to be the way they
wanted him to be.
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7 Woldeab’s story
I got to know Woldeab during the Easter party at Hagos’ house. His English was quite
good but we danced more than we talked. When the World Championship was going on
Woldeab was one of the people that called me every time the Dutch football team scored
a goal. “Sara! Auguri! Auguri!” meaning “Congratulations!” in Italian. He was also one of
the people that wanted to bring me in touch with their contacts in Holland. He gave me
the number of his friend in Holland so I could pass her his greetings.
I interviewed Woldeab together with his friend Kiflom on a bench by the boulevard of
the small harbour of the city.

7.1 Ambitions
At home Woldeab was the oldest out of six children. He used to have exemption from
the military to train to become a professional cyclist. But just like all the other
youngsters in Eritrea, one day he was forced to join the army. He fled and he was aiming
to go to Holland as he knew it was a “cycling” country. Friends of his had become
famous cyclists with the support of Dutch sponsors. He was still in touch with them and
they lived all across Europe now. He expected Europe to be a good place to exercise
sports at a professional level, but so far he experienced many difficulties in Italy. He
expected that other countries like Holland would support refugees more with housing,
education, jobs and pocket money. The only thing he had received from Italy was food,
but only until he received his document. Then he added: “Also I would like to thank Italy
for helping me at sea. And for giving me the document within three months. I entered just
here you know. (pointing at the harbour) I tried to escape but the police caught me. Then,
when I made the fingerprints, it was like testing positive for HIVaids. (giggling)”
In response I told him about my cousin who felt like cutting his hands off when they
took his fingerprints and we all laughed.
Woldeab was stuck in Italy for about two years now. He did not make enough money to
buy a racing bike. Slowly he was getting older and he had not trained for ages. Unless
somebody would support him he realized he had to let his dream of becoming a famous
competitive cyclist go. I asked him whether he had made a “plan B” in case he would not
make it to be a professional cyclist. He told me he had set his mind on his girlfriend now.
She was staying in Egypt at the moment. In Eritrea they had been together for two
years. His four year journey to Europe plus the two years he had lived in Italy made six
years total of not seeing each other. He wanted to bring her over to Europe. Hopefully
she could apply for asylum in another country so he could follow through a family
reunification procedure.

7.2 Worries about work
Woldeab was living and working with Kiflom and Abrehe in a house offered by their
boss. Kiflom was one of his closest friends. Abrehe, a bit older than the two, was the one
who got them the job and the house in the first place. One day the boss asked him to find
him another worker. Abrehe gave the job to Woldeab. Later Woldeab was asked the
same thing and he chose to bring Kiflom. Before he got this job, Woldeab was depending
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on Caritas for almost a year. Although he was lucky to have a legal job contract now,
things were not as good as they seemed.
He had been working for about a year in the same job now but every three months there
was a lot of insecurity whether his contract would be extended or not. He explained that
if one day he would lose his job not only would he be unemployed, but homeless as well.
With a careful smile I told him that in that case he would be welcome in White house.
Another thing that worried Woldeab was that already for a couple of months now he
had not received any salary. His boss said there was not enough money to pay the
workers and they were waiting for better days to start paying everybody again.
Sometimes Woldeab could ask for a small advance payment because the only money he
was living of was some savings and loans. When he asked his Italian colleagues whether
they were paid or not, he suspected them of lying to cover up for the boss.
Finally, Woldeab also told me that his contract was only stating twelve working days
although he was working 26 days a month. I concluded that his contract was not that
legal after all. Although he received money for all his 26 working days, only twelve of
them were taxed. Woldeab said that illegal payment or “black” work was the biggest
problem with jobs in Sicily. In the North of Italy, jobs were better paid and legal but then
again, they were more difficult to find, so he had heard.

7.3 What’s in a name?
I asked Woldeab whether he thought it mattered in Italy to be a Christian or a Muslim, a
man or a woman or which language you spoke, for example Tigrinya or Arabic.
According to him being white was the only thing that counted in Italy. Being a Muslim
or speaking Arabic could help to get a job through the Moroccan or Tunisian community
that was largely present in the area. He explained:
“If I go to Dubai or Saudi Arabia I must change my [Christian] name in order to live and
work there but here in Europe they are not interested [in religion]. Especially in Italy, only
colour [matters]. In other countries black and white are equal. Some people say in Italy
there is no God. (…) Moroccans and Tunisians have lived here for thirty years. They are in
every place in Italy and they have good jobs. If you can communicate with them it is easier
to get a job. Being a Muslim also really helps to get a job with them because if you say that
your name is Mohammed you can get it. Speaking Tigrinya does not help.”

7.4 Humanitarian status vs. Political status
“If the government would know I was working 26 days, automatically it would be enough
for them to bring my girlfriend.”
He was referring to the minimum salary norm that was required for humanitarian
refugees like him who wanted to bring their family to Italy. Because his contract only
stated twelve working days a months, he could not prove that he was actually meeting
this condition. He knew about rules and regulation concerning family reunification
through friends who had been in Italy for six years already.
Like many others, he would have preferred to receive political status, mainly because it
would have been easier to bring his girlfriend. But receiving political asylum in Italy was
not easy according to Woldeab:
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“Not many people get political [status], maybe Pentecostal only. If I could do the interview
[with the Italian immigration service] again I would change my story and create a new
one. All Eritreans have the same problem: to become soldiers. In Ghana for example, there
are no problems. So people from Ghana say: “It’s not allowed to marry man to man” and
they get [political status for] five years. In Eritrea when you were opposition or journalist
you get five years but you need to prove it. If you say you are Pentecostal, you must know
the bible VERY well. Some Eritreans that are not Pentecostal but they know the bible very
well can say that they are Pentecostal and get [political status] for five years.”

7.5 Family, friends and relationships
Woldeab mentioned that he felt emotionally supported by his family in Eritrea. In Sudan
it had been difficult to stay in touch with them because he had to save money for his
journey to Europe. One calling card cost him two days work and “it was not even enough
to talk to everyone”. He did not have family in the Diaspora that could have helped him
financially. In Italy he started calling them weekly but later he reduced it to once a
month. His family complained. They always wanted to know how he was, his health and
his life in Europe: “...and I will always answer them: “Yes fine, I’m in good condition,”
because if I say I’m bad they will feel something. Me, I will lie even that I’m working in
order for them to feel good. Some say: “We are living under the bridge (smiles), we are not
eating, we sleep under the tree.” (then serious) That is not good because my family is too
long from me, they cannot see me. If I speak like that, they feel a bad thing. They also say
they are ok but sometimes they say: “If you work, please send us something because the
economy of Eritrea is not good because no import/export.” I don’t help enough though. If I
send 5000 Nakfa, they buy food and it’s finished, but my family tells me it’s enough.”
Woldeab believed friendship was about sharing ideas and helping each other out, for
example financially when one had a job and the other one did not. Nationality was not
an issue when it came to being friends with the exception of Italians. Woldeab stated
that he could never be close friends with an Italian, neither could he ever fall in love
with one: “Italian women are hard, not like Eritrean women. When a man comes home [to
his Italian wife] with money in his pocket he can sleep in the house but when he comes
without money they can send him to sleep in the car!”
“Or even in the street!” Kiflom added. We all laughed.
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8 Kiflom’s story
I met Kiflom the day we celebrated Easter at Hagos’ house. In the days after the party I
ran into him a couple of times in the bus or at Semhar’s house. He was born in Sudan
and even had a double nationality.6 His family fled from Eritrea during the
independence war. After the border war his family started moving back to Eritrea, one
by one, starting with his father who joined the army. After the border war Kiflom
wanted to study to become a doctor but when the University of Asmara closed down
there was little left to do for him in Eritrea. Soon he returned to Sudan to work as a
maintenance worker for his uncle’s press company. He told me it was his friends who
convinced him to go to Europe though his life in Sudan was not bad at all. Since he got
stuck in Italy he considered it a mistake. His wish was to go back to Sudan as soon as he
saved enough money to start a business there. If the situation in Eritrea would improve
he would always prefer to go back to his own country.
I interviewed Kiflom together with Woldeab, his friend, housemate and colleague, to
whom he thanked his job and the house that came with it.

8.1 Impressions of Italy
One of the things that Kiflom did not like about life in Italy was that you could not
choose what kind of work you wanted to do. Whether you liked it or not you had to
work wherever you would find a job. Before Woldeab got him his current job, Kiflom
had tried to get work through the Sudanese community but he did not succeed. When
trying to find work through local Italians Kiflom was often confronted with racism:
“They judge according to colour only. Even white Arabs are more preferred than us,”
referring to the North African community that was also largely present in the area.
Related to this I asked him whether he thought life would be easier if he were a Muslim.
He explained:
“In Eritrea it is all the same: Muslim, Christian, no difference. In Italy being a Muslim is
better, because most Muslims here are white: same colour as the Italians. Italians don’t
care about religion so you can’t say which is easier in Italy because they only look at
colour. (…) [However,] speaking Arabic could help to speak with a lot of different people
here.”
I was wondering if being a Christian could help to integrate in Italy since the majority
was catholic. I gave him an example of my cousin. When Seleba was in Switzerland,
being a Christian had helped him to integrate in the local church community. In church
he was considered a fellow Christian. They linked him to a language class and
sometimes he found small jobs through them.
But Kiflom could not imagine this happening in an Italian Christian community:
‐ “In Italy as I see it 99% is not Christian or not interested in religion. “
‐ “How about the Catholics?”
‐ “Yes, supposedly catholic, but really not interested in religion.”

Not that the Italian authorities knew about this of course because they could have refused to give
refugee status if he had an alternative country to go to.
6
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8.2 The importance of language
“You get a document in this country but since you are new in this area you can’t know the
culture, can’t know the language and the international language, English, they cannot
speak. Imagine Sara, if you would have to buy food, rent a house or get a job in Sudan
without speaking Arabic (…) After you get the document you are left outside. How can you
survive? How can you explain your ideas?”
When Kiflom was in Italy for a while, he was hoping to migrate on to Canada:
“Italy, I have seen it. But Canada, as I hear it, handles according to humanity. There is
supposedly education provided. When someone is new in Canada they force you to learn
English and they want to hear your ideas about what you want to do. They give you a
house and facilities. But in Italy without language [courses], house, work… But the main
one is language. If you cannot speak you cannot do anything.”

Interpreters as a source of information
For information about the Italian legal system Kiflom said he was depending on
interpreters: Eritreans that were working as translators for the Italian authorities.
According to Kiflom, they knew all the ins and outs about laws and regulations for
example to apply for family reunification.

8.3 Changing ambitions
Kiflom’s wish was to continue his education in Canada but when he found out how
difficult and expensive it was to be smuggled to Canada he adjusted his goal to going
back to Africa. I asked him why not to another European country.
“…because when I have seen the example of Italy, I get an example of the whole of Europe.”
‐
‐
‐
‐

“What kind of business do you want to start when you go back to Africa?”
“Any kind. I think Africa is better than Europe because you are just free. You can do
anything. And Sudan, well, I was born there. I know the language, culture and
cities” (…)
“How about starting a family?”
“Eritrean women change their behaviour if they see Italian women or European
women. They become too free. I would have to find a wife from Eritrea or Sudan.”

8.4 Family
Kiflom could not help considering his family as a burden. He explained that the situation
in Eritrea was too difficult for his family to support him emotionally. In other words,
they had their own worries. He called them every now and then but not on a regular
basis. If he would, they could be expecting his phone calls time and time again and they
could be worried and think: “Oh no, he’s lost.” In Sudan he did call them weekly because
it was easy and cheap. Now, whenever he called them he felt sadness most of the time
because he missed them and he felt he could not help them enough.
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The day before the interview I said something I should not have said: that I did not miss
my mother so much. The people who overheard me were shocked and I was ashamed.
When it came up again during the interview Kiflom explained: “For us it’s difficult but we
don’t have a choice because it is impossible to stay with them so I accepted it.”

8.5 Friends
“All Sicilians are mad,” Kiflom said laughing when I asked him for any final remarks after
the interview. Kiflom claimed he could never be friends with Italians. I asked him about
two of his Italian colleagues that I had met once and who seemed very friendly: “Well,
friends maybe, but never close friends.”
‐
‐

“What do you and your friends mean to each other?”
“For example with Woldeab, my close friend, we’ll share ideas, persuade each other.
If I get something, he must participate. That is to be close friends: what he needs, I
need, so to share needs, I can say.”
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9 Mohammed’s story
Mohammed came up with the name “White house”. That was over a year ago though,
when he first squatted the building with Adna and Ahmed. He was surprised to hear
Seleba and me had reintroduced the name. Back then he was working as a guard at the
same beach club where Habteab was now working but he left his job to wash dishes in a
in the city which was better paid. Since he was renting a room in the city while working
there, I only met him randomly at the “Habesha” internet café , Semhar’s house or in one
of the other café’s where Eritreans often met each other. When I came back for my
second visit I met Mohammed often on the bus since he found work in the beach clubs
again for the tourist season. He kept his room in the city but pretty much moved into
White house as well since his working days were long and tiring.
I interviewed him and Gebre together in White house and Mohammed also translated
for Gebre. He excused himself when their answers were the same and started taking
turns with Gebre in answering the questions first to least influence each other. He
seemed conscious of the research process somehow. Maybe it was because he knew
most of the questions beforehand since we discussed them in earlier conversations.
Also he had been present during parts of other interviews.

9.1 Personal history
Mohammed grew up in a small village in Eritrea. His father was a very hard‐working
man and Mohammed always saw him as his role model. When Mohammed finished high
school he wanted to continue his education. Unfortunately the University of Asmara was
closed down by the government. He decided to flee the country. Life in Sudan turned out
to be pretty good so actually he had “no plans whatsoever” to continue his way to Europe
till one day his cousin, who had also fled Eritrea recently, called him from the UK. He
received asylum there and he told Mohammed there were plenty of education
opportunities. Thinking back, Mohammed said that he was “somehow mentally not good”
(laughing) when he decided to come to Europe. Then he added that Sudan could have
never become his own country. He had seen his close friends leaving one by one so off
to Europe Mohammed went to follow the dream he had as a child: to become a doctor.

9.2 Expectations and experiences
“Even though I preferred to study in English, I could have tried it in Italian language if it
was possible. But it is impossible. There is no chance to study any education here [in Italy].
(…) But the greatest difficulty is the fingerprints! And as a consequence no education.”
Before he reached Europe, Mohammed was convinced he would get a university here
but so far his expectations were not met. He wanted to get out of Italy because
according to him the laws were unfair, there was no equality between black and white
people and the work was not legal. Before his arrival he did not know Italy was like this.
The reason why he did scratch his fingertips was that his goal was to go to his cousin in
the UK and he knew about the system. He had no idea that he was risking a life this bad
in Italy. His plan to go to the UK remained. He was determined to try his chances maybe
in one or two years’ time. Hopefully they would not match his fingerprints there.
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“When we came here we knew nothing about life in Italy. So when someone said you have
a better opportunity to get a job when you are younger, I changed my date of birth during
the interview. One year younger. Didn’t help.” Neither did Mohammed believe that a
certain education background or work experience would have helped him to get a job in
Italy: “Really, the Italians think we don’t know anything.”

9.3 Networks
Mohammed was the only Muslim I had interviewed. I wondered whether he thought
being a Muslim had benefitted him. Many other Eritreans thought it was an advantage
to be Muslim, for example to get work through the North African and Sudanese
community that was largely present in the area. But Mohammed denied and explained:
“For example to get a job in agriculture which is dominated by Moroccans it is much more
important to speak Arabic to understand the instructions.”
Since most Moroccans stayed in Italy long enough to be fluent in Italian, learning Italian
could just as well open up possibilities to work with them. He added that most Muslims
he had seen around, drank beer or smoked cigarettes so they were probably not
religious enough to care about it. In case you would meet an employer that did care, you
could always just change your name to fit the desired religion. If Mohammed would
have the chance to give someone a job he would not care about his religion either:
“Some people [in White house] work. Most don’t. I prefer when someone (an employer)
asks me to bring one person, to choose the one who didn’t have work before and the one
that I know doesn’t have any money. I prefer the one who needs it the most.”
Finally, though Eritrean women in Sicily had more job opportunities available to them,
this did not mean necessarily that life was easier for them. Men were more resistant to
face the difficulties. If Mohammed were to find a wife in Europe she had to be from
Eritrea. For friendship nationality was not an issue. He even preferred friends from
different nationalities: “Especially from Holland!” he said smiling.

9.4 Jiberti and refugee status
Mohammed was from the Jiberti tribe. The Jiberti are not recognized by the Eritrean
government as a separate ethnic group because they do not have their own language.
They speak Tigrinya like the Tigrinya people, the majority of Eritrean citizens, but what
differentiates them is that they are Muslim. The Eritrean government is determined not
to divide “the same people” based on their religion. In my work for VluchtelingenWerk
(VVN; Dutch refugee organization) I had once met an Eritrean lady from the Jiberti tribe.
I understood from her that the Jiberti was a minority group whose rights were not
respected like those of others. It had been one of the reasons why the father of the girl
had fled the country with his family. Mohammed was surprised to hear this. When I
tried to provoke him by asking whether the Jiberti people were willing to fight the
Eritrean government for their rights, he laughed. “Never, nothing like that!” When I
asked him whether ethnicity made any difference for Eritreans in Italy his answer was
again no:
“I told the authorities during my interview that I was from Jiberti but still I got three year
[humanitarian] document. Maybe in other countries it’s different.”
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Mohammed guessed that the difference in getting humanitarian or political status was
probably in the story. “I could create a story and maybe I would get it (political status)
but it would be difficult to remember it then. If I could do the interview again tomorrow I
would say the truth [again] because I don’t know how they think or what to create.” And
actually Mohammed was quite satisfied with his three year permit anyway.

9.5 Family
Mohammed left his family and his country before he was financially responsible.
“But I can’t be quiet here now. I must send them something because I’m working here and
at least I’m [doing] better than them. I must help them. I can’t pay for everything but just
add something. They are a burden really. But they support me emotionally. Even if I send
them something they say: “Don’t do like this, must keep for yourself. After that you may
help us. We are ok...”
Normally Mohammed called his family in Eritrea every two weeks or sometimes once a
month. In times that he did not have any money to send to them he did not call them for
a maximum of four months. On the other hand when he was living his good life in Sudan
he called them quite often. He honestly told his family about the circumstances in Italy.
Mohammed’s cousin was still keeping him updated about possibilities in the UK. Last
year Mohammed spent three months in Austria where his aunty lives. He even found a
temporary job there, though it was actually illegal for him to work in Austria. About the
impressions of Austria he got he said: “I saw they respect people. White and black were
equal. There were fair laws. It was a big difference.”
On the way back to Sicily he stayed in Rome for a short time. He did not find work and
decided to go back to Sicily. He could not say which one he preferred: the North or the
South of Italy because his experiences in Rome were too few. “Yes, I have many bad
experiences in Sicily but it doesn’t say anything in general.”
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10 Sami’s story
I met Sami when he came to see his younger brother Gebre who stayed in White house.
Sami was living on the mainland in Southern Italy himself but during his asylum
procedure he had stayed in camp not far from White house so he was familiar with the
area and the people around.

10.1 Getting to know Sami
Not often did I meet a person with such a relaxed way of looking at life like Sami had. He
described his life in Italy as “a kind of funny time” (laughing) that was likely to pass
anyway. His view on life was probably one of the best ways of coping in order not to go
crazy or get completely frustrated and depressed.
Sami had a good amount of self‐respect and refused to go to Caritas or work for
‘slavery‐like’ salaries unless he was really in despair. He hated the routine at Caritas of
getting in a queue, waiting for a ticket, waiting for food etcetera. He rather borrowed
money from friends. Also he hated to be bossed around at work especially by other
Eritreans that were trying to make a good name with the boss. He did not like to
compete to be the best and preferred a position somewhere in the middle:
“In the middle you see your past and you see your future. If you go up there is a problem, if
you are poor, also. Bill Gates has problems. He loses a lot of money for the guards of his
daughters. And they can’t go to school with other people but must be taught privately at
home. That is not a life. It bothers you.”
Sami told me he liked the logic of calculations. That was why he chose to study
mathematics. This made sense to me since his way of thinking had already seemed very
rational compared to other more traditional ways of thinking I had come across. A
funny example was when he noticed some Eritreans giving me the phone numbers of
their contacts in the Netherlands or a picture of themselves to give to them. Sami was
surprised. His fellow Eritreans made him giggle: “In Africa we have a habit of passing
money, things and messages to our relatives that live far away through people that are
travelling to these places. Now we are in Europe and [although] we could send photo’s by
(e)mail, chat on the internet and call our relatives by phone but we prefer to hold on to
our tradition of passing photo’s and greetings through other people.”
When I asked him for his role model in life he first answered “priests”. He explained:
“Priests seem happy although living a poor life. They pray to their God and use the money
they have to help the poor. They have peace of mind and they have a mission.”
I asked him if he had known a certain priest in particular of whom he thought as his
example or otherwise, whether he could name any other person that he knew
personally who he considered his role model. He mentioned his English teacher. Besides
that he was very motivating and knowledgeable – he was a Doctor in Philosophy and a
Professor in History – he seemed to have passion for his work unlike other teachers
who seemed to be working only for the money.
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10.2 Personal history
Sami was almost end twenties and the second youngest in his family. Only his brother
Gebre was younger than him. He spent two years in university in the Mathematics
department. He was supposed to join the military during the border war but he refused
and helped around the house at his parents place for two years. After the war he needed
proof of fulfilled military service during the war to continue his education. He managed
to fake the document and joined the university again. This time he also took Sociology.
Unfortunately Sami was confronted with a lot of corruption in the university which in
the end made him decide to quit before he got his degrees. He was supposed to go to
Sawa to teach high school students in the military training camp but again he refused.
Instead he started a job in his hometown as a Mathematics teacher for a private school
in a Catholic congregation. He got paid more than double than the teachers in Sawa. One
day he got caught by the Eritrea authorities. They forcefully brought him to Sawa. A
series of escapes and arrests followed. Sami was jailed in some of the worst prisons
underground and in the middle of desert. One day he miraculously managed to escape
and he made his way to Ethiopia. On his way to the border he passed his parents’ house
on about a hundred meters distance but he could not afford the risk of getting caught
while saying goodbye to his family.
In Ethiopia he stayed in a refugee camp before moving to Addis. Life was not bad but
when he found out his younger brother Gebre was in Libya he decided to follow him.
There they met but they each took a different boat to Italy to spread their chances and
avoid drowning together. I had heard this more often from other Eritreans: relatives
never took the same boat. When I asked Sami what had made his life difficult until now,
he was the only one who related his answer all the way back to Eritrea. The problems in
his country had disturbed his “program”. The fact that he was forced to leave because of
problems there, was the cause of all the challenges he met here and now.

10.3 Expectations and experiences
Before he reached Europe, Sami expected people here to be “advanced, civilized and
educated”: “My expectations and my experiences in Europe were two opposite extremes. I
gave them a place at the top but I found them at the bottom. (…) I didn’t expect them to be
poor. I’ve seen Italians eating at Caritas as well. Now I look down on them in [terms of]
money, ideas, in everything they are bad.”
Although he had never been in England, in earlier conversations Sami told me he
expected better conditions in the UK for example concerning citizens’ rights and the
shape of the democracy. Therefore it surprised me that during the interview Sami
stated not to expect great differences between Italy and other countries in Europe. I
asked him to explain: “I considered Italy at the top but in reality it was different so I
convinced myself that the others must be like that as well.”
He also expected Italians to at least know something about their shared history of
colonization. Once an old Italian man asked Sami where he was from. He answered
“Eritrea” but the man did not know where it was. Sami decided to joke with him and
explained it was somewhere between Rome and Milano. “Woow, soo far?!” was the
man’s response. To Sami’s surprise he was serious. “Have you ever been to Rome or
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Milano?” he asked him. “No no no no no no no!” the old man shouted. “All my life I only
moved from Puglia to Brindisi and from Brindisi to Puglia. Basta!”
Since Sami knew the Italian government was supporting the Eritrean Ministries of
Health and Education his perception was that the governments of Italy and Eritrea had
to be on good terms. Naturally, being an Eritrean in Italy, he expected a better
treatment. But so far Sami experienced quite the opposite. Being an Eritrean made no
difference. Being white did and Moroccans and Tunesians had this advantage. Sami was
confronted with a lot of racism. He told me a story of a time that he was in a town
looking for the church for help. He decided to ask a senior lady on the street where to
find the local parish. Her answer shocked him: “You are black, I am white. Why do you
even ask?”

10.4 Family and friends
“Helping each other and sharing is a good thing about our culture.”
Sami considered his family to be supportive instead of a burden. He called them
approximately every two weeks: they left him a missed call, he called them back. It had
been like that since he left Eritrea. Their conversations were mainly about the daily life
in Eritrea and how the family was doing. Whenever they needed his help they asked
him: “If you have something, we have this problem. If you can help, please do.”
If possible, he would always help them of course, he told me.
“…and I tell them always about life in Italy also. They did not have information besides
how it was before: Eritrea was colonized by Italy. Italians are still living in Eritrea so
Italians are not new to us. I tell them also life in Italy is hard. They are not so worried
about me because they know I can handle it. But if I have plans to change [place to
another] country I will tell them in advance “I cannot call you from this time till this time”
so they don’t expect. If I go without telling, they will bother.”
When I asked him about family in the Diaspora, he told me about an uncle that worked
for NASA in the USA. He was the one that paid for him and his brother to be smuggled to
Europe but they would not ask him for any more help since he had done enough
already. When I asked him if he had any other relatives in the Diaspora he said: “I have a
cousin in Holland but I don’t have any connection with her and I don’t consider her as
family so I don’t know if you should write her [down].”
Of course I wanted to know more:
“She is married and has two kids I think. I asked her for help at one point but they blocked
me. I even spoke to her husband. He told me to call back again and again but then when I
called back he said she was not there or they blocked me. I introduced myself to her
husband and I told him my problem and if there was any chance that they could help me.
He said they had their own problems. I wish they would have been frank with me from the
start. And why I never spoke to my cousin again I don’t know. I thought maybe her
husband did not allow her. They could have been more human or welcoming. I’m thinking
that one day I want to go to Holland and invite them to a bar very nearby their house.”
(laughing)
“To make them feel guilty?” I asked him.
“Yes, just to make them feel it is not difficult to be welcoming.”
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Sami’s brother Kidanai
“You know Liechtenstein?”, Kidanai asked me in his poor English. “ Is very small
country, very good country!”
Of all countries in Europe, Kidanai had asked asylum in Liechtenstein. He said in
those days people said that Liechtenstein was different and that there was a chance
to be accepted there. Off they went with a group of about 20 Eritreans. Kidanai said
they were treated well but not welcome to stay. The country was too small. They
were given the choice to be brought back to Italy or to go to Switzerland. From
Switzerland, Kidanai was deported back to Italy in the end.
When I saw Kidanai for the first time he was jobless living in White house. Kidanai
was the youngest of his family and the youngest in White house. He was shy and
smiley. He was one of the few people that often woke up around 4.30 in the morning
to try to get a day job in the nearby town although many others considered it
useless. When I came back to White house during my second trip I only saw Kidanai
once since he was always out and about working many jobs in tourism for the
summer. Even his brother Sami only saw him twice though he had come all the way
from Southern Italy to see him. But no hard feelings of course. “Work is good.”
One night Kidanai told me the story of their parents. They were old: around 80 and
85 years but this did not keep the Eritrean government from detaining them
because their son Kidanai had deserted from the army for the second time. Kidanai
was hiding and working illegally in the bush. His parents sent him a message from
prison through someone who had been allowed to visit them. The message was to
leave the country immediately because it was not good for him. He should not
worry about them because they were old and ready to even die in prison if that was
their faith after their long life. Kidanai fled and luckily after some time his parents
were released. Kidanai missed them very much and because they were so old he
feared the chance that they would pass away before he would see them again. He
set himself a goal. He would save his money to set up a meeting in Sudan. His
parents would come over from Eritrea and Kidanai would buy himself a return
flight to Khartoum to meet them for the last time.
When I told Kidanai my father was quite supportive of the government and that he
was not happy to see all youngsters leaving Eritrea he was shocked:
“What about my parents? How could I have stayed there? The worst [thing] they
(Eritrean Diaspora) can say to you is that you are a traitor of the country!”
Besides blood related family, we talked about the meaning of friendship. Sami believed
that friendship should have mutual benefits. If one was low on cash he preferred to
borrow money from his friends and vice versa than to accept money from Gebre
because it was shameful to accept money from the youngest in the family. Sami was still
in touch with several friends he met in camp during his asylum procedure and they
helped each other out whenever they could:
“Here in Italy we were in one camp, one house. We exchanged ideas, made plans for when
we leave camp. We made promises that if somebody gets a job opportunity first, he will try
to give us a chance to get a job also.”
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10.5 Different places, different opportunities
When Sami and his younger brother received their status, Gebre left Italy immediately
to ask asylum in other countries in Europe. Sami did not join him. He thought it was
important to stay in one place in order for people to start knowing you and call you for
jobs. At the time he left Eritrea though, he was hoping to go to England because he
thought he could continue his education there. But then the journey to Italy took him
four years and the Italian authorities took his fingerprints. He left his dream for what it
was. He was too old now anyway to continue his education and thought it would be
wiser to do some business to get some money.
He still had good hopes to make money in Italy. Since it was part of the G8 his
perception was that Italy’s economy had to be strong. The problem with Italy was
corruption. For example, according to Sami there were supposed to be funds from the
UNHCR for refugees in Italy like himself. Even if there was money, of which I was not
sure, my assumption was that funding from the UNHCR would be used for the
improvement of the legal system in general or to accommodate asylum seekers.
According to him a few years ago refugees were receiving this money directly but now
local bureaucrats were “eating” it.
Recently Sami started thinking about moving from Southern Italy to Milano. According
to him the differences between the North and the South were huge. One of the problems
migrants faced in the South was related to language. With all the different dialects
spoken in the South, learning proper Italian was almost impossible. Sicily was like a
small country. The fact that Sicilians had their own dialect was as if they had a “secret
language”. It made it harder for Sami to trust the people.
Other problems Sami extensively described were related to the fact that many jobs in
the South were illegal. He was the first person to mention the danger of illegal work in
terms of risks for accidents. Nobody would take responsibility if an illegal worker would
get injured during work time.
If the payment was received in cash without a check it was sure that the job was illegal.
But sometimes it was harder to know whether a job was illegal or not. Often employers
in the South made false contracts or “falso gansiata” (phonetic) as Sami called them to
mislead migrant workers. By copying documents and giving some kind of paper to the
worker they made it look very official but if shown to the authorities it would turn out
to be fake.
He mentioned the example of Robel, another Eritrean living in White house who had
found work for the summer in a restaurant. His job contract stated only four working
hours per day although he was told to work for at least eight. He was ordered to lie
about the extra hours if the police would ask him. However, until now the police never
asked him anything which might have had something to do with the free food and wine
he was serving them whenever they came in for inspections over lunchtime. In order to
keep his job he did not argue with either his boss or the police and Robel claimed to be
grateful for any job they were willing to give him.
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Sami claimed the jobs in the North were legal. However, to find one there was perceived
to be much harder than in the South. But then again, if you would find one in the North
the salary was supposedly so good that you did not have to work all year round to
survive: “We Eritreans don’t need a lot. We don’t mind sharing a house with many people
as long as we can send something to our family. We can live eating ades7 only.”

A calculation of life in Rome
Sami claimed an Eritrean living in Rome only needed to work 3 months to
survive all year long. He calculated: a guy he knew worked about 50 hours a
week in a supermarket in Rome and made about 1500 euro per month. In three
months time he would make 4500 Euro. Imagine he shared a house with two
people and paid about 250 Euro rent per month. In one year he would pay 3000
Euro for rent only which would leave him with 1500 euro.
Sami took White house as an example to calculate minimum costs for food. Each
person living there paid 5 Euro a week to buy pasta, flour, oil, onions, lentil’s,
potatoes and tomato sauce. They could drink water from the tap. If they would
keep this up for 52 weeks they would spend only 260 Euro on food.
To be realistic though, we doubled the 260 Euro for the occasional meat, coffee,
maybe cigarettes and for the fact that cost of living was likely to be higher in the
capital city. This would make 520 Euro. About a thousand Euro per year would
be left then for clothing, phone calls, use of internet and helping the family back
home in Eritrea.

I was surprised by his optimism about life in the big cities of Italy and asked him
whether he had seen the miserable images shown on Eri‐TV. There they pictured a
much harsher life on the streets of Rome and Milano. He admitted to have seen migrants
sleeping in the streets but claimed that most of them were Romanians drinking “vino” to
stay warm in the cold winters of the North. They did not even try to find work and he
hated them for that. They were the reason why some Italians thought that Eritreans
were like that. He was proud that at least all the Eritreans he knew had always made
great effort to make something out of nothing.

10.6 Future
“I don’t really have a plan. You cannot plan in an environment like this. It’s always if, if, if.”
I asked Sami to give me an example of such an “if”.
“If I could get the money in a short time, I would try to go to the USA. I would continue my
migration so to speak. I have friends there and they always ask me why I stay in Italy. They
say: “Aah, you must have a girlfriend or a job.”

Ades is a dish that consists of lentils. It is the cheapest food available in Eritrea and is mainly eaten by
the poor and the military which basically means the whole population
7
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If it takes me a very long time to collect a lot of money, maybe there will be some changes
in the government in Eritrea and I would want to go back to Eritrea. I would want to start
a simple business in things that are easy to sell because everybody needs them, like
tomatoes and onions.”
About going back to Eritrea he added that: “A refugee cannot choose and will never be
chosen here. When it is not your land you can never put your foot down completely.”
He stood up, put one foot in front of the other without putting his weight on it.
“What if you would be accepted in the UK, would you still want to return to Eritrea?” I
asked him. “Yes, for sure! When the issue of being a refugee comes up, I automatically
think of going back.”
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11 Eyob’s story
Eyob was living in White house till shortly before I left Sicily. Then his boss arranged a
house for him. We had some good laughs, especially on my goodbye‐party. I cooked and
invited a lot of people over to White house. We all shared a big bottle of cheap wine and
some beers while Eyob was telling jokes about women in Sudan.
Eyob was one of the lucky ones of all the Eritreans I had met. He was actually just killing
time in Sicily because he married an Eritrean woman there who was now in Norway
with their newborn son. Both mother and son had received refugee status in Norway.
He was awaiting the family reunification procedure to join them. At the time he was
working at a hotel, mostly washing dishes, or “lava piatti” as they called it in Italian,
which basically meant washing plates as if your life was depending on it. He had a
contract, which was a good thing. The owner of the hotel was also landlord of hundreds
of acres of land, including the plot where White house was built. One day Eyob met him.
He asked Eyob where he lived. He told the boss honestly that actually he was living on
his land in one of the old empty houses. Although many others, including neighbours
and the police, had complained about their presence, that day the boss said it was ok.
When I came back to Sicily for my second visit, Eyob was no longer living in White
house. His work had arranged a “real” house for him. When he visited White house I
interviewed him with help of Sami for the translation.

11.1 Personal history
Back in Eritrea Eyob had quite an informal job in the military. He was working for a club
which he described as a “snackbar” where he also functioned as a receptionist. His
family belonged to the lowest classes of society, barely surviving on a small farm in the
village. His father died so his mother was responsible but his older brothers and sisters
helped her out where they could. He tried to help his family as well but of course he was
barely managing himself. He decided to flee. An aunty in Germany sent him money in
Sudan to pay the smugglers. Since he arrived in Italy he had moved around a lot and
worked in North and Southern Italy before “settling” in White house. He met his current
wife in a different part of Sicily. Her advantage was that she was in Italy on a working
permit. Her family had somehow arranged a job for her as a maid. She was living in the
middle east before which made all this possible. She did not have a refugee status and
they had not taken her fingerprints. She fell in love with Eyob and they decided she
should ask asylum in Norway. There she gave birth. Eyob visited them once for about
two months to see his wife and his new‐born son.

11.2 Tricky business
Lucky as he was to have met a wife with the opportunity to go to Norway, he had no
clue when this was actually going to happen. He was hoping in 2011 but nobody had
given him or his wife any indication of the time that the procedure could take.
In the meantime he was lucky to have a job contract. However, he was working far more
hours than his contract stated and he did not get paid for his overtime. In summer,
when it got really busy in the hotel, this meant that his salary was as low as two Euro an
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hour. The job itself was hard work especially during events like weddings or receptions
when he washing dishes for around 500 people with “deadlines” in order to be able to
serve the next course. Sometimes they wanted him to work in the garden. One day Eyob
explained why his eyes had been so red and teary lately: he had been spraying
pesticides. They had not provided him with protective clothing. I explained to him that
the effects of these chemicals could be devastating in the long term and urged him to
demand protective clothing from his boss.

11.3 Changing ambitions
“It’s a dark life to live alone, separated from your family.”
Eyob’s wishes for the future were simple: go to Norway and be with his wife and son. In
Eritrea he was always hoping to reach the highest educational level possible. He always
wanted a good job in business management to be able to help his parents.
Now he was hoping to take a course in Norway, something that would directly lead to a
job, something vocational. Anyway he was looking forward mostly to being with his
family, much more than to having a job, because he was longing for them always. He
called them once a week and his family in Eritrea every two months. He felt supported
morally by his family in Eritrea and they did not put a lot of pressure on him. They
knew he was washing dishes and that life in Italy was not easy.
When Eyob got on the boat to be smuggled to Europe he did not dare to pray for more
than a safe arrival in Italy. Actually he had not really thought about which country he
would go to if he would get the chance to continue his way. But it turned out there was
not much of a choice because the Italian authorities rescued him and his fingerprints
were taken. I asked him if he would have tried to go to another country if not for his
wife: “I don’t know because I met my wife before I could take any decision.”

11.4 What helps
‐
‐

“What are the main differences between Norway and Italy you think?”
“If the government [of Norway] accepts you, it gives you the primary needs like a
house, you continue your education, everything, the primary needs, and also they
support you with money but here [in Italy] they take your fingerprint and they give
you document. After that nobody knows you.”

Eyob mentioned that Caritas helped people at least by supplying food. I asked him who
helped him to get information about his rights and systems of law in Italy. To explain
the question I told him about the different refugee organizations in Holland which try to
give information to asylum seekers and refugees about how different systems in
Holland work. They explain for example how to bring your family or they can give
advice on how to apply for jobs. He started laughing and replied:
‐ “There are no jobs here so why would we ask anyone how to get it?”
‐ “Ok ok, what about the family reunification procedure, how did you find out how
to do that?”
‐ “Ask people who have succeeded before. We use ‘copysystem’!”
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What could make life in Italy easier was the colour of your skin. According to Eyob
nobody cared about being Muslim or speaking Arabic. His explanation for the success of
the North African community in the area was their white skin. In his view there was
more racism in Sicily than in the North of Italy.
Eyob was satisfied with the humanitarian status he received from the Italian
authorities. He did not lie in any of his interviews and he would not if he could do it
again tomorrow. He believed that the people who received a political refugee status
must have had a different case. Being able to prove your story with documents could
increase chances of getting political status.
Actually all that had helped Eyob so far was God. I asked him how: “By sending you a
wife?” He smiled and said that at least he was healthy.
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12 Seleba’s story
This is the story of my cousin. Since in my view his story is endless because we have
been in close touch for so long I made a selection based on what I thought would add
something to the ten stories of my interview respondents. The intention therefore is to
give some more in depth insights in the possible experiences of an Eritrean refugee in
Sicily.

12.1 Position in Eritrea
Seleba grew up in a village quite far in the mountains. They were relatively well off
considering the harsh village life because they were keeping livestock. Seleba was the
only one of his family who got the chance to go to university:
“In Eritrea I was seen as someone who was going to have a bright future and who was
going to be a model to small children and who would be of great help to the family of
course (...) A BAholder would have high influence financially to the family, which was very
tough for me. Although I had ten brothers and sisters who had never been to university or
never had the chances I got, I found it very hard and stressful because [although] I shared
the love of the family, it’s there forever, I was unable to help them (…) so the only possible
way I could be of some use to them [was]: if I go out [of Eritrea] I’m risking the love of
being together [but] to go out and help them financially is better. Although it is hard that
we cannot stay together, [the fact that] the majority is poor and would be helped by me
going out is more important.”

12.2 Fleeing to Europe
“When you are in Sudan you like to see the reality of Europe by your own eyes, not by ears.
Even when you call your family [in Europe] for money [for the journey] it is hard to accept
any comments from them: “I didn’t ask you for advice. Just send me the money, or not, but
don’t try to persuade me otherwise.” (…) You have made your decision and there is no way
back once you are in Sudan.”
“If you [manage to] enter Sicily, you can escape. You become sure [of that]. But if we are
confronted with problems of the tide or with the ship, the emergency [services] will take us
to Lampedusa and it’s finished. So in our case, we were fearing [more] to be caught in Italy
than to die because if you died you don’t see anything but if you’re alive and caught in Italy
(…) you become like a living dead. That’s why we scratch our fingers.”
When the Italian authorities rescued him from the sea and his fingerprints were taken
he felt like cutting his hands off: “You realize it’s over.”

12.3 Facing life in Italy
“Although you don’t expect much, you hope [for the best] until you see for yourself, rather
than to depend on someone telling you the bad things. I waited and saw for myself and
decided to go to Switzerland. The hearsay’s are of dual directions. Some say Italy is good.
Some say Switzerland is for women and children. Some want to go out of Italy by any
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means. You don’t know which to choose because you’re fresh. You give yourself time. In the
time that you try to stay neutral you are surrounded by people who are negative about
Italy. It’s difficult to stay neutral.”
Seleba stayed in camp for five months before he received his status. His camp was 30
minutes by bus from Agrigento quite isolated in a tiny village. Seleba explained how he
experienced his time in camp:
“A village is a village. You don’t feel like you’re exposed, like you see anything of the world,
not even buying a ticket with a machine. You don’t want this environment to colonize your
mind. The waiting in the village influences the decision making. We were expecting to see
something after you get the document but [instead] the world turns its back to you.”
“Did you try life “with documents” in Italy?” I asked him.
“There were nine days between getting the document and asking asylum in Switzerland.”
“And in this time you decided that the world had turned its back to you?”
“…our sharpness had been influenced so negatively. We should have given it [more] time ,
at least half of the time we spent in camp, to try life [in Italy]. It sounds so pessimistic to
hide yourself from facing life by going to Switzerland but cancel these 5 months in camp. I
didn’t get anything from it. I became a hesitating man [because of it]. [Before] the goal
was Europe. When you are there, again confused, which one to choose and the choices are
limited. If I came to Agrigento from Libya, excluding the five months in camp, I would go
directly because I knew I didn’t like Italy. I should not have waited for the document. I lost
the first one after 9 days anyway and it was easy and quick to get a new one when I came
back from Switzerland. Other people went [before getting the document] but I became
hesitant.”
There were mind‐breaking dilemmas about leaving or staying in Italy: giving Italy a
chance by trying to stay neutral, leaving Italy immediately or to first wait for documents
and leave some time after that. This caused a huge internal conflict which Seleba still
seemed to feel when thinking back of this decision making process. Camp life had made
him “flat”. When he received the document he felt he did not have the right mind set to
make a good decision about what to do next. He left to Switzerland relatively soon after
he got the document but he was too late anyway: Switzerland had signed up for
Schengen and became part of the Dublin territory. The ones who did not wait for their
status and left to Switzerland immediately got accepted because they made it there
before the “deadline”. Finally, there were others who never left the Agrigento area.
While Seleba was roaming around Italy and Europe they were slowly getting
themselves settled and organized with jobs and rented houses. Still Seleba believed he
gained something from his travels:
“It widens your view. I learned some manners from the German Swiss church community.
Travelling made me aware of what I have, what I have gained and what I should do. The
focus is always on money in the pocket and to the family. As soon as I get money I should
change some way. Roam around agricultural seasons [in Italy] for a year, save money and
make a change. Change is good. That’s what I’ve learned while travelling. (…) Though they
hindered me in getting an education and a better life, what hurts you might be for your
own good. Cancel A and B (Switzerland and Holland)… Ok, the answer must be C (Italy). It
taught me to accept. (…) [Others] admitted I’m better than them because I saw my
chances. (…) At least you tried. There is peace of mind, no “what if’s”…”
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Gaim
Seleba made a good friend while he was in Switzerland. Though he was trying to
get asylum because of his Eritrean nationality, Seleba thought he was from Tigray, a
Tigrinya speaking province of Ethiopia but as Seleba put it: “I knew him, he knew me
but we never said anything.” Seleba described him as “punished by poverty, women
and friends.” He continued:
“He was smoking and drinking. I didn’t care about his age. He was maybe 10 years
older than me but I just told him: “Stop these things or we can never be friends. We
share the same room, we cook together, stop it and choose the right people. I’m not
[necessarily] the right person I admit,” I told him. But one time they invited him for
drinks. It was a week after his arrival. I told him: “Be careful, don’t drink too much
with these people.” He kept it in mind. That night they were challenging his Tigrinya,
teasing him. His Tigrinya is not perfect but he speaks Amharic better than the
Amhara themselves. No one would challenge him in that. Then later he told me: “You
were right that night when you warned me.”
From that moment Gaim stuck with Seleba because he trusted him to be someone
who wished him well.
His life history was bad, Seleba said. He left a wife and child and a relatively rich life
as a barber in Ethiopia and exchanged it for prison in Libya, then a job and a
girlfriend in Italy which he lost in the same order because of the financial crisis. He
went to Switzerland. Seleba explained how some people thought about going to
Switzerland. “You get fat in Switzerland. You go there to relax. You get money for
free, don’t have to work for it. You live a nice life.”
Seleba inspired Gaim to exercise with him and do sports on a daily basis. Gaim
taught Seleba about the style of clothes he should wear in order to get a job. He was
quite religious but Seleba’s suggestion to him was: “Read the bible, take the lessons
but [know that] in practical life everything is fake so let’s be fake! Let’s play the
game!” So they went to church but mainly to make use of their services and people
in order to get jobs. Gaim taught Seleba to have courage and confidence in himself.
“He told me who I was,” Seleba said. Vice versa Seleba used to tell Gaim the saying’s
that his mother taught him when he was young for example: “Don’t let anyone do
something for you when you can still do it yourself.” He said that in a way he had
“saved” his ideas in Gaim and that Gaim was feeding them back to him, sometimes
unexpectedly. It was then that Seleba realized the importance of his mother’s
lessons all over again.

Indeed, when I arrived in Sicily in April 2010, Seleba welcomed me to “his” country. I
caught myself having trouble with accepting that Italy was now in fact his country but
realized that for Seleba, acceptance was probably the best way to go. However, the
disappointment of not being accepted in Switzerland remained. Thinking back, he
wondered whether there was anything that could have changed this outcome.
“I wish they [the Italian authorities] kept me in prison so that I would find a good pretext
that would be against the law which would help me a lot in Switzerland to get a paper. It
would have strengthened my case. For example, I don’t know whether it was only hearsay,
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but there was this very handsome muscular [Eritrean] boy and physically very strong.
They traumatized him so badly. They brought a coca cola bottle and made him sit on it.
They broke him, they raped him and then he killed himself. There is such a story. Probably
in the prisons [of Italy] there is such a thing. There is such a threat all the time. They don’t
care if you are so strong or kind of tough. They don’t care. There is rape. If I would have
seen such things or if I would have been there… Or, I could have created it even if I would
not have been there. (…) If your story is very clear and good you can persuade them. (…) I
failed to convince Switzerland.”
In other words, Seleba believed there was a chance that if his problems would have
been worse (unlawful imprisonment by the Italian authorities which was not unheard
of) the Swiss authorities would have felt more compelled to take action to help him. Part
of the failure of being accepted in Switzerland he seemed to blame on himself because
his story had not been convincing enough.

12.4 Work
Seleba was lucky to find work relatively soon after he moved into White house. It was so
soon that the contrast between the employed and the unemployed in White house
became uncomfortable at times since many that had lived in White house longer than
Seleba were still unemployed. You would never go around shouting that you found
work, Seleba explained. Also somehow he felt that when you did not have a job, finding
a job seemed so difficult and far away. But when you did have one it seemed easy to get
another one offered to you. This came with the dilemma of who to give this second job
to, in case you were already full‐time employed. Considerations seemed endless: choose
the one who has been living with you the longest or choose a relative or village mate or
the one who just moved in and badly needs an introduction in the local labour market?
“You just hope to find jobs for many.”
Another down side to Seleba’s job in harvesting potato’s was that it was extremely hard.
For hours in a row they stood bent over and behind them was one Italian watching
them to make sure they would not get up before the end of the line which was about 80
meters away. It made Seleba wonder: “If it hurts your health in the long run or if it breaks
your back, what good are you going to be to your family when you are older.” But others
claimed not to be too "luxurious” about these issues.
“Don’t be luxurious,” was a remark often heard between Eritreans when someone
expressed a complaint or a wish which others found unnecessary. One time I heard a
guy saying “don’t be luxurious” to someone who was complaining about his 18 hour
workdays, six days a week (and the seventh day was not even necessarily his day off
because often he was asked to work for another nine hours). The employer was an
infamous restaurant just outside of Agrigento. The job was washing dishes as if your life
was depending on it. Seleba and his friends called it “the warzone”. The salary was on
average between two and three Euro per hour. Personally I found that enough reason to
complain but the guy who told him off had been working there himself for two years. He
stated that they should try to be grateful to at least have a job and be able to send
money to their families.
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12.5 Taking risks, making changes
The lack of sustainable jobs was a constraint many were facing. Seleba’s motto therefore
was to use the money in his pocket to make a change despite of the risks. “Otherwise it
will just be eaten anyway.” A simple example of this was his investment in the
motorcycle to be able to keep his job at the potato farm when the work moved to fields
far away from White house. Another example was his decision to move out of White
house and back to Agrigento, the place he knew well from during his asylum procedure.
His contract with the potato farm ended earlier than expected. At first he was still
optimistic about finding work now the tourist season was about to start but tourists
showed up late, jobs were few, migrants were many and since he was a newcomer in
the area compared to others in White house, his network was not strong enough to find
him a stable job.
He decided to make some major changes in his life with the money he had saved from
the potato harvest. He was finally going to follow the dream he had had since his stay in
Khartoum: starting a restaurant. To start off he was thinking of making it a similar
setting like Semhar’s house and he was hoping to be open for business before the World
Championship so people could come to watch the games at this place.
Weeks went by as he was roaming around Agrigento trying to find a house where he
could start his own little informal illegal living‐room restaurant.8 He spent the nights at
Caritas. The exact story of Seleba’s house search and how he managed to set up his
business is in described in detail in Appendix 7.

12.6 Adaptation
During his house search Seleba started to dislike Italians possibly even more but the
more Seleba had to deal with slick macho house brokers the more he was starting to
behave like them. The hand gestures, the facial expressions and the hot tempered
attitude gained him more respect he felt. After a couple of disappointments, Seleba tried
to expand his network to the Eritrean Pentecostal community. He did not like them
preaching to him as they often did but when he talked to them about housing
opportunities he always hid his cross under his shirt9. He wanted to relate to them to
get something done. Once he had found a house and he was all set to start his business,
again he decided he should change. He told himself that from now on he should be a
very welcoming host, social and hospitable to bring people together in his house and
succeed in his restaurant business. The house alone gave him a lot of respect he felt. He
would become part of the established now, the organized, the ones who made it as
opposed to the many Eritreans staying in Caritas.

Later I heard that Semhar had also looked at possibilities of starting her eatery in Agrigento but she
decided that the presence of Caritas and the free food they served there formed too big a threat to a
potential business like hers.
9 Apparently crucifixes on a necklace were not done in the Pentecostal tradition.
8
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12.7 “Italy no good”
Especially during his house search Seleba got disappointed a lot by Italians who did not
call back, did not show up at appointments or who did not keep their promises. Often
enough he complained about them. Like many others he seemed to think that all Italians
were stupid but one day he gave me some other insights in these expressions:
“It is also selfpity why we speak so negative about them [Italians/Sicilians], I’m speaking
for myself when I say this. It’s because I don’t know the language so well that I don’t know
them. (…) Italians can be so soft sometimes. When you tell them your stories they can cry
really.”
He also had an explanation for Sicilians being negative about them:
“Sicilians look down on us because they are themselves looked down on by the rest of
Italy.” He referred to the differences between North and Southern Italy. The Southern
dialects, their lower economical position and the presence of the mafia made people
from the North look down on the South including the Sicilians.

12.8 Marriage
When Seleba called me from Sudan we discussed the option of me marrying him for the
sake of the document. I was quite reluctant to push things this far so we dropped the
idea pretty soon. When I told people in and around White house that I had refused to
marry him, not everybody understood. “What if he had died in the sea?” was their
reaction.10 Fake marriage was a serious option to consider for many refugees I met but
quite an expensive one as well since European passport holders did not marry Eritreans
for nothing. During my very first visit to Sicily (two years ago when Seleba was still
waiting for his status) I noticed that some guys saw a ‘hole in the market’ in Europe’s
lonely unmarried older ladies. Seleba was not one of them:
“People blame me for not getting a woman in Switzerland, Holland or Italy. I wondered:
what kind of person am I going to be, if I would. It would be firstly for the paper. It would
traumatize you if the age difference is more than ten years.”
Seleba preferred to stick with his girlfriend he still had in Eritrea.
“When I entered Sudan I thought I should end it. She would think I’ll cheat anyway. But the
opposite became true. She stayed in touch, told others she was crazy for me and followed
all my stories. You need to have a real connection with a girl from the past because years
go over it. I don’t want to think about what she is doing exactly. It is better that I can say I
have someone there at least.”
His friend Adna confirmed that holding on to a girlfriend in Eritrea gave purpose to life.
On the contrary he found it too expensive to smuggle a girl from Eritrea. Then again,
Adna did not have a girlfriend at the moment and his ambition was to go to America
which cost about the same: 10.000 Euro. Seleba was hoping to be able to afford this one
day to bring over his girlfriend.

Later I realized that being a student, without a job contract, let alone earning 120% of the Dutch
minimum wage, I could have never even met the conditions Holland has set for this procedure called
family “formation”.
10
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“You know there is one thing I really need and that is to kiss my girlfriend. (…) I just want
to get my wife here and start living from then on. (…) These were supposed to be my
golden years. (…) What I want now is to have children. I’m old enough. I should have one.”
Smuggling girlfriends to Europe often went hand in hand with the hope of her getting
asylum in another European country so the respective husband or boyfriend could
follow her there through a family reunification procedure. He also considered meeting
her in Sudan though because he could use the money to start a business there and live a
relatively rich African lifestyle. Moving to another European country, no matter how
good their government services would be, would mean to start all over again with
learning a new language, finding a job and saving some money.
Seleba was in touch with his girl through the internet and occasionally he called her. He
brought her in contact with his brother in Eritrea and she was introduced to his parents
even though Seleba was not there. The further Seleba took his relation the harder it
became to retreat from it. But he also did not want to spoil her life since his future was
so insecure. There were times he could not stop thinking about her and other times, for
example when he was in Switzerland, that he did not contact her for over half a year.
For her own good he was sometimes considering to end the relationship.

12.9 What helped
Seleba explained that his flexibility and “keeping good rapport with people in a good
distance” had helped him a lot. Over time he had arranged several jobs through his self‐
built networks with the Sicilians and the Swiss. A married couple in helped him
especially with their friendliness. They shared their ideas with him and motivated him
to never give up. They took him to German language classes. They had sweet dreams for
Seleba to become a translator for the Swiss authorities. Even after he got deported to
Italy they still called him sometimes to wish him well.

Aid
Seleba was one of the people that complained about the ineffective staff of the Red Cross
when trying to register for a tent. When I asked him why he did not just ask them for an
explanation for the delays he explained: “Look at our position here. They have something,
we want something. We cannot ask them because we have to lay low, because they have
the power.”
Seleba had made use of the services of Caritas for food, shelter and even kitchen tools
once he found his own house. The sisters also offered to stand in for him as a financial
guarantee if he were to sign a house contract.
“Of course Caritas yes, I don’t deny it’s good that they try to serve people here but still I
don’t consider it as such for a future solution cause a lot of people are becoming stagnant
here, not thinking, the same thing what I faced in camp. (...) They like you to say “Si” all the
time. Once you eat the “dolce” pastries they serve you it’s like an injection that paralyzes
you. You can become a son of a sora.”
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Seleba also blamed Caritas for covering up the ‘mess’ in which refugees lived in Italy:
“Without the Caritas we might have caused more problems that would have made Italy to
deny us when other EUcountries would deport us back.”11

12.10 Status
In Seleba’s view all Eritreans deserved political status because all of them were political
refugees. The fact that most of them received humanitarian status could only mean that
the West just did not know about the suffering in Eritrea. I explained to Seleba about the
Geneva Convention and how complicated it is to fit its definition of a political refugee
and then the hardest part: to prove it. We also talked about political refugees versus
economic refugees and of course the Dublin claimants, his own ‘kind’.
“The political regime in Eritrea causes huge economic problems for youngsters who
then flee the country. Most of them end up as humanitarian refugees in Italy in a very
weak socio‐economic position because of the lack of assistance from the authorities. As
a consequence ‘secondary movement’ takes place which actually makes them economic
refugees within the borders of Europe.”
In other words, we got lost in the maze of distinctions. And Seleba wondered out loud:
“Why don’t they just use us? They need us anyway! Why do they create burdens for
themselves?” All he asked for was a small investment for a bigger profit for all parties.

Refugees causing problems would have never formed enough legal ground for the Italian authorities to
refuse refugees who are deported back by other EU‐countries based on the Dublin Regulation.
11
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Part 4
Analysis
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1 Introduction to the analysis
With all stories in mind I will now reflect on the theory and conceptual framework to
draw some conclusions. The research questions central to thesis were:
How do Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy against their will cope
with perceived circumstances in order to pursue their ambitions and what is the
role of interaction?
1. What are the ambitions of Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy
against their will and how are these shaped in interaction?
2. How do they perceive their circumstances in terms of possibilities and
constraints and how are their perceptions shaped in interaction?
3. How is interaction being used to cope with perceived circumstances in
pursuit of ambitions?
Below I once more pasted the model of my conceptual framework to see again how the
key concepts of this research interrelated.

Ambitions

Shape

Circumstances

Cope
Shape

Shape

Interaction
Figure 5 Key concepts to the thesis (based on Aarts 2009)
The key concepts interrelated to such an extent that I have been focusing on the
interplay between them to describe the coping strategies I saw in my research group. I
will first shortly elaborate on hopes and expectations of respondents before they came
to Europe and the most important ambitions they currently pursued. After this I will
thoroughly describe how the research group perceived its circumstances in the Italian
context. Obviously they saw many more constraints than possibilities. Finally, I will
analyse the coping strategies they used to deal with their circumstances and ambitions.
In doing so, I will make use of the distinctions described in the conceptual framework
although I have chosen to use the terms practical and cognitive coping strategies here.
Later in this analysis I will further elaborate on how I came to these terms. In describing
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and interpreting how ambitions, perceptions and coping strategies have been shaped
the focus will be on interaction and its role will be visible throughout this analysis.
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2 Ambitions of the research group
The research group came from a country where ambitions were based on constraints.
Eritrean youngsters perceived so many constraints when trying to choose their life path
in Eritrea that most were left with not much of a choice at all. The government tried to
exercise control over every aspect of their life including what to study, where to work
and how long for (indefinite conscription), how much to earn, where to travel and even
what to think and believe since freedoms of speech and religion were restricted. Many
youngsters decided to flee the country and once they made it, there was no way back it
seemed.

2.1 Hopes and expectations of Europe
“To be honest I expected that people would be very rich, educated, humanitarian. I
expected to receive everything: money, education, a TV and internet in my house at least
until I would finish school and then I would get a job. I thought there would be politeness
in people.”(Tesfai §4.3)
Many had been building up high hopes for a better future elsewhere, in Europe, where
many of their fellow young Eritreans were fleeing to these days. They were eager to
create a better future for themselves and their families. They wanted to help their
parents, brothers, sisters, wives and children financially because all were struggling in
Eritrea’s weak economy. The information about the West was retrieved from TV, from
family who were already living in the Diaspora and from other Eritreans who had gone
before them. A mediatory myth developed (Walkup, 1997): Europe had to be good. It
was a socially constructed reality which made it easier to face all the life threatening
risks of crossing the Sahara and Mediterranean Sea. In those days, they tried to uphold
their myth by framing reality so that it confirmed their strong hope of a better future
awaiting them in Europe. This meant that warnings about a possible bad life in Europe
were ignored (Michael §2.1) while on the other hand, positive stories from abroad
easily persuaded them to make the dangerous crossing through the desert and the sea
even though some of them lived an alright life in Sudan (Mohammed §9.1; Kiflom §8).

2.2 Current ambitions
When I asked respondents for their ambitions when they were young, they seemed
happy remembering their dreams as a child of who they wanted to become. From the
day of independence till the start of the border war everything had seemed possible,
Hagos told me. Now many respondents were trying to find a way to accept not being in
the position anymore to realize their youth dreams or achieve self‐actualization. Some
held on to their earlier ambitions projecting them now on other countries than Italy,
even different continents than Europe. They put their hopes on education opportunities
in England, business opportunities in Africa or America and its labour market.
I found that there were four major ambitions among respondents. These were:
‐ To leave Italy
‐ To find a stable job
‐ To help the family members who were left back in Eritrea
‐ To start a family or reunite with girlfriends, wives and children
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To a certain extent these goals interrelated. Permanent work was needed to help the
family in Eritrea and to meet conditions for family reunification. It was also needed to
save enough money in a reasonable amount of time to either be smuggled to America or
to smuggle family to Europe when other conditions for reunification could not be met. It
could also be used to move back to Africa and start a business there (Adna’s story §3.3).
Bringing girlfriends or wives and children over to Europe included the hope of them
getting asylum in another European country so the respective boyfriend or husband
could follow them through a family reunification procedure (Seleba §12.8; Eyob §11;
Woldeab §7.1; Hagos §6.3). Finally, one of the most important reasons for wanting to
leave Italy was to find a stable and well paid job to be able to take care of the family.
Finding permanent work and creating financial stability was perceived to be much
easier elsewhere (Adna §3.3).
Though my first impression was that one of the most important ambitions was to get
out of Italy, the fact that all respondents also expressed a strong need for secure
employment made me wonder: would their ambition to leave Italy still be as great if
there would be enough suitable job opportunities for them in Italy? The following quote
confirmed my thought: “[Leaving] fingerprints would be nothing if there was a job. But
the lack of jobs makes [leaving] fingerprints difficult.” (Gebre §5.2) But there were more
reasons than just employment for wanting to leave Italy and even if they would not
leave Italy anytime soon, anyhow work and family were needed to make life in Italy
bearable for them.
In short, there were ambitions for the near future and ambitions for the far future. The
boundary between the short and long term seemed to be the moment they would leave
Italy. There were ambitions to improve life in Italy while they were still stuck there and
ambitions for when they would leave Italy. Wherever they would end up, the overall
ambition was to help the family back home in Eritrea. Finally, there were old ambitions,
which they remembered from their early days. Some managed to hold on to them,
putting them on hold for the time being. Others had given up.
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3 Perceived circumstances by the research group
All respondents first set foot on land in Sicily. They were lucky to have survived the boat
journey from Libya. Some had seen boats from Malta passing by, which refused help
while they were in the middle of the sea and in need of rescue (Michael §2.1). Human
Rights Watch confirmed these practices in their report ‘Pushed back, pushed around’
(2009). These practices can be related to the Dublin Regulation. The EU‐border
countries are getting relatively overloaded with immigrants and they have become
more reluctant to take responsibility for all boat‐migrants entering Europe from the
Mediterranean Sea.
All refugees then faced some months in camp (asylum seekers centres) while waiting to
receive their status. During this time the Italian authorities provided food and shelter.
After they received their status this assistance stopped and they felt left on their own
(Eyob §11.4; Seleba §12.3).
In the previous chapter I discussed four major ambitions I found among respondents:
leaving Italy, family life, finding a stable job and helping the family back home.
Major constraints in realizing these ambitions were:
‐ The Dublin Regulation, which hindered them to leave Italy and live a better life
elsewhere in Europe
‐ The family reunification conditions for humanitarian refugees, which were very
difficult to meet, which made it nearly impossible bring over their families
‐ The constraints of working in Italy’s ‘shadow economy’, which made it very
difficult to meet family reunification conditions
‐ The lack of secure employment and integration assistance, which made it hard to
create financial stability to be able to afford housing, which made it even more
difficult to integrate, which hindered them to learn proper Italian
‐ The general lack of money, which made it nearly impossible fulfil their societal
role and send money back home to their families in Eritrea. Also they often found
themselves dependent on aid organizations, which was bad for their
independence and sense of self‐esteem.
In the following paragraphs I will discuss perceived possibilities and constraints, which
either helped or hindered respondents to leave Italy, to enter Italy’s labour market, to
reunite with their families or to fulfil needs related to self‐esteem and independence.

3.1 Dilemma
“Should I stay or should I go now?” (The Clash, 1981)
One of the first and main dilemmas that remained in the back of the minds of all
respondents was to stay or to go (Seleba §12.3). Some went immediately, before even
receiving their documents. Some waited at least till they received their refugee status.
My cousin regretted that he waited and missed the ‘deadline’ of Switzerland joining
Schengen. Some considered it a waste of time to try and ask asylum elsewhere because
they perceived it to be impossible anyway. Some respondents believed it to be an
advantage to stay in one place because locals would get to know them which could
possibly increase job offers. Others thought there were more possibilities for them in
the North. Still, both staying and leaving also held the risks of more disappointments.
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Sometimes coincidences had helped to take the big decision. Eyob for example, married
a lady who, at the time he met her, had the possibility to leave Italy. One day he would
follow her to Norway through a family reunification procedure. I asked him if he would
have tried to go to another country if not for his wife. His answer was simple:
“I don’t know because I met my wife before I could take any decision.” (Eyob §11.3)
When Michael went to Rome for the first time, his decision to leave Sicily seemed to be
based on coincidence as well. He explained: “The day you get the document you must
leave the camp. They pay one train ticket for you to Rome, so you decide to take that
because if you go later you would have to pay for it yourself.” (Michael §2.2)
The perceived differences between North and Southern Italy and between the different
EU‐countries were mainly based on hear‐says (Tesfai §4.3; Sami §10.5; Seleba §12.3). It
could be said that the ambition to leave Italy was shaped by perceived possibilities in
certain countries. Puggioni did research on Kurdish refugees in Rome who also would
have preferred to live in another European country. One interpreter explained to her:
“No one loves Germany or France, everyone asks simply for a job and a place to live.” In
my research group, England was for example perceived as having good education
opportunities, Norway and Sweden especially good job opportunities and life in
Switzerland had to be good because when people got deported back to Italy from there
they always came back “fat”. Through their networks they all had formed their own
perceptions of the different possibilities and constraints in Italy and other countries.
Government assistance, job and education opportunities and equality in general, as
opposed to racism, all played major roles in their wish to leave Italy.

3.2 (In‐) visibility
Wagemans developed a model to illustrate self‐referentiality, an inherent characteristic
of governments (2002). In figure 6 an illustration is shown of my own interpretation of
his model.

Figure 6 Interpretation of Wagemans’ theory of governments’ attention span (2002)
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While doing this research, I was reminded of this model several times but on different
government levels and concerning different countries and citizens. In the original model
the “people with problems” as pictured are the normal citizens. Aarts explained:
“…there are many citizens who are not willing or not able to get their problem
perceptions on the agenda of the government (2007).” Sometimes governments might
not be aware. Other times they are but they still choose not to act or at least not in the
direction of meeting those people’s needs. I presented citizens as people with problems
referring to asylum seekers and refugees who are subject to the Dublin Regulation. I will
give three different examples to explain how these people with problems can be inside
or outside the attention span or ‘eyesight’ of different authoritarian institutions and to
which extent each party has the freedom or power to see, to be seen or to stay invisible.

The Italian government
Many respondents knew beforehand that Italy would not be a good place for them. They
prepared themselves to try and stay invisible to the Italian authorities because if they
would be noticed they would be forced to leave their fingerprints. Therefore many
mutilated their fingerprints. Others at least prayed that their boat would arrive safely
on Europe’s shores without needing to be rescued from the sea and without anyone
noticing them getting on land. They were hoping to stay out of Italy’s sight because if
they would see them, the Italian government would impose visibility upon them, which
would ruin their chances of being accepted by other European countries in the future.

The Swiss government
My cousin felt he had “failed to convince Switzerland” to accept him. He had heard of
people being accepted there and he believed it might have been possible for him as well
if his case was just a little bit worse. He once said to me that to actually in a way he
wished that Italy had jailed him unlawfully for some time or anything (to a certain
extent) that would have made his case in Switzerland stronger (Seleba §12.3). Seleba’s
perception was that if he had been unlawfully detained for some time, which was not
unheard of in Italy, his problems maybe would have reached the ‘eyesight’ of the Swiss
government and they might have felt more compelled to take action by accepting him as
a refugee. The sovereignty clausal in the Dublin Regulation gives governments the
choice to voluntarily accept asylum seekers with a Dublin claim for humanitarian
reasons. Rarely do governments make use of this right and neither did the Swiss
government in Seleba’s case. European governments thus not only have the power to
impose visibility (Polzer and Hammond 2008) by forcefully taking fingerprints, they
also have the freedom to choose not to see.

The European Court
The final example I would like to give is about a different type and level of authority.
The problems described in Italy have also occurred in other border EU countries. In fact,
the problems in Greece can be considered worse. There, asylum seekers cannot even
count on a legal asylum procedure, let alone on any basic assistance during or after the
procedure. On the contrary, their advantage is that the European Court has picked up on
these signals and has now forbidden any country to deport any asylum seeker back to
Greece. This means that asylum seekers who first arrived in Greece and who got stuck
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in a Dublin procedure in another European country (with the fear of being deported),
are now probably being accepted by those countries. Still, they have to make their case
to prove they really deserve refugee protection. To explain all this in terms of the
model: they caught the attention of the European Court who decided in their benefit but
it was now up to the respective European countries to see whether they would give
these asylum seekers actual refugee status. They would now see whether their flight
stories would fit their interpretation of the international protection laws and the
“people with problems” who had come through Greece were thus still not yet in the
attention span of those governments. They were only about to be judged whether they
should be seen according to the Geneva Convention or the European Convention of
Human Rights.

3.3 The ‘shadow economy’
After status was received the seemingly never ending quest for jobs started for all
Eritrean refugees. When entering Italy’s labour market or ‘shadow economy’ many
respondents were confronted with racism, inequalities and mistreatment. They were
offered false, short‐term or no legal contracts at all. They were underpaid, illegally paid
or unequally paid although the working days were long and the work itself heavy and
sometimes full of health risks. Besides discrimination, their weak position in the labour
market was also related to the general lack of jobs and the overload of migrant workers
in the area. The perceived lack of rights and unfair laws made some respondents believe
there was nobody to turn to for an official complaint about their mistreatment (Hagos
§6.5).

3.4 The North
The perception of Northern Italy as opposed to the South was that society was more
regulated there. This had a lot of advantages when entering the labour market for
example the legal job contracts and better payment. Also concerning learning the Italian
language, the North had the advantage that there were not many different dialects as
was the case in Southern Italy and Sicily (Sami §10.5). The major challenge of the North
was to enter this formal and secure labour market. To find work was perceived to be
much harder in the North than in the South. If they did not succeed they were probably
better off in the South than risking the dangers on the streets of Rome (page 39) or the
cold during the harsh winters in Milan.

3.5 Circles of possibilities through secure employment
A lot of possibilities were perceived to open up once permanent work was found and
financial stability was created. Examples were being able to afford housing, better
integration in Italian society and learning the language. Seleba explained that when you
did not have a job, finding a job seemed difficult and far away. But when you did have
one it seemed easy to get another one offered to you (Seleba §12.4). Finding a stable job
was the main entrance to this circle of possibilities shown in figure 7.
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To find permanent work/
Create financial stability

Possibility

Possibility

Possibility

To learn/know
the language

To be able to
afford housing

Possibility

To integrate in the
local host society

Figure 7 Circle of possibilities
“If I would have permanent work, I could rent a house, learn Italian, buy a newspaper,
improve my Italian even more. If you are fluent in the language you can get a job. You can
persuade them.” The opposite was true for most respondents: “Since we stay here, no TV,
no nothing, but chat Tigrinya only. (…) The problem is that without a permanent job you
cannot do anything (…) With a permanent job, even if the money is little, at least you can
plan. (Adna §3.3)

3.6 White house
It was nobody’s wish for anybody to live in White house especially not when there was
no work (Adna §3.3). But still, it was a place that offered shelter. Eritreans who
temporarily lived in White house formed actual households. They took care of each
other and exchanged information and ideas (Adna §3.5). Therefore I perceived White
house as an important actant in the network of Eritrean refugees in the area. It was
better than staying in Caritas’ shelter because the people remained independent in
White house. The disadvantage of White house was the social exclusion: “White house is
outside the world really.” Neighbours, police and representatives of the house all made
clear they wanted the Eritreans gone (General story §1.1). Tigrinya was the only spoken
language which was fine to exchange amongst each other but quite certainly
constraining integration and thus a sense of belongingness in the host society.

3.7 The North African community
The presence of a large North African community in the area of White house offered
another network possibility in search of work. Moroccans and also Tunisians were
especially successful in the agricultural labour market. Eritreans believed North
Africans were favoured by the Italians because they were white, like the Italians
themselves (Kiflom §8.1; Eyob §11.4). To get a job with Moroccan farmers most
believed it helped to speak Arabic or to be a Muslim (except for the only Muslim I
interviewed; Mohammed §9.3). This meant that many Eritreans found themselves
placed third or fourth choice after the other white, Muslim or Arabic speaking migrants.
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However, I did not hear of anybody believing that being Christian helped to get a job
with the Catholic Italians (Kiflom §8.1).

3.8 Family reunification
Once gone through the asylum procedure all Eritreans received some form of a refugee
status. Illegality was not the problem among Eritrean refugees in Italy as explained
earlier in this paper (page 8). Most Eritreans were given humanitarian status as
opposed to political status. It was not this bureaucratic process of categorization that
was perceived to be the problem but the fact that unequal rights had been assigned to
the different types of refugee statuses. Zetter has called this process the fractioning of
refugee labels (2007). In the Italian context the type of refugee status determined the
chances to bring over wife and children to Italy. To compare, in Holland there are
different types of statuses, too, but all refugees do have the right to reunite with their
families. Gebre was the only respondent who had received political status. For him the
family reunification procedure was unconditional. The majority, consisting of
humanitarian refugees found it nearly impossible to get a residence card, a job contract
for a year for a salary of no less than 8000 Euro/year because they:
‐ squatted the house they lived in and thus were not registered at any address
‐ lived in a house provided by their employer but were not allowed to be
registered on the address
‐ worked illegally without a contract
‐ only received temporary contracts for a maximum of three months
‐ had a job contract which stated less hours than they actually worked and got
paid for (part of the hours was not taxed which made it impossible to prove that
they were actually meeting the salary norm)
‐ just did not earn enough to meet the salary norm
The implications of this political process of fractioning refugee labels were very visible
in the stories of my respondents. Family reunification was considered essential to fulfil
love and belongingness needs. “It’s a dark life to live alone, separated from your family.”
(Eyob §11.3) Anybody who was unable to meet these conditions had to reach out for
other, sometimes illegal coping strategies if they were ever to reunite with their
families.

3.9 Aid
Without meaning to offend, respondents themselves more than once referred to a
fellow Eritrean needing help as a “parasite” (Michael §2.2; Adna §3.3). To me this
illustrated how they disliked being in the receiving position. Unfortunately, all of them
at one point had been in this position when receiving aid from humanitarian
organizations. This might have helped them to fulfil physiological needs but at the same
time, it had formed a threat their independence and sense of self‐esteem.
The humanitarian organization that seemed most active in helping immigrants was the
Catholic organization Caritas. Secondly, there was the Red Cross which had just set up a
temporary tent camp for seasonal migrant workers during the time that I was there.
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Possibilities offered by Caritas and the Red Cross were the provision of food, basic
materials and sometimes shelter. In some cases Caritas could offer financial mediation
in case refugees got a fine from the police or in case they needed a financial guarantee to
be able to rent a house (Michael §2.5; Seleba §12.9). The people working for aid
organizations also formed a network which in rare cases had helped respondents to get
a job (Hagos §6.2).
The Eritreans I spoke with were not very fond of these organizations although most of
them had been dependent on them for at least some time of their stay in Italy (Sami
§10.1; Seleba §12.9). Harrel‐Bond spoke of “the stress associated with the experience of
the disempowerment through being helped” and called it “characteristic of the process
of becoming a refugee”. She recalled Maus’ insights (1925) on how the act of giving
defines status and power relationships (Harrel‐Bond, 1999). Seleba and his friends
described feelings of numbness when they depended on aid for long periods of time. He
called it “an injection that paralyzes you” (Seleba §12.9). I could not help that this
statement reminded me of the ‘dependency’ syndrome of which some have said it
occurs in refugees after long term humanitarian aid: “During the period of receiving
assistance, it is believed, refugees adopt attitudes and behaviour which impede their
progress towards self‐sufficiency.” (Harrell‐Bond, 1999). However, I am aware it is a
heavily criticized concept by many (Kibreab, 2004) and I do not necessarily believe in it
myself.
My cousin sometimes wished Caritas and the Red Cross did not exist at all for reasons
overlapping with Wagemans’ theory of the limited attention span of governments
(2002). He believed that if these humanitarian organizations were not there, things
would get really messy in Italy (as it did during the riots in Rosarno in January 2010)
and authorities would be forced to take action to improve their lives (Seleba §12.9).
According to him, aid organizations kept their problems out of sight from European
institutions and Italian authorities because they ‘covered up their wounds’.

3.10 Helping the family in Eritrea
For Eritreans it was very hard to book minor successes, let alone to realize their
ambitions. Though some complained about the health risks involved in the work and
the lack of choice in the labour market, everybody was willing to take on pretty much
any job as long as it was not anything criminal. The fact that they experienced so many
difficulties living up to their image of what they should do and who they should be put a
major constraint on their identity. Most of the time respondents framed their identity in
terms of the societal role they had within their families (being the oldest, being the only
one abroad). Not many were satisfied with the way they were fulfilling their role though
(Michael §2.1; Kiflom §8.4). Helping out the family in Eritrea was an important need to
all respondents. There was a huge sense of responsibility towards them, which was not
only about sending money back home but also about making sure the family would not
worry about them. Contacting them without being able to promise to send some money
formed a big burden to many. On the contrary, one respondent emphasized how good it
felt whenever he was able to send his family some money (Adna §3.5). Living up to their
societal role clearly fulfilled esteem needs.
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4 Analysing coping strategies
Some respondents expected it beforehand, others found out soon enough: life in Italy
was not treating them well and their experiences did not meet earlier expectations of
Europe. “Italy is just like Africa,” some perceived (Tesfai §4.2). In this chapter I will
analyse coping strategies that were used at the interface where experiences clashed
with expectations. Coping with circumstances in pursuit of ambitions turned out not to
be a linear process as it might have implied. Some coping strategies were for example
directly focused on changing ambitions in order to make them realistic again
considering that their circumstances were hard to change. Other coping strategies were
used to reduce cognitive dissonance but did not actually solve their problems or bring
them closer to their goals. Quite the opposite even: in some cases they possibly made
things worse for themselves in the long term. As mentioned before, certain responses to
stress may tend to be maladaptive. There is reason to suspect that focusing on negative
emotions (particularly for long periods) could for example impede adjustment.
Focusing on distress may also distract people from active coping efforts needed to move
beyond the distress (Carver et al. 1989).
For the analysis of coping strategies I have mentioned the distinctions and terms that
other researchers have used to define coping:
‐ problem solving and coping
‐ problem focused coping and emotion focused coping
‐ action‐based coping and emotion based coping
In all three distinctions the first term was referred to as practices, which were more
focused on the problem source and the latter was used to describe strategies which
relieved stress symptoms. The problem I had with these terms and descriptions was
mainly concerned with the distinction between problems and symptoms. Could a
symptom become a problem of its own? And if so, could emotion based coping
strategies as described above then be considered problem focused as well?
Secondly, I found that the term ‘cognitive coping’ covered more than ‘emotion‐based
coping’ because besides the role of feelings it also involves knowledge, perceptions and
reasoning. The definitions I will be using then are:
‐ Action‐based coping, meaning active strategies that are practical and
constructive to solve, by‐pass or relief a certain problem, and
‐ Cognitive coping, meaning the ways in which people try to reduce any cognitive
dissonance caused by the problem.
In my view, action‐based coping is a more conscious process than cognitive coping. Also
action‐based strategies are more of the hands on approach and cognitive strategies are
ways to deal with the problem internally. Simply said, if you cannot solve the problem in
front of you, you will have to solve the problem in your own head.
Carver et al. developed (1989) a set of COPE scales that covers a much wider range.
They have argued that the mere division between action and emotion based coping is
too simple. In the tables below I summarized their coping scales and divided them
among what I have called action‐based and cognitive coping strategies (see also
Appendix 8). I will apply them in the following paragraphs when discussing the coping
strategies I found in the stories of my respondents.
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Actionbased coping scales
Active coping
Planning
Suppression of
competing
activities
Restraint

Attempts to remove or circumvent the stressor or to ameliorate its
effects e.g. initiating direct action, increasing one's efforts, and
trying to execute step by step coping attempts.
Thinking about how to cope with a stressor including coming up
with action strategies and steps to take to best handle the problem
Suppressing the involvement of competing activities and
information channels in order to concentrate better on the challenge
at hand. Includes putting other projects aside, avoiding distractions
and sometimes letting things slide to deal with the stressor
Waiting until an appropriate opportunity to act. In a way it is a form
of active coping because the person's behavior is focused on dealing
effectively with the stressor. On the other side it is a passive strategy
because using restraint means not acting.
Seeking advice, assistance, or information.

Seeking
instrumental
social support
Table 3 Action‐based coping scales

Cognitive coping
Seeking
emotional
social support
Positive
reinterpretation
and growth
Turning to
religion [or
cultural values]
Acceptance
Denial
Behavioural
disengagement
Mental
disengagement
[Complaining]

Getting moral support, sympathy, or understanding.
Construing a stressful transaction in positive terms hopefully
leading to active, problem‐focused coping actions.
Might serve as a source of emotional support, as a vehicle for
positive reinterpretation and growth, or as a tactic of active coping
with a stressor.
Particularly important in circumstances in which the stressor is
something that must be accommodated to, as opposed to
circumstances in which the stressor can easily be changed.
Denying the reality of the event, refusal to believe that the stressor
exists or of trying to act as though the stressor is not real for
purposes of minimizing distress and thereby facilitating coping.
Reducing one's effort to deal with the stressor or even to give up
goals with which the stressor is interfering.
Using alternative activities to take one's mind off a problem
(opposite to the suppression of competing activities), daydreaming,
disengaging from goals.
The tendency to focus on whatever distress one is experiencing and
to ventilate those feelings.

Table 4 Cognitive coping scales
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5 Actionbased coping strategies
When governments do not meet the needs of citizens, citizens will self‐organize to
improve their lives themselves (Aarts and During, 2006). To fulfil basic needs like food,
shelter and employment respondents tried to make use of the different networks
available to them. To make use of them efficiently, there was a need for constant
adaptation of their identity to fit in and relate to the different people, institutions and
rules (Seleba §12.6). “Be the way they want you to be”, was the coping strategy to
success (Hagos §6.5). To realize ambitions of bringing family over to Italy or leaving
Italy all together I found that refugees attempted to go around formal systems or tried
to manipulate them. Formal systems would be for example Italian refugee law, which
regulates the different types of statuses and family reunification rights and conditions,
and the Dublin Regulation. Finally, in order not to worry or disappoint their families in
Eritrea some carefully managed their contact with them so that only good news was
sent home. I will now discuss the action‐based coping strategies that had been
developed to deal with these constraints. I will use the terminology of Carver’s COPE
scales to describe each strategy (1989).

5.1 Making use of networks
Respondents sought out social support for different purposes. I will now focus on the
instrumental use of networks and will come back to the emotional purposes in the next
chapter about cognitive coping strategies. Networking for assistance and information
involved actively approaching different actors of different networks. Therefore, in terms
of Carver’s COPE scales, it should be seen as active coping (1989). Before the contact
was made planning was often needed to think of an appropriate way to approach the
actor, so that chances of benefiting would be optimal. I will explain this further in the
following examples of different networks.

Eritreans amongst each other
While being stuck in Italy together, Eritrean refugees all helped each other out to get
jobs, by exchanging ideas and information, offering a place to stay or lending each other
money in hard times. They stuck together which created a strong sense of
belongingness. Seleba and Semhar saw an opportunity in this need to belong. They both
even made a business out of it. By watching and listening to Eri‐TV and Eritrean music
DVD’s while eating injera, they created a home away from home for the Eritreans there.
Those who had family members in other Western countries made use of these contacts
for money and information (Adna §3.5; Gebre §5.1; Mohammed §9.5). However, some
had been disappointed in the support they received from them (Sami §10.4).

Italian and European authorities
If refugees in Italy would have been aware of the different rights assigned to the
different statuses, they could try to create a story during the interview that would
increase chances on getting political refugee status. For example, if an Eritrean’s
knowledge of the bible would have been outstanding, he could have pretended to have
been a member of the Pentecostal Christian community in Eritrea, which is forbidden
there, and maybe the Immigration services would have judged his case differently
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(Woldeab §7.4). Creating a suitable story was also an option when trying to ask asylum
in another European country. In some rare cases asylum seekers got accepted despite
their Dublin claim for humanitarian reasons. The biggest difficulty in this was to know
what to create (Mohammed §9.4). As explained before, the self‐referentiality of
governments limits their attention span and most respondents did not know exactly
which stories were ‘visible’ to governments and which ones were not. It was said that
sometimes fellow Eritreans who worked as Tigrinya interpreters could be of help here
(Gebre §5.3; Kiflom §8.2).
Creating stories was also used for other purposes. In their asylum interview, many had
lied for example about their age to make themselves look younger because they thought
more possibilities would be open to younger people (Adna §3.4; Tesfai §4.5;
Mohammed §9.2). Nobody felt this had helped though.

Local communities in Sicily
People tried in different ways to enter the circle of possibilities. They wanted to find
work, to be able to afford housing, to be able to integrate more in Italian society and
become more fluent in Italian, which would make finding work again easier. Knowledge
of the language was perceived to be very important to express ideas and persuade
people to give you a job. Those who had learned Arabic or the Sicilian dialect could
make use of these language skills to connect to the specific communities (Hagos §6.5;
Kiflom §8.1) like the North African migrant community, the Sudanese refugees and the
local Sicilians. Others saw the dialects of Southern Italy (including Sicilian) as a threat to
learning the proper Italian of the North (Sami §10.5). Some had tried to get work in the
North but none of my research group succeeded. Some believed it was better anyway to
stay in one place as much as possible in order for people to get to know you and get
more jobs. Many bluffed about their skills to increase chances for work (Michael §2.3;
Hagos §6.2). Some thought that taking on a Muslim name for the day could sometimes
help to get a job through the Sudanese or North African community.
In general, I perceived the links with other communities to be relatively weak.

Aid organizations
One respondent had made use of Caritas as a network to get employed which was
perceived better than having to depend on them for food or shelter. Most respected the
fact that they were there to help them with their basic needs but they disliked being in
the receiving position. Caritas and the Red Cross mainly helped out with food and
sometimes with shelter or financial mediation. All had made use of their services at
some point of their stay in Italy but refusing their help still seemed an act of self‐esteem.

5.2 Invisibility
There were two clear examples of active coping strategies in which invisibility was part
of the plan. When several people had come to White house to make clear they wanted
the Eritreans gone from that place, the Eritreans decided to avoid the main roads
leading to the house to stay out of everybody’s way and remain invisible. Another
example in which invisibility was used as a ‘weapon of the weak’ was fingerprint
mutilation. Just like before coming to Italy this strategy became an option again when
trying to ask asylum in another European country. There were stories of people who got
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lucky because somehow their fingerprints were not found in Eurodac. Minor scratches
could be of help to manipulate the system. On top of that, they also needed to create a
suitable travel story, which would not include crossing any other European border.

5.3 Smuggling
With a political status it was an easy walk through the family reunification procedure.
Once labelled as a humanitarian refugee, smuggling wife and children to Europe, though
expensive and full of risks, became one of the only options to reunite with family since
the conditions could hardly be met by anybody. Some hoped for an opportunity for their
wife or girlfriend to ask asylum and be accepted in another European country. They had
high hopes that they could later then follow her through another family reunification
procedure. Obviously, this active coping strategy needed a lot of planning and restraint
to wait for the right moment and increase chances for success. Being smuggled
themselves was just as well an option to leave Italy. Preferred destinations were
America, Canada and the UK but all were expensive and risky options, too. Social
support in terms of information, advice and assistance was needed to get to know all the
ins and outs of these illegal measures.

5.4 Non‐interaction with family in Eritrea12
The ambition to help the family back in Eritrea was very strong. Their sense of
responsibility did not only include the need to send money but also to make sure they
would not worry them. For some this meant they did not tell their family about their
problems in Italy. This seemed to be a two‐way process. The family at home did not
want to burden their husbands, sons and brothers in Europe although they were living
in poverty. But even if the family in Eritrea did not ask for money, the respondents
knew about their misery and most felt the burden of their families anyway. To illustrate:
“...and I will always answer them: “Yes fine, I’m in good condition,” because if I say I’m bad
they will feel something. Me, I will lie even that I’m working in order for them to feel good.
Some say: “We are living under the bridge (smiles), we are not eating, we sleep under the
tree.” (then serious) That is not good because my family is too long from me, they cannot
see me. If I speak like that, they feel a bad thing. They also say they are ok but sometimes
they say: “If you work, please send us something because the economy of Eritrea is not
good because no import/export.” I don’t help enough though. If I send 5000 Nakfa, they
buy food and it’s finished, but my family tells me it’s enough.” (Woldeab §7.5)
The concept of background conversations occurred to me when analysing this
interaction. Ford explains a background conversation as “an implicit unspoken
backdrop within which explicit conversations occur and on which they rely for
grounding and understanding. Background conversations are manifest in our everyday
dealings as a taken for granted familiarity or obviousness that pervades our situation

It could be argued that non‐interaction with the family back home was more of a cognitive coping
strategy because it dealt with symptoms of their problems in Italy. However, I believe the psychological
distress of failure was an internal problem of its own and therefore in my view, postponing contact or
non‐interaction was a very practical coping strategy to keep the family from worrying.
12
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and is presupposed in our every conversation.” (1999) He also mentioned an example of
a female manager and a male worker whose conversation may have occurred against
the background of gender, manager and worker, oppression and exploitation, human
rights, business, organization culture, or the singles’ dating market (1999). In the case of
these respondents and their family in Eritrea the tone of the explicit conversations was
positive saying no more than: “We’re ok, don’t worry.” The implicit background
conversations were more difficult to grasp saying something about family relations,
societal roles, one not wanting to worry or burden the other (Tesfai §4.1; Hagos §6.4).
Some participants felt the burden anyway and they found it heavy. In fact the burden
became so heavy that some did not call their family at all when they could not tell them
some good news and when they could not promise to send them some money soon
(Michael §2.1; Adna §3.5 ). They used non‐interaction as a coping strategy because to
interact would mean to be confronted with the failure of not being able to live up to
their societal role. Lindley confirmed the distress experienced from remitting: “On the
social side, many people derive a strong sense of cultural and familial reaffirmation from
remitting. But separation from loved ones combined with a pressing sense of responsibility
can cause serious anxiety and stress. (…) Many people face the double difficulty of
managing in lowpaid work and meeting considerable remittance commitments (2009).”
Taking care of the family was a great part of everybody’s ambition. It fulfilled needs of
self‐esteem, self‐actualization and in a way self‐transcendence (Maslow, 1954; 1971)
since fulfilling their family’s needs meant to fulfil their own needs. When they found
jobs again and saved enough money to send some home they would call them again,
sometimes after more than six months. Therefore the active coping strategy of not
interacting with family in Eritrea could also be called restraint‐interaction because they
actually just waited for a better moment to call them again. When their family would
complain about not calling them for so long, the answer was a satisfying white lie: he
had been busy working and he would send them some money soon.
There is fiction in the space between
you and reality
You will do and say anything
to make your everyday life
seem less mundane
There is fiction in the space between
you and me
But in the fiction of the space between
sometimes a lie is the best thing
(Tracy Chapman in ‘Telling stories’, 2000)
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6 Cognitive coping strategies
Despite of the action‐based coping strategies problems remained unsolved and
cognitive dissonance occurred. One respondent explained he tried hard not to think
about it all too heavily because worrying would just make things worse:
“I don’t like to worry. When you worry too much you become confused. In Milano there are
many confused people on the streets. (…) The family is expecting a lot. The lack of jobs
makes people go crazy.” (Tesfai §4.5)
Since it was nearly impossible to change anything about the problem source,
respondents were reaching out for cognitive coping strategies to relieve distress caused
by the problems. I found that these could roughly be divided in framing and networking
strategies. I will start by discussing the different frames I found through which
respondents seemed to view their reality. After that I will discuss the process of social
bonding of Eritrean refugees amongst each other as a cognitive coping strategy, which
seeks out to get social support for emotional purposes.

6.1 Framing
The process of framing helped to reduce cognitive dissonance by constructing a reality,
which was easier to live with. Frames were shaped in interaction as they especially
made sense when being shared amongst each other. For example, sharing negative
thoughts about Italians enforced the negative frame of Italians. They reminded each
other that this life was only temporary and shared their future dreams to not give up on
their goal of leaving Italy. Some of the frames I found applied to the past in terms of
doubts and regrets about decisions. Other frames were about frustrations of the present
like unsatisfied needs, mistreatment and their lack of control to do something about it.
Concerning their future I found they had ways to frame their dreams and ambitions so
that hope did not seem lost.

Justifying decisions
In Carver’s terms (1989), justifying decisions was a form of seeking acceptance because
reversal of decisions was either impossible or perhaps too complicated or painful.
Looking back, some had doubts about their decision to come to Europe (Michael §2.1).
In order to cope with the discomfort of these doubts they tried to justify their decision.
One tried to reduce cognitive dissonance by looking for excuses why his life in Sudan
was not so good after all, although earlier he had said that there had been nothing
wrong with it: “Life in Sudan turned out to be pretty good so actually he had “no plans
whatsoever” to continue his way to Europe (…) Thinking back, Mohammed said that he
was “somehow mentally not good” (laughing) when he decided to come to Europe. Then he
added that Sudan could have never become his own country. He had seen his close friends
leaving one by one…” (Mohammed §9.1)
For others it was the perceived impossibility of staying with their families in Eritrea
which made it possible to accept being away from them and to bear the persistent
longing for and worries about them: “For us it’s difficult but we don’t have a choice
because it is impossible to stay with them so I accepted it.” (Kiflom §8.4)
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Seleba learned to better accept his stay in Italy by at least trying his chances in other
countries and see other places for himself. People who did not show much interest of
migrating on to other European countries might still have experienced cognitive
dissonance caused by this decision. I could imagine they would have to justify their
decision of not trying. Stereotyping Europe based on their experiences in Italy seemed
one way to do so: “…when I have seen the example of Italy, I get an example of the whole
of Europe.” (Kiflom §8.3) “I considered Italy at the top but in reality it was different so I
convinced myself that the others must be like that as well.” (Sami §10.3)

Framing the present as temporary
Knudsen explored temporal categories of past, present and future to see how forced
migrants create a sense of continuity in their shattered life courses (1990). He
concluded that they kept their mind on the future and linked it to the past to establish
continuity (Eastmond 2007). This conclusion reminded me of my research participants
who dreamed of a better future and remembered their past while framing the present
as “only temporary” and “not forever” (Tesfai §4.2) because it was “likely to pass
anyway” (Sami §10.1). This type of framing was a coping strategy to dismiss their
present situation because they never intended for Italy to be their destination. It was a
form of denial of their reality. Timmermans did research on networks and self‐
organization in a slum in Nairobi, Kenya (2008). She concluded there was little social
cohesion among the different migrants in the slum because they did not want to stay
there forever but had no other choice for the moment. They saw their stay as
temporary. I think this was the case as well for the Eritreans I met in Sicily. Not the
social cohesion among them was lacking but between them and the Italian host
community because this place was not their place. They were only in transit. This place
was a non‐place (Augé, 1992).

Negative framing
To make sure that they would actually move on and away from their current life
everybody reminded themselves and each other of how bad their current situation was
by negative framing of the present. As a coping strategy, self‐fulfilling prophecies
(Merton, 1948) were being developed about the bad life in Italy, the ‘stupidity’ of the
Italians and the ‘madness’ of the Sicilians. They developed negative frames through
which all experiences with Italians were viewed. This process could actually be seen as
the opposite of what Carver et al. called positive reinterpretation (1989) and growth
because it was a negative interpretation of experiences that led to constrained
interaction with and integration in the host community. Enough confirmation of their
self‐fulfilling prophecies was found in the inhospitable environment of Italy. First of all,
the general message from Italian rightwing politicians in the media was not very
welcoming to immigrants. Secondly, on a more personal level they were confronted
with racism and mistreatment for example when trying to enter the labour market.
Police and neighbours all had passed by White house to make clear they disapproved
the presence of the Eritreans there (General story §1.1).13 Even things that I considered

Of course their reasons for disapproval could be justified simply because not many others would give a
warm welcome to a bunch of squatters next door. But the Eritreans felt they did not have any other choice
and the lack of assistance by the Italian authorities justified their actions.
13
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‘normal’, confirmed their prophecies, for example, when the Red Cross denied me
access to the camp because I was a woman and women were not allowed on the
property:
“See how stupid they are?! They don’t even believe you are my guest, that you are my
sister. They think you want to stay or something. They are just stupid.”(Tesfai §4.2)
Ghorashi stated that the repetition of processes of exclusion, either through media or in
daily contacts, deepened the sense of “otherness” in her research group, which
consisted of Iranian women in Holland. Once the women became part of this process of
“othering” they actively contributed to it by seeing the Dutch as others as well and
stereotyping them as cold, distant and stingy. “Othering” became a two‐way process.
This was the case for my research group as well. Respondents used this coping strategy
of “othering” for example when confronted with resentment, discrimination and
inequalities. They framed all Italians in a negative way and stereotyped them as being
racists, uneducated and corrupt. The advantage of sharing this negative frame was that
Eritrean refugees, together, stood strong against the Italians. The disadvantage was that
it was hard to develop ideas that did not fit this negative frame: “In the time that you try
to stay neutral you are surrounded by people who are negative about Italy. It’s difficult to
stay neutral.” (Seleba §12.3)

Fatalist framing
Of course not ALL Italians were mad and stupid but nuances were difficult to admit. My
cousin was the only one who explained another side to the negative framing of Italians.
He said it was difficult to really get to know them because of the language barrier
(Seleba §12.7). The UK Home Office concluded that in the British context, not being able
to speak English was a barrier to social interaction, economic integration and full
participation (Ager and Strang 2008). Italy barely offered affordable advanced language
courses to immigrants so what were they to do? Timmermans asked the same question
during her research: “Why take responsibility if you are not capable of changing
anything?” (2008) People develop fatalistic frames when they believe they have no
control over (aspects of) their life. Fatalism is a coping strategy to deal with
powerlessness. Timmermans confirmed this as well: “When people do not see any
possibility to change their life, all they can do is complain and wait.” (2008) Carver et al.
described in this context the tendency to focus on negativity and to ventilate those
feelings but he does not consider this a very useful coping strategy (1989). Lewis spoke
of the “culture of poverty” and claimed that poor people who face deep poverty every
day, develop coping mechanisms to bear their situation. He characterized the culture of
poverty by a low level of aspiration, despair, hopelessness, apathy and fatalism (1968).
Many aspects of the culture of poverty were recognizable in my respondents’ stories
except for maybe hopelessness. Their strong focus on the future made me believe they
had always kept hope. However, behavioural disengagement or giving up did occur in
some specific cases. Especially before the tourist season started and work was so
incredible scarce to find, some people gave up on waking up at five in the morning to
gather in town with the masses of migrant workers hoping to be picked up for a job.
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Shifting and lowering ambitions
When I asked respondents for their role models in life and ambitions when they were
young they seemed happy remembering the examples they looked up to and their
dreams of who they wanted to become as a child. From the day of independence till the
day the border war started everything seemed possible, one respondent told me. Now,
many were trying to find ways to accept not being in the position anymore to realize
their youth dreams or even to ever achieve self‐actualization. Some projected their
ambitions on a different continent than Europe, putting their hopes on America or on
business opportunities in Africa. Many also adjusted their ambitions to make them more
realistic. For example, one respondent shifted his plans from becoming a professional
cyclist to finding a way to be his girlfriend who was now in Egypt (Woldeab §7.1). My
impression was that especially people who were already in a love relationship found a
purpose in life by holding on to their special ladies. Reuniting with them seemed most
important above all (Eyob §11.3; Seleba §12.8) and to them this alternative goal was
more concrete than for people who were not yet involved with someone in particular.
Another option besides altering goals was lowering ambitions to make attainment
realistic again. Two examples to illustrate:
“When Michael was a young boy he wanted to be a pharmacist. Now the road seemed
longer than ever. Now he did not even mind to end up in the lowest sections of the labour
market. According to Michael every job deserved respect.” (Michael §2.4)
“In Eritrea [Eyob] was always hoping to reach the highest educational level possible. He
always wanted a good job in business management to be able to help his parents.
Now he was hoping to take a course in Norway, something that would directly lead to a
job, something vocational.” (Eyob §11.3)
In order to reduce cognitive dissonance of the potential failure of ever achieving their
ambitions, they lowered them. In Carver’s terms (1989) this could be described as a
form of reinterpretation but not the kind that leads to growth. Reinterpretation of
ambitions helped to find acceptance of their possibilities and impossibilities. Lowering
ambitions helped them to once again have a realistic purpose to live for. Their need for
self‐actualization (Maslow, 1954) might have been put aside but at least their future
was back in sight again.

The need for future dreams and plans
Among respondents I noticed a strong need to dream about future plans. The lack of
security of housing, money and employment made it difficult for respondents to draw a
specific future plan though: “I don’t really have a plan. You cannot plan in an environment
like this. It’s always if, if, if.” (Sami §10.6)
Some were determined to one day (once again) try their chances elsewhere in Europe.
Michael for example, despite of his detention in Holland, still had his mind set on a
future there. “I deserve to be in Holland because I am a hard worker,” were his exact
words and he asked me whether I could help him find a fulltime job contract so he could
live in Holland on a work permit (Michael §2.4). From his actions though, I could see
that in the meantime he was also working on improving his life in Italy. Before I had a
decent interview with him, he was off to Rome to sign up for a language course and
apply for a residence card, which would increase his chances on a better life in Italy
(Michael §2.5).
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For others the dreams went beyond European borders: to America or back to Africa.
Being smuggled to America was expensive and dangerous. Doing business back in Africa
was a more realistic option that several respondents considered but of course the usual
risks of starting a business were present. Adna explained the different future scenario’s
he saw for himself and I noticed he had also built in safety nets for if plans would fail:
“…when I asked him about his future plans he answered that he now planned to go back to
Africa and do business in for example Uganda or any other Anglophone African country.
(…) Later I heard he changed his mind to the USA for reasons of jobs, money and financial
security in general. If he would fail to reach America he could always fall back on his uncle
Tesfai who would be left in Europe hopefully building up some kind of life albeit slowly.
Maybe he could still do business in Africa after settling in the States. Then, in case business
would fail, at least he could fall back on America’s labour market which was better than
having to rely on the Italian labour market.” (Adna §3.3)
Adna called America “paradiso” and “heaven on earth” (Adna §3.3) and it made me
wonder whether America had become his new mediatory myth like Europe had been
before arriving in Italy. When someone’s circumstances are not meeting basic human
needs, dreaming about a better place is only natural. It is a form of positive
reinterpretation of the future, which should make it easier to continue the struggle and
facilitate active coping strategies. Eventually this would then hopefully lead to growth
and improvement or at least not giving up.

6.2 Social bonding
Putnam made the distinction between social bonds and social bridges (1995). The first
form of social connection he described was about the bonds with family, friends and co‐
nationals. The second one referred to the need for social bridges between different
communities, which I understand as an important factor in integration. I will come back
to the latter in paragraph 6.3.
Creating a sense of belonging is an important need that especially displaced people find
difficult with to fulfil. By Maslow it was further specified as the need to affiliate with
others and the need to be accepted by others (1954). In the previous chapter on action‐
based strategies I discussed the instrumental use of different networks. This paragraph
is about the process of social bonding as a cognitive coping strategy and it explains how
Eritreans made use of their own network for emotional social support.

Joking
One way of coping with cognitive dissonance was to make fun of their misery. Joking
was an important coping strategy to soften the pain of being away from home and stuck
in Italy (General story §1.1; Adna §3.3; Tesfai §4.2; Woldeab §7.1). It was a very
important coping strategy that would be useless if it was not for the social bonding
among Eritreans. Through jokes they could process the challenges they faced and give
them a place in their mind without getting seriously traumatized. It was a form positive
reinterpretation that facilitated them to continue life no matter what struggles they
went through and which put their problems in perspective.
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Interaction with me
Being forced to live far away from loved ones meant that belongingness needs could
hardly be fulfilled. Though there was the feeling of relatedness, direct interaction with
their country and family was missing. I found that one coping strategy to deal with this
was visible in their interaction with me. For example, often respondents expressed their
strong wish that I could speak Tigrinya so we would be able to share more stories. They
also told me I reminded them of their sisters and mothers. Even small practical things
like cooking a meal or pouring them some tea, reminded them of their mothers and
sisters who used to care for them before they fled. Finally, many compared me to their
own family members in the Diaspora. Some had been disappointed in the interest their
own relatives had shown in them.

Holding on to sociocultural values
The respondents clearly held on to their past and culture through their music and food
(page 52) and by keeping in touch with family back home. Also most of the Eritreans I
met expressed a strong preference to marry an Eritrean woman (Adna §3.6;
Mohammed §9.3). She should not be too much influenced by the European ladies
though because they became “too free”, some expressed (Kiflom §8.3).
Sometimes Eritreans tried to convince each other to be satisfied with what they had
compared to what they had left in Eritrea. “Don’t be luxurious,” was what they would tell
their fellow Eritrean who complained about a long working day or who wanted to buy
something considered unnecessary (Seleba §12.4). “Eritreans don’t need a lot (…) as long
as they can send something to their family.” (Sami §10.5) They convinced themselves and
each other that they did not need certain things and prioritized the needs of their
families in Eritrea. In other words, their needs were socially controlled in interaction
with fellow Eritreans in Italy and with family members in Eritrea.
Often I heard people refer to the poverty in Eritrea, their own life when they were in the
military and even the hardship that the freedom fighters faced during Eritrea’s
independence struggle. This reminded me of the Eritrean legacy of the freedom fighters.
A short history: during the independence war the Eritrean People Liberation Front
(EPLF) had managed to create a highly organised, disciplined, committed and cohesive
army. Values of self‐reliance, perseverance and social justice were already being taught
in the schools of liberated areas. These were in line with the doctrines of the EPLF. This
social capital became the foundation of Eritrean patriotism and national identity. Other
powerful values were solidarity, unity, mutual trust and allegiance to the Eritrean
common good. The national service was actually meant to be the ‘school of nation’ that
would transfer these to the following generations but its open‐endedness chased many,
including my respondents away (Kibreab 2009). Unfortunately in Italy again, they faced
another independence struggle but this time of a different level and kind. While
analysing their strategies it occurred to me that they called on these old cultural values
again to describe how they dealt with challenges of the present. Although this coping
strategy was not literally mentioned in Carver’s COPE scales, I did see an overlap with
the COPE scale called ‘turning to religion’ (1989). Although respondents were religious
and prayed for better days, in this case it was more the general cultural values, which
served as a source of emotional support, a vehicle for positive reinterpretation or a
tactic of active coping.
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The need of wellbeing of the group
The Eritrean people are known for their unity since nine tribes (of which half Christian
and half Muslim) live peacefully together in a small country. In some cases research
participants told me that their positive image of Muslims in Eritrea had been damaged
by the horrific experiences with smugglers and in Sudanese and Libyan prisons (Adna
§3.5; Tesfai §4.5). But in general everybody granted each other success in life and they
helped each other out when they could. If one had been successful in finding work and
by coincidence he was offered another job there was always the dilemma of who to give
this second job to. Two examples to illustrate: “I prefer, when someone (an employer)
asks me to bring one person, to choose the one who didn’t have work before and the one
that I know doesn’t have any money.” (Mohammed §9.3) “I mean, if I could get…. Really, I
don’t want to see anybody sitting there (pointing at White house) but here the Italians
ask you to bring only one person (to work)…” (Adna § 3.3)
This may appear to have been a luxury problem but having to make a choice between
friends could sometimes leave scars on relations that were essential for the Eritrean
network and the sense of belonging. “You just hope to find jobs for many.” (Seleba §12.4)
Among the Eritreans I had met there was also a sense of pride. When I asked them who
or what had helped them in life they referred to their own fist, their own flexibility and
diplomacy with the Italians or their own resistant personality (Adna §3.4; Hagos §6.5;
Seleba §12.9). For reasons related to self‐esteem I found it only logical that they gave
themselves credits for their survival and for not going mad from frustration.
They were also proud of the efforts and achievements of fellow Eritreans who for
example were able to afford a rented house or who had managed to find stable jobs
(Sami §10.5). To analyse this, Maslow’s pyramid fell a bit short. Pinto on the other hand,
came up with a different hierarchy of needs, which is shown in figure 8.

Honour
Reputation
Wellbeing of the group
Primary needs
Figure 8 Pinto’s hierarchy of needs for more communal and collective cultures (2000)
He claimed that Maslow’s pyramid was better applicable in individualistic cultures
(2000). Pinto’s own model included human needs for cultures characterized by great
respect for the community or social group. Since I would not call Eritrean culture
individualistic I decided to go with Pinto’s need for the wellbeing of the group to
interpret the unity and pride among Eritreans. The coping strategy used to fulfil this
need was helping and motivating each other to succeed and complimenting each other
on and respecting each other for successes.
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Mutuality
When discussing the need to belong, Baumeister posed the question whether there was
any value to caring about the other person as opposed to being merely cared about
(1995). In other words, how important was mutuality in relationships? I had reasons to
believe that it was essential for my research group. Take for example Kiflom’s
description of his close friendship with Woldeab: “What he needs, I need. To share
needs…” Kiflom also said he could never be close friends with Italians (Kiflom §8.5). I am
not entirely sure if the two remarks had a causal relation in the sense that he could not
be close friends with Italians because he did not share the same needs with them.
However, it does seem plausible according to M.S. Clark at al.: “…the desire to receive
help from others was correlated with the desire to give help and respond to others’
needs. This suggests that the desire for communal relationships is based partly on the
appeal of a framework in which people have mutual concern for each other’s welfare.”
(1987; in Baumeister, 1995) This quote reminded me of Maus’ theory on how the act of
giving defines status and power in relationships. It gave another insight into the
negative frames of being in the receiving or dependent position.

Framing identity in terms of place
Going back to Eritrea was the ultimate dream of all Eritreans I had met but not before
the situation had improved and not before they had improved their own life standards.
Accepting the institutionally framed identity of being a refugee was not an option,
because this identity frame was constraining them from realizing their ambitions.
Identity was framed in terms of their country of origin when it came to the core of the
self, even if they were actually born and/or raised in Sudan (Kiflom §8). It was a coping
strategy to fulfil belongingness needs. Their identity could never be derived from places
of transit like Italy, Europe or Sudan, all considered non‐places.
“A refugee cannot choose and will never be chosen here. When it is not your land you can
never put your foot down completely. (…) When the issue of being a refugee comes up, I
automatically think of going back.” (Sami §10.6)

6.3 Social bridging
As shortly explained before, it was Putnam who distinguished between different social
connections like social bonding and social bridging (1995). I will now analyse social
bridging between communities as a cognitive coping strategy. This differs from the type
of social bridging discussed in the previous chapter on action‐based coping strategies
and making use of different networks for instrumental purposes. Instead I will now
discuss social bridging as a cognitive coping strategy to fulfil the need to belong. This is
strongly related to integration of refugees in the host society which I perceived to be
problematic for my respondents.
The majority of Ager and Strang’s research group, consisting of refugees and others
within studied communities in the UK, had high expectations of integration. Many
identified ‘belonging’ as the ultimate mark of living in an integrated community. Ager
and Strang found that an important factor in making refugees and non‐refugees feel at
home in the host society was the friendliness of people encountered on a daily basis
(2008). Being recognized and greeted was greatly valued and appeared to have a
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disproportionate positive impact on perceptions. It was essential to feel secure and to
be reaffirmed that their presence was not resented.
In this research has become clear that Eritrean refugees felt unwelcome in Italy because
of the discrimination and the lack of assistance. They themselves never intended to live
in Italy in the first place and clearly no one wanted to spend the rest of their life in Italy
so the perceived temporariness of their stay blocked social cohesion with the Italians.
As I understood from the stories, negative experiences with Italians withheld them from
wanting to relate to them. Some claimed they could never be (close) friends with
Italians (Kiflom §8.5). By repeatedly sharing these thoughts and not attaching to the
local host community they reassured themselves that this was not their place and these
were not their people. If social bridging with the local Italians would have given them a
form of emotional support, it could have been a cognitive coping strategy to better deal
with other constraints like the lack of government assistance or their weak position in
the labour market. Unfortunately, discrimination and negative framing blocked this
possibility.
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7 Conclusion
To conclude this analysis I will now try to give an answer to my main research question.
How do Eritrean refugees that by law are bound to Italy against their will, cope
with perceived circumstances in order to pursue their ambitions and what is the
role of interaction?
To cope with circumstances they:
‐ used their creativity to find possibilities and take chances
‐ adjusted their ambitions to make them more realistic again
‐ held on to cultural values to handle the distress of dilemma’s and constraints
Interaction played a major role in:
‐ networking for instrumental purposes
‐ adapting their identity to relate to different networks to serve specific interests
‐ social bonding and fulfilling belongingness needs for emotional support
‐ the social process of constructing realities that were easier (e.g. negative framing
of Italians), bearable (e.g. “this life is temporary”) and worth living for (e.g. need
for future dreams)
The pattern I found when analysing all the separate action‐based and cognitive coping
strategies was that most coping strategies involved social bonding by which I mean the
interaction with their own network of Eritrean refugees in Italy. The other networks
that were available to them could roughly be divided in:
‐ The home community, which included the connection with family in Eritrea and
the country itself and
‐ The host community, which could be seen at the level of Italians, local Sicilians,
other migrant communities and aid organizations in Italy
Going back to Eritrea was not (yet) an option to the Eritrean refugees I spoke to.
Therefore they tried to cope with the different challenges they faced in Italy to make life
bearable. Some coping strategies seemed to be actually hindering the interaction with
the home and host community. For example, to deal with the cognitive dissonance of
not being able to live up to their societal roles, some respondents did not call the family
in Eritrea at all unless they could promise them to send some money soon. To deal with
cognitive dissonance caused by discrimination, the lack of government assistance, the
feeling of being unwanted, being dependent on aid organizations and their weak
position in the labour market, they collectively framed all Italians as bad. Negative
framing in this sense could therefore be seen as a two‐way process between Eritrean
refugees and Italians, which did not easily allow a sense of belonging among them.
Another reason why social bridging between respondents and the host society was
constrained could be the collective frame that Eritrean refugees shared about their
present life in Italy being only temporary. This might have also reduced incentives for
integration. Social bridging existed mainly for instrumental purposes and even then I
found that network possibilities with aid organizations and other communities in Italy
were not as optimal as they seemed for reasons I explained in the analysis. What was
left was the network of Eritreans amongst each other.
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Although it was not the scope of this research, I do believe it is worth questioning the
effectiveness of certain coping strategies used by the research group. Take the example
of lowering ambitions: is this coping strategy a good development? First and foremost,
it is a waste of human resources when people do not have the possibility to realize self‐
actualization, let alone if they lose the ambition to achieve this. Ryan et al. made a
distinction between “having goals to strive for in the first place versus attaining them”
(2008). They proposed “that a key risk factor for the experience of distress among
migrants is the loss of major life goals. The greater the extent of goal loss, the more the
migrant will feel alienated in his or her new environment (2008).” If you consider a
possible overlap between “the loss of major life goals” and “lowering ambitions” and
between “constrained belongingness needs in terms of social bridges” and “feeling
alienated in a new environment” you could conclude that lowering ambitions, just like
negative framing, could possibly as well have negative side‐effects on the integration
process. Longitudinal research would be needed to learn more about the effects of
coping strategies.
Coping strategies especially made sense in interaction with fellow Eritrean refugees in
Italy who were facing or had faced similar circumstances. The question that could be
posed then is: which type of interaction, social bonding or social bridging, could have
possibly offered them better chances to realize their ambitions?
If they would put all prejudice frames aside and, for example, put more effort in building
friendships with Italians or if they would make better use of the services that Caritas
and the Red Cross have to offer including the network possibilities to find jobs through
the staff, even if this would mean standing in line, being dependent, being in the
receiving position and saying “Si” all the time to please the sisters; could they then
possibly get more out of life in Italy than they do now? Or would they get traumatized
and lose dignity and self‐respect? More longitudinal research would be needed to find
out the effects of coping strategies in the long term.
For now the reality was, constructed or not, that my respondents were not happy with
their life in Italy and wished they could leave from there. This leads me to repeat
Puggioni’s statement to conclude:
“The question, as (…) demonstrated is not simply whether the first country is safe, but
indeed, whether refugees want to remain in that country, and whether they should be
permitted to select freely where to establish their future home. Hence, the question is not
simply whether reception policies aim to institutionally include refugees, but also whether
refugees themselves want to be included in the first safe country.” (2005)
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8 Discussion
This discussion consists of four parts. I will start by elaborating on the research process.
After that I will outline some ideas for further research. Then I will give an update on
how the respondents are doing now. This paper ends with a personal note on the
societal implications that can be derived from this research and a short list of
recommendations to change the Dublin Regulation.

8.1 Research process
In this part of the discussion I will explain some of the factors that might have
influenced the results of this research.

Recording the interviews
In Appendix 5 and 6 I extensively describe two cases in which respondents expressed
their worries about what would happen with the information they gave me. They feared
misuse of information by either Eritrean or European authorities. In some cases
recording the interview was considered a problem. They preferred me taking notes but
even this made one respondent feel uncomfortable during the interview. Someone
explained to me that Eritrean refugees were traumatized by the secret services of the
Eritrean government. They called them “nai izni” or “gotisha” (phonetic), which is
Tigrinya for “like ears” or “earlobe” because they were always secretly hearing people
out, trying to catch someone saying something bad about the government. In the end I
managed to record eight interviews out of eleven.

Being critical
Every time when I was critical towards perceptions and stories of respondents they
assumed I misunderstood them. For example, when I challenged people in their
perception of “all Italians being stupid” often heard responses were:
‐ “I don’t know how to convince you about them.”
‐ “I wish you were here for a longer time to see how they are.”
‐ “I wish you could see how they behaved towards me/us.”
In other words, if I had been there longer or if I had witnessed how Italians behaved to
them I would have known it to be true that Italians were all stupid. My response was an
invitation for self‐reflection. I explained that being critical was essential to conduct my
research. I emphasized that I wanted to know exactly how and why they thought what
they thought and felt what they felt.

Trust
“Who is she? Whose side is she on? Should we really be telling her our secrets?”
Some people asked Seleba these questions to be reaffirmed about my trustworthiness.
He asked them to trust me like they trusted him. Any distrust in me, he considered
distrust in him and according to Seleba this was accepted. I do not believe in ordering
trust, though. The choice to trust could not have been up to my cousin. It was up to the
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respondents to decide to tell me their stories. It was up to me to earn their trust. To
make my point more clear, I will give a slightly different example from the Dutch asylum
procedure. In Holland, the immigration officer always says in the introduction of the
interview with the asylum seeker that by the mere fact of requesting asylum in the
Netherlands he declares to trust the Dutch authorities to be just. I do not believe in this
and I think it is just a way to

Scepticism
Adna seemed to be one of the biggest sceptics of my research. I concluded this from a
discussion I had with him after the interview with Mohammed and Gebre. When Adna
overheard Mohammed and Gebre wishing me good luck in finalizing my thesis he took
the opportunity to express his scepticism about the research to me. He was not fond of
the topic, he did not believe this research would bring me a fruitful career and above all
I should not expect to make any changes in their lives:
‐ “Actually I don’t know why you chose this topic of migrants, I mean why? I don’t
like it actually, but that is my opinion.”
‐ “Explain.”
‐ “I don’t know, what are you going to do with it? Do you really think you can get a
good job with this?”
‐ “Yes why not?”
‐ “Where?”
‐ “For example with human rights organizations or NGO’s for integration of
migrants and refugees. Or with the government, something with integration
policies and programs.”
‐ “But my view is that most of these jobs won’t give you a good standard of life.”
‐ “You mean in terms of money?”
‐ “Yes of course.”
‐ “But actually I don’t care about the money. I understand your point of view and
that your goal is to collect money, but actually I am in quite a luxurious situation
that I don’t have to care about money so much. Holland is a welfare state and if
the government would be willing to pay me some welfare benefits to do the kind
of voluntary work I do now I would be satisfied. I’m not saying that they would
but I would be happy to live on low cash and do something that I believe in and
that I agree with.”
‐ “What would that be then?
‐ “Contribute to improving another person’s life.”
‐ “Do you really think that you are improving our life?”
‐ “No, I already told you that at this moment, being just a student, I do not believe I
could do something major that would improve your lives. This is only practice
for me, a learning experience. My supervising professors are stimulating me a lot
to dig into this topic, though. They think it is relevant and an important problem
that is not much known about. Other students also looked into issues concerning
refugees and asylum seekers. One professor used some of their data to present at
a conference. Maybe something like that could be done with my results as well.”
‐ “I don’t see the use of it.”
‐ “Why not? Because it doesn’t bring the big cash? What about other forms of
satisfaction in work? For example, doing something that you like and that you
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‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

believe in. But also, don’t you think problems need to be described first, before
you can come up with a good solution?”
“I think all those organizations just have jobs in our name. They say that they do
something for us but I have never seen any improvements in my life. They take their
salaries but no change for us.”
“But for example at VVN, the Dutch refugee agency where I work, around 90% of
the workers are volunteering. Only 2 people get paid.”
“Aaah so the boss takes the money that is supposed to be for you and they put it in
their pocket.”
“No, there is no money to pay everybody. It is a non‐profit organization and they
don’t have a lot of money. They need one or two persons to manage the place and
they recruit volunteers to do the job.”
“What do they do then for example?”

I explained about the different activities of VVN but Adna remained sceptic:
‐ “So you are the ones who listen to all our secrets and tell it to the government and
then they make their laws stricter again and make life even more difficult for us.”
‐ “Actually no, they will even be the ones that tell the government that refugees
have reasons to for example lie or manipulate their story. They also assist
refugees for example with family reunification procedures.”
‐ “Ok, those are only the positive things… Now, what are the negative things?”
‐ “Well, I don’t know, negative things are I guess when we don’t succeed to
persuade the government. When the government still decides not to give a
certain person refugee status. I don’t know what other harm the organization has
possibly done to its “clients”.”
‐ “Hmmm well I don’t know.”
He started explaining something to Gebre, I assume about what we were discussing.
Then he said to me: “Anyway, just try to get rid of this Dublin.”
When I discussed Adna’s scepticism with Seleba he recognized it:
“The governments make their laws. We find our ways. Nobody knows about us. (…) now we
are exposing our secrets to you. How do governments get to know our secrets?”
I guessed from statistics and trend watching: linking numbers and flight stories of
refugees to current developments in countries of origin and in the immigration policies
in Europe. We agreed that a lot of tiny pieces of information must be trickling in
including the information they had given to the authorities themselves during the
interviews. “…but we create stories as well. You try to convince the government. For
example, me in Switzerland, I tried. I told them the truth though but I failed to convince
them. Then there are agents that analyse our stories and all this information in detail,
making graphics and so on and then they discover how we do things.”
Seleba understood that amongst others, it was through agents like me that governments
retrieved information about them. In a way, I was part of the system. Finally, he noted
that: “People like Adna got to know you as someone who cared, had sympathy with our
lives, was interested. This [second] time you came, you had more of a purpose of your own
(doing structured interviews) but we had to stick with the image we had from before. Not
so much with the questionanswerquestionanswerstudent/researcher Sara.”
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8.2 Ideas for further research
A discipline without a large number of thoroughly executed case studies is a discipline
without systematic production of exemplars, and a discipline without exemplars is an
ineffective one. Kuhn (1987)
I agree with Flyvberg that in social science, a greater number of good case studies could
help remedy this situation (2006). Therefore I advise to do more case studies on
refugees and asylum seekers that are subject to the Dublin Regulation. I came up with
the following ideas for further research.

Gender related issues
The most important issue that has not been addressed in this thesis is gender. First of
all, the only females mentioned in the stories were Semhar and the women left behind
in Eritrea. As mentioned before I did not feel comfortable enough to interview Semhar.
Language was the biggest barrier and I strongly felt that a male translator would affect
the reliability of the answers. Therefore above all, I would advise further research into
the life world of female (Eritrean) refugees. However, many more men than women
have fled from Eritrea. Rumours go around saying that the ratio of young adults left in
Eritrea is 7 females to 1 male. One reason for this could be the risks involved on the way
to Europe. Ladies that did try to flee were often perceived to be Ethiopians pretending
to be Eritrean in order to get status. The general impression was that life in Italy was
better for women than it was for men. They had more job opportunities in cleaning and
home care for the elderly, and they could easily choose a boyfriend from the many
Eritrean male refugees. Not all agreed on this and some found that women probably had
a harder time anyway because they were not as resistant as men. These views would
have been more valuable if some would have come from the ladies themselves. I got the
impression that the world of Eritrean refugees was a man’s world but not only from the
difference in numbers. Masculinities were also visible in this talk of their resistant
personality and the social control of needs of young men amongst each other: probably
another interesting gender related issue to be researched.

Effectiveness and side effects of coping strategies
As mentioned in the conclusion further research would be needed to analyse the effects
of coping strategies in the long term. Obvious questions can be raised about the coping
strategy of putting your life once again in the hands of smugglers to reach America, let
alone crossing another desert from Mexico. But other strategies were more tacit, like
cognitive coping strategies, which made it harder to foresee what would happen if these
coping strategies were used for a long period of time. With more longitudinal research it
would be possible to see the long term effects on the integration and general wellbeing
of refugees who are stuck in European countries against their will.
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8.3 The latest news from the respondents
In September 2010 White house has been emptied out by the police. There was no
violence though obviously the people were forced to leave. Adna lived with Habteab for
a while in his newly rented apartment in the city. Habteab found himself an Eritrean
woman who moved in with him. He was fired from his job as a beach guard and for now
they were living of her salary.
In October the olive season started on the other side of the island so some migrated
there for work, Adna among them. There they stayed in a house, which they stayed in
before in previous seasons. It was comparable to White house but even more primitive.
End of November Adna went to Switzerland to visit his aunty. He tried to ask asylum
there. His uncle Tesfai stayed in Semhar’s house for a while after being expelled from
White house. He then moved on to Milano to see his chances there.
Semhar is not living in “Semhar’s house” anymore. The one who she rented the room
from saw how well she was doing in her business and decided to take over and send her
out. She found herself a small flat apartment and started all over again. Fortunately,
many of her clients moved along with her.
Adna came back from Switzerland after he found out the Swiss authorities had matched
his fingerprints. He did not want to wait to be deported but escaped from the asylum
seeker center himself so he could peacefully say his goodbyes to his aunty. He then
returned to Italy himself and is now trying to register for a “project” in Milan
comparable to what Michael did in Rome.
Some of the people who used to live in White house had jobs at the time they were
expelled. In order to keep their jobs they decided to stay in the “bush” for a while till
their jobs would end again. Gebre was one of them. When they went to work during the
day they hung their things, mainly clothing, in the trees. One day when they returned
from work they found all of it burned down. The latest news from Gebre was that his
wife and children had left Eritrea and their family reunification request was being
processed.
Woldeab recently left to Cairo for about a month to see his girlfriend again for the first
time after six years. After he was there for a week, I saw on the news how an Egyptian
revolution had suddenly broken out. Watching the violent images of the
demonstrations on TV and no way to contact him there, got me quite worried but after
he returned we got back in touch and fortunately he told me he had found himself and
his girl a safe place to stay.
Michael is still in Rome. He lives in a large building together with hundreds of African
migrants of which many from Eritrea. The construction of the building has never been
completed but the building was squatted years ago and it became a well‐known shelter
among Eritrean refugees. Any Eritrean refugee I met knew the name of this place and it
surprised them I knew it, too. Michael continues his Italian language classes and has left
his number with several agencies in town through which he hopes to find work. He has
joined the local Pentecostal Christian community. He will be coming to Holland for my
graduation.
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Seleba has managed to continue his business and at least make enough money to live a
fairly nice life. Especially in the weekend it gets busy with people in his place. He would
not mind finding a part time job for during the week but is determined to remain
independent from exploiting employers. Seleba paid me another short visit in Holland
to be with my presentation of the preliminary findings of my research. He brought with
him a friend from Agrigento. The relationship with Seleba’s girlfriend in Eritrea has
ended although my impression was that they were quite committed to each other. I
guess being apart for so long, not knowing when they would ever be together again,
complicated their lives too much. They remain in touch through the internet. The Italian
owners of his house have not been very cooperative in arranging a residence permit for
Seleba but the latest news is that the request is finally being processed. One Italian
neighbor has been complaining a lot about the noise coming from Seleba’s house and as
Seleba put it, he scared off some of his “clients”. He considers therefore moving to
another place after he gets the residence permit but only if he can find a better deal.
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9 Societal implications and recommendations
Now this research has been completed, what else can we say about the results? This
report turned out rather thick and I found the results hard to summarize into neat
general propositions but as a case study researcher I can only be very satisfied with this.
I would like to believe Flyvberg that it is a sign that I have uncovered a particularly rich
and very complex problem situation (2006). Seleba told me there were more “White
house’s” in Italy referring to the many deserted buildings, ruins and uncompleted
construction sites in Italy, which were now inhabited by migrants. Therefore, for the
positivist readers among us, I believe the stories are “demonstrative of the complexity”
(Korac 2003) of the circumstances of Eritrean refugees in Italy. The results could thus
be generalized based on recognition and acknowledgement from other refugees that
have faced similar circumstances or have used similar coping strategies. Also there is an
overlap between results of this research and of other studies, which I earlier referred to.
For example, from the stories of my respondents we can derive new insights into the
decision making process of asylum seekers migrating within Europe. Economic
conditions and government assistance did play a major role for my respondents but so
did the general social environment since many were expecting less racism and
discrimination in other Western countries. Moreover, the wish for better economic
conditions was justifiable considering the challenges they faced in meeting their basic
needs, extensively described in their stories. The term “asylum shopping” to describe
secondary migration is therefore, at the least, highly inappropriate because of the image
it conveys that derogates from the complex dilemma’s refugees face in Europe.
The reception of asylum seekers and refugees in Europe is not in balance at all. Some of
the countries with the poorest economies and legal systems within Europe are against
their will being held responsible for the reception of a relatively large number of asylum
seekers and refugees of whom many do not want to live in those border countries. How
could integration or social bridging ever be possible in such a situation? The relatively
rich countries of Europe with well‐organized reception and integration procedures have
deported many asylum seekers and refugees back to those border countries even
though they had the right to voluntarily accept asylum seekers, which could have
relieved some of the pressure on the EU border countries. Recently the European court
put a stop to the deportations to Greece. Before that, signals of human rights violations
reported by all the major human rights and refugee organizations were dismissed by
countries’ Immigration Services for example the IND in Holland. They claimed that
there was no reason to believe that country X was not living up to the European
minimum reception standards and that there was no reason to believe that protection
could not be asked from the local police authorities of country X. In Dutch we call this
the principle of inter‐state trust. I call it “wearing blinkers”.
Labov and Waletsky (1966) wrote that when a good narrative has finished, it should be
unthinkable for a reader to respond with: “So, what?” The narratives themselves should
be the answer to this question (Nehamas, 1985). I hope that through the stories of my
respondents, Eritrean refugees have gotten a chance to voice their views and opinions
about their circumstances in Italy and to show their efforts, strong will and creativity to
still try and make something out of life. I also hope that readers of their stories will
understand that the situation of asylum seekers in Europe is not as black and white as
being a political or an economic refugee and that Europe is not only nowhere near to
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harmonizing asylum reception procedures but also not even close to something as basic
as an equal human rights environment.
I believe asylum seekers and refugees are not the ones who should pay for Europe’s not
yet harmonized asylum reception system or Europe’s unequal human rights
environment for that matter. Therefore I would finally like to conclude with the
following recommendations I came up with to change the Dublin Regulation:
‐ Change the system into one based on the asylum applicant’s choice.
‐ Divide asylum seekers and refugees across Europe based on the economic and
geographic capacity of each EU country.
‐ Specify the humanitarian reasons for which countries should decide to voluntary
accept asylum seekers with a Dublin Claim and make them part of a guideline to
better meet the human rights of these asylum seekers.
‐ Broaden the definition of ‘family’ in the refugee and asylum legislation so that
refugees will at least be accepted in the countries where they already have a
sibling, uncle, aunt, cousin or parent (in case they are overage and thus not
eligible for family reunification under the current laws). My guess is that these
family members will also serve as a vehicle for integration and a social safety net,
which will save the state money on social and psychological care.
‐ Make sure that every state offers citizenship after 3 or 5 years so refugees can
move and work freely across the EU after that. In other words, make life in Italy
truly temporary for them.
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Appendix 1 Family history
How I grew up
I was born from a mixed marriage: my Dutch mother and Eritrean father. My father fled
to Holland during the independence struggle. He met my mother in the asylum seeker
centre where she was volunteering. They got married and got me. My parents often
spoke English so I easily picked this up. There were also attempts to teach me Tigrinya
but unfortunately, because I rarely used it, it never really stuck. From when I was 6
years old I grew up with my mother and her side of the family. They divorced but I still
stayed with my father on a regular basis.

Visiting Eritrea
In 2001 my father took me to Eritrea for the first time. For him it was only his second
visit since he had left his home country. We stayed mainly with my uncle in Asmara, the
capital of Eritrea, and paid visits to his aunties in Keren, one of the bigger towns of the
country. I learned some Tigrinya during the time spent with my family but I
communicated in English with my uncle and cousins who spoke enough English. Life in
Eritrea was ok it seemed. My uncle had an office job at a major development institute
and he could use their cars whenever he wanted. His children were going to school and
so were most of my cousins in Keren. There was one cousin I had met before because he
had been doing his PhD at the University of Groningen in Holland. Coincidentally he was
in Massawa at the time, the main port of Eritrea, to collect data as his field was in
Marine Biology. It was nice to see a familiar face among all those ‘strangers’ that were
supposedly my family.
In 2006 I went back to Eritrea by myself. My father did not have the time and the money
to come with me. A lot of people would have expected him to pay a visit and give them
some money since he was still the only family member of his generation who was living
and working in Europe. He decided to postpone it until one of the following years.
People were asking me repeatedly: “Where is your father? Why didn’t you bring him?”
Later I heard they even criticized me: “Why is this girl not at home taking care of her
father?” I stayed for only three weeks because I wanted to combine my visit with a trip
to Kenya where my cousin, the marine biologist mentioned before, had found a job as a
researcher. In Eritrea I again spent most of my time in the capital with my uncle’s
family. He had moved out of his former house into the house my father had built over
the past few years. My uncle had been the main representative during the construction
and now he could live in the house for free since my father was planning to live in the
house only after his retirement for periods of time. Other cousins who were free from
work or studies were staying there as well at the time I was there. One of them was
Seleba, the son of my aunty, sister of my father. He stayed with my uncle for a week. He
grew up in Debre Sina, a village quite far away in the mountains. Now he was a teacher
in English in Sawa, a military camp the size of a town, where all senior high school
students from all over the country fulfilled their final year. I had very good contact with
him that week and we could talk a lot since his English was great. Seleba claimed he also
saw me in 2001 when I was there with my father but I could not remember him. Our
uncle, my father’s brother, forbid me to travel with Seleba to his home in Debre Sina. He
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thought I could not handle the harsh village life. My uncle felt incredibly responsible for
me because my father was not there. I was my father’s only child. If something would
happen to me, my father would have nothing.
In the context of this research it is important to know that Seleba and me built a true
family bond during my time in Eritrea. I met over 30 cousins during this trip and if I had
not remembered Seleba, I might have not felt the connection which made me so eager to
help him to come to Europe in the end.

When Seleba fled Eritrea
In December 2007 I heard from my father that Seleba had left the country. So far I had
five cousins living abroad, Seleba was number six. My father did not quite agree with his
actions because he was afraid he would form a bad example for the other youngsters in
our family. I let it be. I did not interfere. I was not even that worried to be honest. My
‘alarm bells’, so to speak, did not start ringing until I got an email from one of my
cousins in the UK. It was a plea for help in name of Seleba. He was in trouble and stuck
in Khartoum. He needed money to be smuggled to Europe. I called Seleba and tried to
persuade him head South and find work with his English degree in Kenya, Tanzania or
South Africa. I knew these countries quite well because of the work I did there as a tour
leader. I was afraid for him to cross the Sahara and the Mediterranean Sea, as I just
knew this infamous route from the newspapers writing about the number of deaths on
the way. He convinced me though, that there was no other way for him and if anybody
from our family could survive this trip, it would be him. He was referring to his
muscular build compared to our other cousins and I had to agree with him. I sent him
about half of the money and convinced my father to help him from Tripoli onwards. My
cousins from the UK all paid their part as well.

Italy
Finally I got a phone call from Seleba that he had arrived safely in Tripoli. The trip
through the Sahara had taken much longer than expected. Three people from Somali
had died on the way. At the moment he called me he was waiting for a favourable
weather forecast for about three days in order to safely cross the sea.
Our next contact was after he had been rescued from the sea by the Italian authorities.
He had been detained for about three weeks in Lampedusa, an Italian island close to the
North African coast. He had burnt his fingertips to manipulate the prints but
unfortunately they were healed by the time they took them. Four months after his
arrival in Italy I paid him a visit in the refugee centre where he was staying. Another 20
Eritreans and a couple of Somali’s were there with him. The waiting for their status
disturbed them greatly and the environment, a tiny isolated village half an hour by bus
from the city of Agrigento, only made things worse. I was all ears to listen to their
stories and I was surprised how eager they were to talk about their experiences. It was
during this trip that I decided to focus my studies more on refugee and asylum issues.
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Switzerland
One week after I returned to Holland Seleba received his document, a so called
humanitarian status valid for three years. The preferred alternative would have been a
political refugee status, which would have been for 5 years and would have included
privileges like unconditional family reunification. Seleba decided to leave Sicily
immediately. A few days later he called me from Milano. He was cold (it was January),
had been sleeping in the streets and thanked me for the sleeping bag I had left him back
in Sicily. I told him to ask around for the Salvation Army. He found it in the form of
“Caritas”, a catholic NGO, and stayed here for a short time. Then he moved on to
Switzerland. In those days this was considered a strategic move since it was on the
verge of entering the Schengen territory. Many Eritrean refugees tried to be accepted
there but Seleba was too late. About a month before he arrived, Switzerland had signed
up for Schengen. Nevertheless he got a chance to make a case to be accepted for other
reasons. He was waiting for their decision but in the meantime getting used to his better
life in Switzerland. He became close friends with his roommate and spent his time doing
sports, learning German and working part‐time in forest maintenance. By coincidence I
was in the area that summer when I was hiking in the Black Forest just over the German
border from where he stayed. I made a detour to see him and I could see he was doing
well. When I visited him the first time in Sicily, our main topic was crossing the Sahara
and the Mediterranean Sea. In Switzerland it was girls. Also we talked a lot about my
father and my relation with him. There were a lot of things that Seleba did not know
about how I grew up so it was nice to share stories as if brother and sister. I returned to
Holland and we stayed in touch by phone.
In November there was a period I could not reach Seleba. Finally I received a message
that he was deported back to Italy. He had lost his document so he was waiting for a
new one in the nearest city to where I had visited him. For a while he found a job in
picking olives with an old friend, Adna. After the olive season, winter was there and
there was not much work around anymore. He told me on the phone that he was
thinking a lot about life and what to do with it. I suggested that if there was really
nothing he could do in Sicily, he might as well come to Holland and do nothing here. We
decided he would return to Sicily in the spring, when agricultural work would be
available again.

Holland
I had started an internship at VluchtelingenWerk (VVN), a major human rights
organization for refugees and asylum seekers in the Netherlands. I was working mainly
with people in the so called Dublin‐procedure (see Part 1: Chapter 2 and Appendix 2). I
was quite sure that Seleba had been in a similar procedure in Switzerland so I
understood why he had been deported although I had been hoping for an exception.
Working at VVN gave me access to all the information I needed to find out whether
Seleba could visit me in Holland. He came in January as a tourist and did not need
anything but his Italian document and his refugee passport to travel. He was allowed to
stay for three months but he stayed for only seven weeks, first in my student house in
Wageningen and later with my boyfriend Neils in Rotterdam. Already in the first week
Seleba told me he was not planning to go back to Sicily at all in the spring. I was
surprised. He told me about his friends in Italy who were joking with him before he left:
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they would be waiting with a rope to hang himself if he would ever return. I had not
expected this at all but I told him I would support him no matter what he would decide.
I made clear to him that I still wanted to go to Sicily for my research. Seleba seemed
worried about me going there without him and gave me all the possible contacts of
people I could stay with and of people that could help me with interviews and
translation. I booked my ticket to fly end of March. In the meantime Neils and me had
been trying to contact people of whom we thought that maybe could give Seleba a small
job illegally. We seemed very close to finding him something but it turned into a big
disappointment for Seleba. Shortly thereafter Seleba decided he wanted to go back to
Sicily. We booked him an earlier ticket and within a week he was gone. I cried when he
left. According to our initial plan his trip had been a nice family visit but since Seleba
had changed his hopes and expectations into finding a job and a way of staying in
Holland, it felt like we had failed.

Back to Italy
Seleba told me that in Switzerland Eritreans had a funny reputation: they never caused
any serious trouble compared to other migrants but they never paid for train tickets. He
insisted I would book him the cheapest ticket to anywhere in the South of Italy. He
would take a train to reach his friend Adna. In Italy the conductors would just let you
get off the train if they would catch you without a ticket, so he would just have to wait
for the next train in the station and try again. The cheapest ticket was to ‘the heel’ of
boot shaped Italy, and from there he needed to get to the ‘toe’ in Sicily. Taking trains
‘from heel to toe’ took him two days and two nights, spent in sketchy stations.
Seleba’s friend, Adna, was living in a squatted summer house near the beach. He
welcomed Seleba to come and live there as well. Seleba did not want to go back to the
places he knew. He felt the people there did not help him any further in life. The first
couple of nights Seleba had difficulties sleeping. The sound of the sea and his memories
of crossing the Mediterranean were bothering him.
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Appendix 2 Dublin procedure in the Netherlands
At VluchtelingenWerk Nederland (VVN), a major refugee organization in the
Netherlands I worked for over a year with people in a Dublin procedure, first as an
intern, later as a volunteer. Most people I worked with had entered the EU in Greece.
The second biggest group had come through Italy and were mainly people from the
Horn of Africa. A standard asylum procedure in the Netherlands looks like the following:
1. Registration of the asylum seeker
2. Registration of the asylum request including taking fingerprints
3. First interview (main purpose: identification and flight route)
4. Second interview (main purpose: motivation for asking asylum)
5. Decision by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (IND)
In case another country than Holland could be held responsible for processing the
asylum request the refugee would be directed to a Dublin procedure. Most often this
was based on a fingerprint match found in Eurodac, since most asylum seekers did not
admit having been in another EU country during the interviews. In the Dublin
procedure the ‘second interview’ was replaced by a so‐called Dublin interview. Formally
the purpose of this interview was to give the asylum seeker a chance to motivate why
Holland should accept their asylum request. The Dublin Regulation respects the
sovereignty of countries in the sense that each country has the right to voluntarily
accept and process a asylum claim for humanitarian reasons. However, Holland close to
never accepted Dublin claimants. Instead a request to take back the asylum seeker was
sent to the respective country that was to be held responsible. If the Dublin country
accepted the claim within the term of response, a transfer should take place within 6
months. The Regulation says that even if no response is given this should mean
acceptance so close to all cases were accepted and transferred unless the asylum seeker
disappeared. Almost all Dublin claimants I worked with appealed against their first
negative decision. In some cases the court decided positively but in response the
Immigration services always went to the High court. Here the procedure stagnated in
most of the cases because from here on the process became highly political. Never did I
even hear of Dublin claimants from Italy being accepted except for a handful of under
aged children or single mothers. In the few cases that Dublin claimants from Greece
were accepted the case had been taken to the European high court. The procedure had
taken up to three years only leading to the second interview as described above. Most of
their time was spent in the centre where I worked which was situated in a forest. People
were offered nothing but the necessary “bed, bath and bread”. No right to schooling or
even a language course, which basically meant no chance to use their right to work
obtained after six months. Many did not hold out. They either disappeared or asked for
a voluntary return to the Dublin country or even their country of origin before their
procedure was finalized out of pure frustration from the seemingly never‐ending
waiting.
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Appendix 3 Interview plan
Variables /
Keyconcepts
Ambitions

Values /
Operationalization
All possible ambitions of the
subjects that once realized, fulfil
human needs as defined by
Maslow

Circumstances Perceived possibilities and
constraints that either help or
hinder the subjects in realizing
their ambitions
Interaction
Interaction as a coping strategy
AND
Interaction in the shaping of
perceived circumstances and
ambitions and vice versa
(based on Emans, 2002)

Indicators
Physiological, safety,
belonging, esteem,
to know and understand,
aesthetic, self‐actualization,
self‐transcendence
Places
People
Policies
Institutions
Socially constructed realities:
e.g. mediatory myths and
self‐fulfilling prophecies
Networks and their functions
Frames
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Appendix 4 Interview process and questions
Introduction to the interview
I always started the interview more or less as follows:
“There is this law, called Dublin Regulation, which you know as the fingerprintsystem. The
law says that the first country where you enter Europe is responsible for your asylum
procedure and afterwards. This law makes it difficult for you to go to another country to
live and work there. I have something against this law and with this research I want to
find out about life in Italy for Eritreans, how you survive and how you try to realize your
goals.”
Sometimes I would make a joke: “Basically I want to find out how stupid the fingerprint
system is and how smart you guys are in trying to manage life and meet your needs.”
Several respondents knew the questions beforehand either because they had already
heard me interviewing someone else or because I went through them before the actual
interview started. I always told them something about what they could expect:
“ First I would like to ask some general questions about your background, for example age,
religion, family, the journey to Europe and your status in Italy. I will not record this part.
The second part exists out of open questions about:
- your future including your ambitions and how they changed over time
- the present including negative and positive things about life in Italy and
- the different people in your life and how they have helped you or not
I would like to record this part in order to support my memory and not to disturb the
interview by having to write everything out during our conversation.”

Questions relating to interview context and respondent’s background
Place interview:
Date interview:
Language interview:
Present people during interview including translator:
Ethnic group:
Born/raised in Eritrea/Sudan:
Religion:
Languages:
Gender:
Age:
(start/end  twenties/thirties)

Education:
(High school, technical college,
university)
Occupation(s) in Eritrea:
(Student, soldier, government position,
private business, farm?)
Financial situation in Eritrea:
(Before/after military service, self
sufficient farm, private/illegal business)
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Family circumstances:
Parents, head of family? Siblings, oldest, youngest, who takes responsibility for the family?
Relationship, married, since when? Children, how many, how old?
Family in Diaspora; how related? (Where do they all reside?)
Length of journey EritreaItaly:
Humanitarian/political status:
Preferred country of asylum (why?):
Countries visited / asked asylum in EU:
Places visited / stayed / worked in Italy:
Detention after first asylum procedure in Italy:
(yes/no, where, how long)
If the answer to the following questions was either very short or literally “I don’t know”
I would sometimes give examples based on other stories I had heard so far. I asked
them whether they felt the same way or not, and if they could add something to it.
Sometimes I would also explicitly explain the goal of the specific question. In case I did
this I included it in the story of the respective respondent.

Questions relating to ambitions and interaction
What is your goal in life? What do you need in life? What do you want to achieve? What
are your dreams? What are your ambitions?
(In terms of career, family life, social position, identity, citizenship, place, materialistic etc.)
How did you come up with these? Who gave you this idea? Who is your role model in
life? What did you want to become when you were a small kid? What were your hopes
and expectations before you came to Europe? Have they changed over time? How and
why have they changed?
How do your relatives help or hinder you in achieving your ambitions? Do you consider
your family to be supportive of your ambitions or do they also form a burden for you?

Questions relating to perceived circumstances and interaction
What makes your life difficult? What hinders you (most) in life? How has this hindered
you in realizing your ambitions? What are the differences between Italy and your
desired country of asylum?
What has helped you dealing with life so far? Who have helped you (most) so far in
dealing with life? How, why and with what did they help you? What or who are your
most important sources of information? How (often) are you in touch with family and
friends? (in Europe, in Eritrea, elsewhere, etc.) Did the contact and the relation with your
family change since you left Eritrea/since you arrived in Europe?
How do you choose your friends (similarities and differences)? Could you be friends
with Italians or people who are not Eritrean, people from a different religion? Do you
prefer to befriend people that grew up in the same area/from the same religion? What
have you meant for each other?
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Extra questions
Gender, religion, ethnic group:
Is it easier or more difficult to be a man/woman, Christian/Muslim, Tigrinya/Arab
speaker, from the Tigrinya/any other ethnic group?
(Perceived differences in circumstances in terms of integration in the host society or in
terms of networks to get jobs for example through Sudanese and Arab migrants)
Dates of birth, leaving and arrival:
Did you change any of these dates during any of your interviews with the authorities?
Why? Did it benefit you in the end?
(Interaction as a coping strategy and in shaping/creating circumstances)
Education and occupations so far:
Have your degrees and work experiences been of any help in Italy/Europe?
(Perceived differences in appreciation of human resources in different places)
Kind of status:
Are you satisfied with the status you received? Why (not)? Do you know people that
received political status? What is the difference between them and you?
(Fractioning of refugee labels)
Detention:
Why do you think you were detained? How did this affect you?
(Constraint: criminalization of asylum seekers)
Places visited / stayed / worked in Italy:
Experiences? Impressions? Stories?
Countries visited / asked asylum in EU:
Experiences? Impressions? Stories?
Any migration plans for the near future?
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Appendix 5 Interview process with Michael
Process of data collection
I spent about three days with Michael to collect his life history. To hear out all the
important parts of his life I improvised a rough structure of four chapters. The first two
have been compiled below since they were not directly relevant to this thesis. The
others can be found in the chapter ‘Michael’s story’, under ‘The journey’ and
‘Experiences in Europe’. The four chapters were:
‐ Childhood and growing up
‐ Pre‐migration: the time in which reasons for fleeing started to accumulate and
actions were taken to prepare to leave the country for example gathering money
and information
‐ Migration: from the day of leaving Eritrea till the day of arrival in Europe
including preparation activities for the different parts of the journey
‐ Post‐migration: his experiences in Europe
I started out taking notes during our conversations but one day Michael told me that it
did not make him feel very comfortable when he saw me writing down his words even
though he knew my intentions. He explained that Eritreans did not like to be recorded
because of the controlling government in Eritrea. Both bad memories of the past and
fear of possible problems in the future both played a role. When I had typed out the
whole story based on my memory and some notes, I let Michael check it for mistakes.
There was a second time that Michael got a bit nervous about the interview. When he
was telling me about his detention in Holland he asked me specifically not to write
down the exact time that he was there because “they” might be able to trace down the
story. He explained: “There were only 2 Eritreans in detention at that time and I did not
tell them (the Dutch authorities) the truth. I’m only telling you the truth now.”
My first response to this was basically to explain again who I was (a student, not the IND
or the Dutch government, not even VVN) and what I was doing (writing a final thesis
which would probably end up in the university library, not an official report for any of
the organizations I just mentioned). Secondly, I reassured him that privacy was a top
priority for me while writing this thesis. Finally, I explained shortly that there were
many prisons in Holland with unfortunately, many Eritrean refugees in it. I promised
not to write any dates and years in his story, nor would I write the name of the prison
he stayed in.

Life history: childhood and growing up
Michael was born in Sudan. His whole family had fled during the independence war and
they lived in a town not far from the border. The “tragedy” of his family was that his
parents were not married when he was born. What made it worse was that they were,
albeit not closely, blood related. His mother was married off to another man. His father
also remarried but he died relatively young. Michael stayed with his mother and
stepfather in a town near the Eritrean border. He claimed he never really had problems
with his family history. The fact that he had a different biological father had never been
a real issue. He was close with his stepfather and was even registered under his name.
However, he did believe his biological parents must have loved each other simply
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because: “…otherwise they wouldn’t have made me. It was just that it wasn’t accepted by
this fucking society.”
His mother gave birth to five half sisters and one half brother. He was the oldest of
seven. He went to school from when he was five. To continue education after high
school was very expensive for Eritreans in Sudan. Michael claimed that he was
struggling in Sudan as much as he was in Italy because they were considered second‐
class citizens. He decided to go to Eritrea to study at the University of Asmara.

Life history: pre‐migration
To obtain his identity card needed for registration he first had to go to the birth place of
his stepfather. The village was in the security zone near the border. The security
officials did not believe Michael when he told them his intentions. An official call was
sent out to his (step‐) family to testify that Michael was in fact family but they did not
respond. Michael was tortured and jailed for five months. He was set free for no reason
just as he was arrested for no reason. He blamed his uncle for not responding but his
uncle said he had been too scared. His family was well known in the area and he
suspected people to abuse their name to cross the border. He helped him to get his
documents and Michael finally joined university.
The fact that he was jailed by his own country for no reason, kept on bothering Michael.
He disagreed with the situation in the country more and more. On top of that, the
university was going to close down the following year. It would be changed into a so‐
called Science and Technology Institute and he would be referred to one of the technical
colleges in the country. These colleges would in the end not give him the university
degree he desired so he decided to drop out after only one year of studying. The
following three years he spent in the house of his mother’s family just helping around
the house. He heard some people he knew had left the country. He decided to go as well.
There was no chance for schooling in Eritrea. National Service was not an option. He
knew people who were doing National Service for seven years and still had nothing: “It’s
service without reward and service without reward is punishment and I don’t want to be
punished.”
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Appendix 6 Interview process with Hagos
Although Hagos turned out to be a man who knew his languages, unfortunately his
English was quite poor. The funny thing about this was that during the Easter party a
competition started between him and a friend whose English was possibly even worse.
The competition revived every time I visited them and we had some good laughs over it.
He used to joke in front of others: “Why, Sara?! Why have you come here?! English is my
bullet. Nobody knew I didn’t speak English but now everybody knows!”
When Adna called Hagos to make the appointment Hagos raised a lot of questions about
the purpose and the possible risk in it. Although I could not follow their conversation in
Tigrinya the phone call was long and formal and in my view spoiling the relaxed
interview atmosphere I desired. I complained to Seleba but he said that I should not
worry about it. Everybody spoke in this way to Hagos out of respect for him, for his
achievements and his age. Seleba told me his use of Tigrinya was extremely
sophisticated and full of proverbs.
On the day of the interview Hagos took me along to his friends, an Eritrean couple who
lived in the city, a 30 minute bus ride away. On our way, being just the two of us and no
translators around, it felt like he tried harder than ever to communicate with me. In our
best “Eritrenglish”, a bit of Italian and a lot of sign language we actually had some
conversations and it felt like there was some bonding going on. Earlier I had suspected
him of feeling embarrassed to talk to me with others around. Language was supposed to
be “his thing” but in my presence his weakness was exposed.
When we got back home at Hagos’ house from our day out, it had created the perfect
circumstances for the interview. Adna came over to translate. Different people walked
in and out during the interview but Hagos told me to continue time after time.
I started by once more explaining the goal of my research and asked him whether I
could record the conversation. This was going to be a problem for Hagos. I tried to
convince him by explaining that nobody would ever hear the recordings except for me.
It would just function to support my memory and it would set me free from having to
write during the conversation. A while ago I was told by Michael that seeing me writing
down his words made him feel uncomfortable. Hagos allowed me to record although he
did not seem totally convinced.
It was my first interview and some questions were formulated differently. For example
in the first part there were some questions about the respondent’s background. This
included for example dates and places of birth and dates of departure and arrival from
Eritrea to Europe. Seleba had warned me about these questions when I discussed them
with him. He was not sure whether people were going to give me the real answers or
the answers they had given to the Italian authorities and which were written in their
document. I thought I would solve the problem by letting the respondents free in this
and decided to add a question about whether they had ever changed their story for the
Italian authorities. If yes, I would ask them why and whether it had benefitted them in
the end. In Hagos case, the questions about dates and places created a lot of tension:
“Stop the voice recorder!” Delete it, delete it! Why do you need to know which village we
are from? It is not important for the fingerprints!”
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I was a bit overwhelmed by this response and realized I could not continue the
interview like this. In the meantime the people that were present in the room started
discussing alternatives. They really wanted to help me with the interview but insisted
not having these dates and places recorded.
“Look, here’s what we’ll do. We live in this village. You know that already, but we’ll give
you the name of a village nearby and you will write that village. It doesn’t matter right? If I
tell you I’m 26 years old, you will write 27 or 28, ok? No problem?”
I decided to do things differently. I did not need all these details. My goal was to
describe people and networks but for that I did not need exact places and dates. I
reformulated some questions in order to just get an indication of the respondent’s age,
the length of their journey to Europe and the length of stay in Italy. Everybody preferred
to continue without recording so I took notes the rest of the interview. Hagos confirmed
he was not bothered by seeing me writing.
It seemed that my perfect interview conditions had been replaced by an atmosphere of
caution but fortunately, while the interview slowly progressed, everybody became more
relaxed again. I learned and made some changes in the structure, the formulation of
questions and my introduction of the recording device. The method I applied in the
following interviews is described in the chapter Data collection.
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Appendix 7 Seleba’s house search and business
Finally the very unreliable broker wanted us to meet the owners of the house. They
owned a hotel in town. Seleba had already met the son of the owners once before and
unfortunately he had not left a very trustworthy impression either. This time we met his
mother. We told her the house would be for both of us: Seleba would try to find work in
town and I needed a place to work on my thesis. The ball started rolling.
The son came over to take us to the house. To Seleba’s surprise he showed us a much
nicer house than the house broker had showed him before and on top of that the rent
was less than was earlier proposed. He made a lot of effort to make things work for us
but he had a slick macho almost mafia side to him as well. He was very curious how
Seleba earned his money in an annoying kind of way. He made jokes about using and
dealing drugs and killing people for money. Electricity came, the water system got fixed
and I finally felt I could give him the house warming present I brought him. It was a
traditional coffee making set which I brought from Eritrea in 2006. Seleba was
overwhelmed. The house was made a home.
From that day on we started an extensive market research to start the informal
restaurant business. We went to all the supermarkets in the neighbourhood to compare
the prices of beer, soda drinks and several ingredients that he needed to prepare
Eritrean dishes. We started experiments to prepare the perfect injera, not an easy type
of bread/pancake to prepare since it needs the right mixture of different types of flours,
the right amount of yeast and the right amount of time to rise which is approximately
two days. When it is rightly prepared it is somewhat sourly from the fermenting process
and when you bake it, it should have lots of tiny air holes, called ‘eyes’. When these eyes
are few or absent and the structure is sticky you know that you failed. It took a lot of
time and energy to get a decent lot. Seleba bought a TV and a satellite dish to be able to
watch Eri‐TV. I only sponsored the mobile Internet modem device since it was
something that would make our contact so much easier from which I would benefit as
well. Most of the kitchen tools and dishes he got for free from the sisters at Caritas. He
had not told any of his friends in Agrigento yet what he was planning to do exactly but
when we were ready for take off he invited some of his friends who were staying at
Caritas to introduce his idea. We prepared a nice dinner and offered them drinks. He
told them what was on the menu and how much everything would cost in the future. He
offered several Eritrean dishes, Italian beer, Heineken, several soda drinks, sheesha
pipe and even use of the Internet which he made a bit cheaper than the cheapest
internet café in town. They were pleasantly surprised and very proud of Seleba for
starting this business. Slowly people heard the news by word of mouth. Other friends
jokingly complained to Seleba for not inviting them to the introduction dinner. Seleba
called them “the established” and they confirmed this: “Instead of inviting us: ‘the
established’; ‘the employed’; ‘the people with money to spend’, you preferred to invite your
friends from Caritas who have far less money to spend on you than us!”
But there were more serious complaints, too: the absence of a woman.
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Appendix 8 COPE scales and items (Carver et al. 1989)
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Appendix 9 Statistics

6
29
95
1

8
28
97
9
211
11
251
6
2
30
33
694

2001
11
10
144
3
224
11
299
26
1
57
276
335
213
132
11

12

220
59

620
6

151
68
3

12

253
247

260
51
4
121
127
82

241
56

73
137
17

2000

2003

2004

2005

204
177
5
6,35
425
159
18

9
13
107
5
55
18
556
27
21

6,706
395
180
18

2,966
179
30

7
20
148
8
153
53
367
17
39
4
1,313
272
1,23
109
8
123
201
3
1,063
641
235
20

1,265
125
2,187
169
73

11
24
155
18
106
29
456
10
29
31
831
50
101
148
110

5
6
84
3
59
22
378
14
5
19
927
119
3
152
269
5
26,851
266
203
11

1,07
17
1,58
196
41

1,9

1,18
20
1,066
246
58

2002

(Periodicity: Year, Applied Time Period: from 1998 to 2008)

3
5
43
2

1999

6
264
1

741
134
39
1
4
27
99

268
61
2

8
280
1
11
55
13
993

1998

14
28
165
6
829
91
335
26
113
1,766
2,26
98
233
153
789
26
14,132
878
1,662
45

2,345
2,573
8,709
420
153

19
35
210
15
632
123
262
47
78
3,067
2,934
189
1,015
236
1,799
43
32,85
857
2,849
76

2008

4
20
150
5
208
55
281
28
45
20
0
220
172
175
316
29
8,657
608
1,201
57

1,905
233
7,81
329
339

2007

2,725
208
2,656
282
191

2006

-Asylum Seekers -> Applied during year (First Instance Only) -> Originating from -> World -> A/S (Applied during year) Originating from -> Eritrea

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Egypt
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kenya
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland
Uganda
Ethiopia
United States of America
Yemen
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2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

(Periodicity: Year, Applied Time Period: from 1998 to 2008)

2003

1
3

1
16
40
67
17
342,295
124
15

1

90

67
1
342,129

3,276
1
0
0
3

2

34
16
792
18
752
21,018
4
222
3,48
105
4
9,033
779
312
917
1,7
15
124,785
2,165
2,471
26
796

2002

29
11
717
15
373
20,753
3
162
2,993
85
8
7,404
675
72
777
994
14
160,488
1,521
1,037
15
139

7,701
2,396
603

1

24
5
1,619
55
274
13,078
49
104
2,276
55
8
5,021
663
19
690
680
5
150,653
1,051
628
12
6

6,427
2,157
415

2001

21
1
1,197
56
205
10,7
50
63
2,746
48
7
2,705
612
4
494
459
5
116,746
822
268
4
4

4,901
3,201
206

1
411
28
44
5,126
1
20
2,553
7
7
94
431

13
0
852
54
176
8,719
49
31
2,974
21
7
785
461
4
332
305
4
110,927
367
215
1
12

3,617
1,734
122

2000

316
24
41
4,212
1
17
0
7
2
40
546

6
0
557
39
98
6,754
48
22
2,754
8
7
177
379
1
250
242
4
108,251
271
200
3
10

2,404
1,277
101

1

16
113

146
152
2
324,546
195
285

204
178
4
305,294
232
201
1
3

1,748
1,246
86

1999

118
89
1
367,735
171
364

3

975
1,38
71

1

27

0
1,153
75

165
31

89
0
16

807
2,566

25

2

437
2,5

109

187
2,503

1998

-Refugee Population -> Refugees Total -> Originating from -> World -> Refugees Originating from -> Eritrea

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Egypt
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Kenya
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of America
Yemen
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